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THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
. COMMUNICATING, 
In c01npliance with a, resolittion of the Sencite of Deceniber 8, 1 srn, in,-
forrnation in relation to the niwnber of rnining camps locatecl on the Ute 
Indian Reservation in Colorculo. 
JAXUARY 7, 1880.-Referrecl to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to ue 
printed. 
DEPARTMENT OF 1'HE INTEIHOR, 
Washington, January 7, 1880. 
Srn: In response to the resolution of the Senate of the 8th ultimo, 
directing the Secretary of the Interior "to inform the Senate what 
numbeT of mining camps have been located on the Ute Indian Reser-
vation in Colorado; when and at what points such mining camps have 
been located; what effOTts, if any, have been made to remove such 
mining camps; and whether such camps are now in existence, or were 
in existence on the 1st day of September, 1879; and that he transmit to 
the Senate all correspondence of and concerning the loc~tion and contin-
uance of such mining camps on such reservations," I have the honor 
to transmit herewith a copy of a letter, dated the 6th instant, from the 
Commissioner, to whom the subject was referred, together with the pa-
pers therein mentioned, which contain, it is believed, all the information 
in this department upon t1 '. e subject in question. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SEN ATE. 
C. SCHURZ, Secretary. 
DEP AR1'MENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, January 6, 1880. 
Sm: By department reference of the 9th ultimo, I have the honor to 
be_ in rece~pt of Se~ate res?lution c~ated December 8, 1879, and, in com-
pha_nce with your mstmct1ons for report, respectfully forward herewith 
copies of correspondence found in the files of this office relating to the 
tre8passes of white settlers on tlrn Ute Indian Reservation. The cor-
respondence is voluminous, COYCl'ing 482 pages, and, upon careful pe-
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rusal, ,-rill de found to sustain folly the statements made in the 1 
a1mual report of this office, which called forth the Senate resolntiou. 
The resolution of the Senate is herewHh respectfully returned. 
I have the houor to be, sir, very respectfully, ;your obedie11t serrnnt. 
E. .A. HAIT, 
Commi.~sioner. 
The Hon. SlWHE'l'ARY OF THE Il\''l'ERIOR. 
Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY, 
Colorado, May 2, 1873. 
Sm: I ha-ve the lion or to submit herewith my report for the month o 
April. Since may last report all the Tabequache, with some of tht 
other bands- of Utes, have returned from their winter bunting tri1 
west of here, and are encamped now at the agency, drawing reg 
rations-of subsistence. They have been very successful during t~eir 
hunt and have not suffered from want. Roaming and hunting durm~ 
the winter has made sad ha-voe, though, with their clothing, so I hall 
distribute at an early <late amongst them what annuity goods and pre~-
ents I have on hand. Some of them, in company with Ouray, have be~ 
up as high ·as vVhite River Agency, -visiting their brethren there, whil 
others have been as far west as the Colorado River, and south to th 
line of Arizona, in pursuit of the murderers of Mr. Miller, of which ?nt 
was killed, as formerly reported, in accordance with their s@se of Jll.5-
tice. The main bbdy of Utes remained in the valleys of Grand R1:~ 
and the Uncompahgre. They feel yery gratified in reganl to th~ acti _ 
taken by the government concerning the San Juan mining district, ~n 
I think that this Yery order will have more effect upon them ::is t? ~edm_ 
this portion of their reservation, and as to their quietly remammg · -
this agern y, than too much council talk and offers of preseuts. IY-
ported in a former communication, all that is necessar,v to eflect a treat.-
with these Utes is the restoration of Ouray's son to them, and the a -
thority to Mr. Brunot to offer them a fair consideration. 
As the press of this Territory, and. correspondents with ~he a 
have used threatening language towards the Utes, with tbe view of 
citing the feelings of the miners claiming the desired portion of the 
servation, I have used my endeavors and authority to gather all t 
Utes at this agency, so as to avoid all contact of tpe Indians with . 
intruding miners, and in this I am ably assisted by the principal _chi 
Ouray, to whom indeed belongs all the credit for keeping his nation_ 
well in ord.er. I may safely say that he has taken the utmost precau 
to avoid. a collision, which cannot happen unless brought on by 
intruders. 
With the intention of bringing Kaneatche to thjs agency, and th . 
of the foaches who follow him, I went to the 0ucbaras my, elf ~arl 
the month, and though I was ummccessful in this my object, I thm -
coming· and calling the attention of tlle department to this very 
man ha not 1Jeen without fruit, as the hostile feeling of the ~ 
th re ha d er a cl and the Indians haYe left for the plain , a. I 
Ouray lla ,·cnt me' ·enger, to Kaneatche to order him to thi a_ 
and thou ·h I ha,e explained to him that be is at pr ·ent urn.l · 
har 0• of i.11 ~T w ::\I xi an np rinten<l.ency, he in i t that h .; 
hi. ub-chi f. · uncl r Iii.· order,'; that h belon o· here acconlin O' t 
an l that he (Kane.: tel.le) cannot be trusted, a. llis young men ar 
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en~our~ged in their misdemeanors by him, as almost every sp1ing some-
thmg hke the same occurrence of this year has happened, when Kane-
atche was away from the maiu tribe. Ancatosh, the other chjef of the 
lVIuache Utes, with his party is now at the agency. 
I have to report that a case of small-pox has made its appearance at 
the agency, a man bringing some freight here from Pueblo, lying down 
with it. He was taken sick here, and I could not · send him a:way, as 
~e surely would have died on the road, so I have taken all precaution 
m my power to keep the man isolated, and let none of the Indians come 
in contact either with him or his attendant. It is quite a blessing to 
ha,e a physician at the agency, under the circumstances. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CHARLES ADAMS, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. P. SMITH, 
· Cornmissi?ner of Indian A.tfairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Telegram. J 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
To General P.H. SHERIDAN, 
Washington, D. G., JJ1ay 17, 1873. 
Commanding JJ1ilitary Di-vision llfissouri, Chicago, Ill. : 
Dispatch of General Fry of the 16th, just received by me, has been 
sbown to Secretary Belknap, and by him to the President. He directs 
if the troops have not left Fort Garland for the Ute Reservation, the 
movement may be suspended for the present, but if they have left, send 
orders to overtake the commanding officer to take no action toward a 
forcible removal of the trespassers until he reccives further instructions. 
When an answer is received from New Mexico, report the same. 
W. T. SHERMAN{ General. 
Official copy respectfully furnished to the Adjutant-General, U. S. A. 
--- ·---, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
[The Western Union Telegraph Company, Chicago, Ill., May. 16, 1873.-Received 
at --, via Washington, D. C., 16th.] 
Col. W. D. WHIPPLE, 
Headqua,rters of the Anny, Georgetown, D. 0. : 
General Pope telegraphs that he understands that it is the present 
p,urpo8e to suspend the orders for removing miners from Ute Reserva-
tion. If so, he asks to be notified at once, as the troops for that service 
were to march yesterday from Garland. He says removal will cause 
grea,t excitement, and may require actual force. If the President in-
t~nds any other course, General Pope asks to know it as soon as pos-
sible. 
In the abseuce of the Lieuten:mt-General. 
JAMES B. FRY, 
Assi ;tant Adjutant- Ger.eral. 
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WAR DEPARTMENT. 
ADJU';r'ANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, May 17, 1873. 
GENERAL: Referring to telegram of 16th instant, from headquarter 
Military Division of the Missouri, I am instructed by the Secretary of 
War to say that the President directs (in connection with the remo-,al 
of trespassers from the U_te Reservation) that if the troops haYe not left 
Fort Garland, Colorado Territory, the movement be suspended for the 
present. · . If they have left, however, tbe commanding officer will be 
notified to take no action under his orders until he receiYes further 
instructions. 
Very respectfully, your· obedient servant, 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Adjutant-General. 




Washington, Jfa,y 171 1873. 
K D. TOWNSEND, 
Adjittant-Genera l. 
WAR DEPARTMEN'l', 
Washington City, May 17, 1873. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose copy of a Lelegram from General 
Sheridan's headquarters in regard to the moveme_nt of troops for the 
purpose of remm7ing trespassers from the Ute Reservation. . 
Upon consultation with the President, he directed that the mclo ed 
instructions to the General of the Army be issued. 
I also inclose copy of the orders of the General of the Army to Gene-
ral Sheridan. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant., 
WM. vV. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of Wco·. 
The Jion. the SECRE'.l'ARY OF THE lN'l'ERIOR. 
No. 4566.] WAR DEPARTMENT, 
WasMngton City, J'ltne 3 1 73. 
SIR : I have the honor to inclose copy of a letter from General P pe 
of l\Iay 21, inclosing copies of telegrams to and from Maj. A. J. Al X-
ander, Eighth Cavalry, relative to the expulsion of miners from the 
country. 
It will be seen that the orders of General Pope were issued prior 
tb receipt of the Pre~ident's instructions, suspendiug for the_pr :: -
the moYement for the ~jection of the trespassers on the Ute Imhan n 
er'vation, copy of which was sent yon on the 17th May. 
Iu the absence of the Secretary of ·war, 
Y ry r pectfol1y, your obedient servant, r 
H. T. ORO B1' 
Chief le>· ·. 
The Hon. the EGRET.ARY OF THE IN'l'ERIOR. 
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMEN'l' OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., /fay 21, 1873. 
To ASSIST AN'l' AD JUT ANT-GENERAL, 
headquarters Military Division of the JJiissouri, Chicago, fll.: 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith, for the information of the , 
division commander, copy of a telegram from these headquarters to Maj. 
A. J. Alexander, Eighth Cavalry, dated May 16, directing him to move into 
the Ute country, bnt to use no violence in dispossessing the miners, &c., 
and also copy of a telegram from that officer, acknowledging the receipt 
of the instructions above referred to. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JNO. POPE, 
Brei,et Major-General, Commanding. 
[Teleg:ram. J 
lh:ADQUAR'l'ERS DEPARTMEN'l' OF 'l'HE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kcms., May 16, 1873. 
To Maj . A. J. ALEXANDER, 
Eighth CavalrJJ, Comnianding Fort Ga,rland, Colo.: 
(Oare of Captain Carlin, Pueblo, Colo., who will forward at once by 
courier.) 
Yon will move into the Ute country with your ·command as ordered, 
but will use no actual violence in dispossessing the (miners) until you 
receive further orders from this office, which will probably be in a few 
days. AcKnowledge receipt. 
By command of Brigadier-General Pope. 




FORT GARLAND, OoLo., May 17, 1873. 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans. : 
Dispatch of 16th recehred. Troops left yesterday. I leave in two 
days. I will act strictly in accordance with the orders. 
Official copies. 
A. J. ALEXANDER, 
Major Eighth Cavalry. 
VV AR DEPARTMENT, 
ADJUTAN'l1-G ENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, May 28, 1873. 
E. D. TOWNSEND, 
Adjutant-General. 
The Hon. the SI<~CRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
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Los Prnos INDIAN AGE1cr, 
Oolomdo, Febritary 21, 1 i t 
Sm: You are aware that last fall a treaty was agreed to by the ( 
Indians under my charge whereby they ceded to the United State· a 
certain portion of their reservation. By this treaty (Article V) the pro. 
Yision of the treaty of 1868 was expressly reaffirmed, whereby all [n, 
persons not authorized "shall ever be permitted to pass over, , ett:~ 
upon, or reside in the territory" left as their reservation. 
I have now the honor to inform you that already, now, in the middle ofain-
ter, and while the ground is cove:r:ed with a foot or more of snow, parti 
from New Mexico have taken up ranches and located town-sites on thi: 
15-mile strip of territory south of the lands ceded, which strip of land 
was expressly reserved for the southern bands of Utes, and I also haw 
learned from good authority that a hundred or more persons are no" 
waiting in the neighborhood of Terra Amarilla, N. Mex., for sprin~ to 
open, for the eYident purpose of passing over this part of the reser,atio~. 
if not to settle upon it. Should this be allowed in this :first instance rn 
a few months these Southern Utes would be too weak to stop the ru .. t 
of miners and immigrants from that direction, and these Tabequach_ ~. 
as well as the Northern Utes, being parties to the treaty, would be rn-
volved in the difficulty. -
I therefore, very respectfully, but most earnestly, do request in _the 
name of the Ute Indians, through you, the President of the Uinted 
States, to keep faith with these Indians by posting a sufficient force ot 
United States troops in a convenient locality, with strict orders to keep 
all intruders from their reservation. 
Rumors of a hostile combinatfon of Utes and ·Navajoes ha,e lately 
appeared in the Territorial press, but though I have endeav?red I can~ 
not trace these rumors to a reliable source, and I don't believe t~em · 
such a thing is very improbable and would not be entertained fora mi~ute 
by the chief, Ouray ; but what the U tes alone would feel a.Jmost ~lri n~ 
to do next spring, if so soon after this unwilling compliance on then' 11ar 
with the wishes of the government last fall the latter should not prote -
them, I am not prepared to say until I have seen Ouray. . 
I should wish to have an answer to this at the earliest practicahlt: 
tim~, ~o that upon the arrival of Ouray and, the Utes I can be prepar 
to mform them exactly of the intention of the government, ~nd ·. 
dem?nstrate to them that I have done my duty to them as t~ell' a(T~n · 
I mclose a scrap from the Pueblo Chieftain of February o, homn_ 
t~at parties ·ar~ constantly passing over this southern strip ?f re" n · 
t10n, and that (1f true, as I have reason to believe) oue hostile elem_ · 
stration has already occurred on the same, and showing also the feelu1-
of the pres and people towards these Utes. 
I haYe the honor to be, Yery respectfully, your obedient servan,t. 
CHARLES ADAM · 
United States Inclian Arte · 
Hon. E. P. S:1nTrr, 
C01nmissioner of Indian A:ffairs, TVasliington, D. C. 
DEP ARTME T OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF A.IR · 
Washington, March 13, 1 - • 
IR: I haYe th lwn r to ubmit, herewith, a ·ommuriicatio 
A rr •nt .,_ dam .·, cl, ted th .n. t ultimo, from which it appear that l • 
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from New Mexico have taken up ranclles and located town sites on the 
Ute Iudian Reservation iu Colorado. These settlements are being made, 
not on the portion proposed to be ceded by the agreement concluded the 
13th of September last, and now before Congress for ratification, bt~t 
on a part of the reservatfon which the Utes expressly reserved for then· 
own use when they shall be prepared to engage in herding. 
It also appears from the agent's communication that one hundred or 
more persons are now waiting in the neighborhood of Tierra Amarilla, 
N RW Mexico, for the evident purpose of passing over the reservation if 
not to settle thereon. 
In view of these facts the agent requests, in order that faith be kept 
"ith these Indians, that a sufficient force of troops be placed in a c?n-
,-enient locality, with strict orders to keep all intruders from entermg 
on their reservation. 
The recommendation of Age11t Adams is concurred in by this office, 
and. in t,bis connection I desire to invite attention to the fiwt that, by 
. the fifth article of the recent agreement with these Indians, hereiu-
. before referred to, the provisions of the treaty ot· 1868 are expressly re-
affirmed i11 regard to their reservation, viz: "That no person except 
those herein authorized to do so, and except such officers, agents, and 
employes of the government as may be authorizell to enter upon In,lian 
reservations in discharge of duties enjoined by law, shall ever be per-
mitted to pass over, settle upon, or reside in ~be territory" (reservation). 
At the interview held with these Indians in vVashi1igton, they ex-
pressed a fear that the set,tlers would not observe the lines of the ceded 
tract, but would settle upon the Indian land. Ouray asked that soldiers 
be sent back with them to prevent such trespass. He was told that the 
government would protect his reservation, and when force was necessary 
to clo this, soldiers would be sent. That pledge was renewed in his in-
terview with the President. I deem it therefore of great importance 
for the faith of the government, as well as for the protection of the In-
diam;, that these trespasse~·s be removed and other intruders prevented 
from coming on the reservation. 
The return of Agent Adams's Jetter is respectfully requested. 
Very respectfully, your obedien:t servant, 
EDW'D P. SMITH, 
Conimissioner. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF 'l'I-IE INTERIOR. 
\VAR DEPARTMEN'l', 
vVashington City, Mcirch 18, 1874. 
Sm: I haYe the honor to acknowledge the r_eceipt of your letter of 
t~e 14th instant inclosing report of Uharles Adams, agent at the Los 
Prnos Indian .Agency, Colorado, that parties from New Mexico have 
taken up ranches and located town sites on the land expressly reservecl 
for the southern bands of. Utes, now in Colorado ; and requestiu o· that 
a ~uffi_cient m~litary fore~ be ordered to the vicinity of the reserv~tion, 
with mstruct10ns to notify all parties concerned that no unauthorized 
white persons will be permitted to go upon said reservation, and that 
those now trespassing thereon must abandon it immediately or they will 
be forcibly removed. 
In reply thereto, I would respectfully suggest that the authorities of 
the Interi\>I: Department, in New Mexico, be required to give the notice 
referred tom your letter, as well to those now on the Ute Reservation, 
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.as to tlios{~ that are about to move on to it. The superintendent 0 
of tlie Indian agents, might go in person, and if he did not succ' I. 
him then call upon the commanding officer at Fort Garland, who-JJ 
,ordered to cause the necessary force to report to him to act under · 
orders in expelling intruders. 
Ver,v respectfully, your obedient servant, 
WM. W. BELKNAP, 
Secretary of Tfar. 
The Hon . SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE INTERIOR 
Washington, D. G., Mareh 20, 1 "7 !. 
Sm: I retur-11 herewith rep01:t of Agent Adams, of the Lo Pin 
Indian Ag-ency, Colorado, which accompanied your letter of the 11 
instant, addressed to the department, in relation to trespassers upon 
Ute Reservation in tha:t Territory. • 
Copies of these communications were transmitted to the bonora 
the Secret,a,ry of War in letter dated the 14th instant, invitin_g bis att~ 
tion to the necessity of protecting the Utes from the intrusion of \\"~i 
persons upon their reservation, and requesting him to order a suffic1en· 
military force to the vicinity of the reservation, for the purpose of P- · 
venting white persons going upon the reservation, and to remo-,e th ~ 
now trespassing upon it. 
I transmit a copy of a letter dated the 16th instl;lint from the honorab 
the Secretary of War, in reply to department letter referre~ to,. u. ge,·-
ing the proper course to be pursued in the premises, which 1~ for t~ 
· superintendent or one of the Indian agents to go in person, and if he 
not succeed, let him then call upon the commanding officer at Fort G: · 
land, who will be ordered to cause the necessary force to report to 
to act under his orders in expelling intruders. . 
I concur with the Secretary of War, and request tllat his sugge L 
be adopted. 
· Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
C. DELA.SO. 
Secretary. 
The Cm.'IMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFI<'A.IRS. 
DEP AR'l'MENT OF 'l'HE INTERIOR, 
OFF'ICE OF INDIAN AI<'F.AIR • 
lV ashington, JJiarch 24 1 -- ~ • 
Sm: R •ferring to your letter of the 24th ultimo, relative to tre, 
ser on tlie Ute Indian Re-en~ation in Colorado, you are ad Yi, ed tba _ 
suqject l1a been ubmitted to the honorable Secretary of th. Int 
and by him laid before the honorable Secretary of War, mt~ th 
que, t than the military be employeu for the purpo e of rernonng 
tn ·pa 1?. Thi' reque t ha been complied with, and it ha ~ en -
g-c. t d by the honorabl cretary of War that yon proceed rn I 
to notify tre pa er that th .Y mu t remove at once from th re . . r -. 
and au ion th parti int nding to cntei thereon that th y mil_ 
re" t l b th militar. jf th att rnpt to pa over or ettl on • l 
rYation · and that iu ca._ you do not nee cl then ou will a 
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the commanding officer at Fort Garland, who will be ordered to cause 
the ~ecessary force to report to you, and to act under your orders in ex-
pellmg the trespassers. -
Yon will take action accordingly, and keep this office advised of the 
result.. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDW'D P. SMITH, 
Commissioner. 
CHARLES ADAMS, Esq., 
United States Incl·icin Agent Los Pinos Agency, Oolora.do. 
DEL NORTE, CoLo., October 31, 1874. 
DEAH, SIR: You will remember me as the man who first originated 
the matter for the release of Satanta and Big Tree, at that time confined 
in the penitentiary of Texas. I now wish to call the attention of the 
goYernment to the fact, through you, that a large portion of the Ute 
Indiaus in the district of country known as the San Juan country and 
Rio La Plata are making hostile demonstrations; they say that the gov-
ernment bas not carried out its treaty stipulation-s, and they claim the 
country that was heretofore ceded bJ' them for the sum of $25,000 per 
year, &c. 
Now, their Chief Ignacio, at the head of the Weeminuche Utcs, who 
num"ber some five hundred, say that t.he whites must abandon that coun-
try. This would cause us in this section to lose much, and the govern-
ment also to lose, as this is certainly the richest mineral belt of country 
yet disem~ered in the world. 
On the La Plata River are large placer claims located and worked just 
enongh to show that they are rich in what is called here shot-gold; on 
this bar there has been something near twenty-fl ve hundred acres taken 
up in claims of twenty acres to each person locating, all of which is be-
lieved to he rich. · 
Now these parties (all(l one of ,vhom I am), which want protection, 
want the government to carry out its agreements with these Indiai18, 
giYe us an agency there, also to establish a military post on tue La Plata 
or San Juan, and saYe the blood of poor honest miners who, God knows, 
has a hard life without having the Indians to coutend with. 
By giviug this matter your attentwn you will no doubt save the lives 
of g;o0tl men next spring and much trouble to the government. 
·with Rentiments of high regard, I have the honor to be, 
Ver,v respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CAMILLUS JONES. 
Hon. C. DEL.A.No, 
&cretary of the Interior, Washington, D. 0. 
DEP AR'.I'MENT OF '.I.'HE INTERIOR, 
. OFFICE OF INDIAN .AFF .A.IRS, 
Washington, N overnber 10, 187 4. 
SIR: I transmit, herewith, a copy of a letter from Camillus Jones 
esq., datecl Del Norte, Colo., October 31, 1874, in which lie states that a 
large portion of the Ute Indians in the district of country knowu as the 
San Juan and Rio La Plata couutry, are making hostile <l.emoustrations 
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against the whites, complaining that the government has not carri 
on its part the provisions of the agreement made with the "Gte Iudi 
on- tlie 13th of September, 1873, which agreement was ratifie(l bY 
gress, aud appro,Ted April 29, 187 4 (Pamph. ed. Stats. at L., Fortj--
Uongress, :first session, p. 36); and that Ignacio, chief of the Weem· 
che band of Utes, with about 500 of his band, declares the white.~ m 
abandon that countrv. 
Your attention is 'invited to the subject of this letter, that you m 
make an investigation of the facts stated and of the groull(l of complai 
made by Mr. Jones. 
If the claims referred to are located within the portion of country ce 
to the United States in the agreement of September 13, 1873, you ~11, 
endeavor to restrain such demonstrations and tbreats on the part of 
Indians referred to, and thus avoid the necessity of military interferenc 
and show them, by map or otherwise, that the whites haYe a right to -
there, and that, if they persist, the same military fo'rce they ask to P 
tect them from intruders on their reservation will he used to com1 
them to remain within the limits of the reserve as it now exi t. • l. 
however, their claims are located on the strip of country lying betw~ 
the ceded portion of the reservation and the Territories of :Sew ::\[exi 
and Utah, you should at once notify these parties that they are tr 
passers, and proceed to execute the instructions of this office (copy h r -
with)-issued to your predecessor, Charles Adams, March 24:, 187±. 
Very respectfully, your obedient ~ervant, 
EDW. P. SMITH, 
Commission er. 
H. F. BOND, Esq., · 
United J:jtates Indian Agent, Los Pinos Agency, Colorado. 
Sta~ e:nent of Ouray, principal chief of the Ute Nation. 
Gornrnor Elbert informed me that a nephew of his rnn the ea t 
line of the reservation, and all the Utes believe that he mal~ a fa 
location for tLe purpose of throwing outside of the reser-ra~10n ~ 
lan<l.s, so that they might make farms and town sites. I thmk Hun 
Evans, and Elbert were in the speculation. . 
FroIQ- common report I believe they have a company orgamzed :£ r 
purpose of occupying this land. When I spoke to l\fr. Elbe~t he 
not clen_y having an interest in the speculation, but said nothm 0 • 
abont his relative. 
The government makes a treaty arnl bbth parties inten_d to fnlfi: · 
but a company like this comes in 'and run the lines to mt them~ ' 
I, E. R. Harri , do hereby certify that the foregoing i a trn a:id 
r _ t tran latiou of a tatement ma<l.e by Ouray, chief of th t · 
ln · own reque:t, at a conference hel<l. between the Hon. E. ~I. ~f · 
~·oy ruor of 'olorado, an<l. Ouray, ·hief of the Ute wherein I 
mt rrr ter. 
In t timony ,vh r of I have hereto 
chy of ctob •~· A. D. 1 74. 
E. R. H RRI . [ 
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TERRITORY OF COLOR.ADO, 
Secretary's Office: 
P~rsonally appeared before . me, John vV. Jenkins, secretary of the 
Territory, E . R. Harris, who, being duly sworn l>y me, deposes and says 
that the foregoing interpretation, to which his signature is attach~dl is 
a true and correct .translaUon of the satement made by Ouray, clnef of 
the Utes, at a conference held between the said Ouray and _Ho_n. E. M. 
McCook on the 17th day of October, A. D. 1874, and that Ins s1gna,ture 
thereto is genuine. . 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the 
grand seal ol the Territory to be affixed. Done at Denver this 19th 
.JNO. W. JE~KINS. 
day of October, A. D. 1874. 
[SEAL.] 
Secretary of Colorado Terrttory. 
EXECUTIVE DEP.AR'l'MENT, COLORADO TERRITORY, 
Denver, October 17, A. D. 187 4. 
At a c011ferenee held between E. M .. McCook, governor of Colorado, 
a,ll(l Ouray, chief of the Utes, in which Ouray made the following state-
ments: 
First. That he believes that the eastern boundary of the reservation 
was surveyed in the interests of a company for the purpose of a specu-
lation without regard to the parties concerned in the treaty, for the fol-
lowing reasons: first, Mr. Samuel Elbert informed him that a nephew of 
his run the eastern boundary, and from information received from other 
sources the Utes believe that t.he surveyors made a false location for the 
purpose of throwing outside of their reservation arable lands and town-
sit.es. He thinks that Ex-Governor Hunt, Evans, Elbert, aml Judge 
Bennett were interested in the speculation. He believes that when the 
government.makes a treaty it is with the intention ofcomplying in good 
faith with its conditions. In regard to the treaty of 1873, he sa,vs that 
the Utes had no intention and do not lfnderstand that they 8old any 
portion of their reservation except that wherein the mines are located; 
that they especially reserved all arable and pastoral lands; that it was 
the understanding of the Utes that the boundary of the conceded por-
tion should follow the l>ase of the mountains. 
Referring to the treaty as published, he says that it was not so inter-
preted to him. That the lines proposed to be established therein have 
never been agreed to by the Utes, and that they protest against the 
occupancy of any part of their reservation outside of the milling region. 
That without waiting till the boundaries should be established by the 
government, the whites have taken possession of their farming lands, 
and in some instances have dispossessed the Utes of farming lands that 
they held as homesteads. That one '' Morse," a Mormon, who has some 
knowledge of the Ute language, has claimed a tract twenty miles square 
of_ the most desirable lands; he says that he bought it of the Utes, and 
laid out a town-site, and asks tlrn whites to assist him in keeping pos-
session of it. · 
This is one of the many instances that could be cited to show the ne-
cessity for prompt interference on the part of the government to prevent 
a collision and probable war between the settlers and the Utes. That 
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he trusts that the matters will receive the attention of Congress at i~~ 
earliest convenience ... 
. E. R. HARRIS, 
.J. WARD, 
Interpreters. 
OURAY, Chief of the . Ck . 
We, E. K Harris and .J. vVard, interpreters, whose names are u' -
scribed to the foregoing statement, being first duly sworn, on oath de-
pose and say as follO\vs, to wit: That we were present at the office m 
the executive of Colorado Territory on the 17th day of October, A.. D. 
187 4, during the conference held between Hon. E. l\,f, McCook, governol 
of Colorado Territory, and Ouray, chief of Utes; that we acted as in-
terpreters to the st.itements made by said Ouray to the Hon. E. l\I. 11c-
Cook, governor as aforesaid; and that the foregoing is a trne and c?r• 
rect translation of the statements made by said Ouray, as we Yerily 
believe. 
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hanu and seals thi the 
19th day of October, 187 4. 
E. R. HARRI 
J. vVARD. 
vVHI'.I.'E RIVER, COLORADO, June 21, 1875. 
SIR: I write to gain some information in regard to the cour e an 
location of a certain wagon road which has been chartered, I am told. 
by the legislature of Colorado, and passes from Empire through 1\Iiddlt 
Park, by way of Hot Springs, Egeria Park, Gove's Range, and do . 
the Bear River Valley. I am now told that the said road is to be laid 
out tlirough the western boundary of Colorado and into Utah. I a7:11 
also told that upon striking the present government road between tllli 
agency and Rawlins at its crossing of Bear River, the said new r oa 
will follow the course of said government road tot.bis agency, and thenc 
down the White River into Utah. I ask whether the legislature of ol: 
orado has granted a charter to any person or company to lay out an 
k.eep open a public road through this part of the Ute Indian ~e errn-
tion; and whether any authority has been granted by the President -
the United States or by the honorable Secretary of the Interior to th 
legislature of Colorado to confer such a charter, or to any per on 
company to lay out a "·agon-road through this portion of said re~en- -
tioof . 
1f such be the case, the agent here should be informed ~t once. an 
adyj ed and directed in regard to the course he should pursue, h 
the Indian belonging here seriously, and perhaps violently, OPP? e .. h 
1,rogres of the work. lam told. that such work is proposed th1~ 
mer. I ferv .ntly hope that I have been misinformed. 
I IC p ctfully a k au early answer to my letter. 
ery re pectfnlly, your obedient servant, 
E. H. DANFORTH. 
United States Indian Ag, -
ll 01 1. E. P. }Il'l'II, 
Oommis.·ioner of Inclian Affair , Washington, D. 
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DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE IN'.I.'ERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
W ashin,qton, July 16, 1875. 
Sm: In answer to the seyeral inquiries contained in your letter of the 
.21st ultimo, respecting the authority to build a certain wagon-road 
( route described by you) dovrn the White River from ~our agenc:y-, 
through the reservation, into Utah Territory, you are advised. that this 
<Jffice is not in possession of any information whatever on the subject. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDW. P. SMITH, C01mnissioner. 
ED. H. DANFOR'l'H, Esq., · 
United States Indian Agent, 1iVhite River Agency, Colorado. 
(Via Rawlins Station, Wyoming.) 
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, ,Tuly 23, 187 5. 
Sm,: I return herewith a communication from Superintendent Hoag 
and accompanying letter to him from Agent Miles, and his reply thereto, 
-which accompanied your report of the 22d instant, upon the sul~iect of 
employing the said agent to investigate certain matters connected with 
the Indian service in Southwestern Colorado. 
Your recommendation t,hat Agent Miles be authorized to make the in-
-vestigation, and that he be allowed the actual and necessary expenses 
he may incnr in the discharge of said duty, is hereby approved. 
Very respectfully, &c., · 
0. DELANO, Secretary. 
The UmnnSSIONEH, OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF 'l'I-IE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Wash'lngton, August 17, 1875. 
Srn: I am in receipt of your letter dated the 16th instant inclosing 
cop;y of one from Agent J. D. Miles, making application for leave of ab-
sence on account of failing health, which you granted. 
As Mr. Miles proposes to visit Colorado during his leave, and desires 
to know if the office has anything for him to clo there, it is thought that 
he can be of service in investigaiJng certain matters in the southwestern 
part of that Territory. 
It is reported that troubles exist at the mines in that section between 
the Indians and the miners; and complaint is made by the Indians of the 
Los Pinos Agency of the non-fulfillment of the third article of the conven- . 
tion made and enteredfoto at the Los Pinos Agency, September 13, 1873, 
by which ''The United States agrees to set apart and hold, as a per-
petual trust for the Ute Indians, a sum of money, or itR equivalent in 
bonds, which shall be sufficient to produce the sum of twe11ty-:five thou-
sand dollars per annum; which sum of twenty-five thousand dollars per 
amrnm shall be disbursed orfoyested at the discretion of the President, 
or as he may direct, for t~e use and benefit of the Ute Indians annually 
forevet." (Stats. at Large, vol. 18, p. 37.) 
This offi.ce, on the 22d ultimo, recommended the employment of Agent 
Sliles in the investigation of these complaints, and on the 23'<1 ultimo 
the honorable Secretary a,pproved the same. 
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Y ?u are, therefore, directed to instruc_t .Agent Miles to thoroughl:- in-
vestigate the matters referred to, and m regard to the complaint tba-
the above-named agreement has not been fulfilled, he will ascertain fr 
the Indians in that . part of the Territory whether or not they ha,e 
ceive<t their proportion of the annuity of $25,000 guaranteed br r1J 
agreement already quoted, and in the discharge of this duty he will 
allowed his actual and necessary expenses . 
.At the clQse of this service he will make a full report of the same t 
this office. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. R. CLUM, 
Acting Commissioner. 
ENOCH HOAG, 
Superi·ntenden-t Indian Affairs, Lawrence, Kcins. 
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
· October 26, 18, 5. 
Sm: I have the honor to invite the attention of the department to 
statement of John D. Miles, agent for the Cheyenne and Arapahoe ~n-
d-ians, who has been detailed to visit the Ute Indians in Colorado wu 
reference to a division of their funds, and a settlement of the trouble 
respecting the boundary line of the late cession by the Utes: . 
While engaged in these duties Agent Miles has obtained mformati 
respecting the Indians who made the murderous assault upon the Har-
den surveying party. On this subject he reports as follows: 
In r elation to the attack made upon the Gardener and Gn,unnelle p3:rty of the H a,-
•den snrvey, that James T. Gardener of the party arrived at the Los Pmos ~g~n1;y th 
10th of this month and informed Ouray of the attack and described t,he mdrvid · · 
making the attack so completely as to be recognized at once by Onra,r. It would ~ 
pear that the party is headed by an old man of Ute, Pah Ute, and perhaps ome - : 
vajo blood, and is accompanied by his two or three sons and such other reneg . 
Jndians as he may be able to draw around him. They have resined for several year_ 
the Sierra la Salle Mountains,. refusing to unite with any Indians friendlf to the _g -. 
·ernment. Ouray says he met the old man three years ago and coitncilled him to qnu 
raiding and be friendly to the whites; to this advice the old man replied_, ' I am 
:a dog to eat the white ruan's bread." Before Mr. Gardeuer left the Los Pmo A-ge 
fa July last, Ouray warned him of this old man and his party, said h e_had been kno 
to murder and steal, and he would do it, arrain if he got an opportumty. Oiir~y ~ T• 
that he will furnish guides for troops sho~ld the government send any to pum h 
lawless party. I would certainly recommend that snch a party be captnred 
taken from their stronghold, as they cannot do otherwise than exert an unwhole, 
influence over neighboring Indians, and very likely continue to murder and ro_ · 
protectc<l. miners wh~ may chance to pass that way. In this connection I de.::ir_ 
say that the Ute Inchans, as a tribe, should not be held accountable for the ac 
of this band of rubbers. 
In my judgment .Agent Miles' recommendation is ~minently wi_ 
practicable. It will be of great henefit to · the Indian senic if 
~and of marauders, thieves, and murderers can be captured. and P 
1, hed. Onray ha on several occa ions shown not only an entire 1 Y . 
to the government, but shrewdness and great ability a au Ind 
1 ad r . With hi aid a mall body of cavalr.Y could umloubte1lly-
ture a portion if not all of this renegade party. At least they -
h abl to pnni>'h them ·o seYerely a probably to preYent fu 
att, ck. of thi kind. I tllerefor re pectfully recommend th< 
matt r b · :nbmitt <l to the Ilon. Secretary of War, with th . 1 A 
tha if pra ti a 1 a body of a·rnlr may be e1i.t with . ncll o-m ~ 
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~ids as_ Ouray is ready to furnish to hunt down these outlaws, and, that, 
1f posR1ble, the movement be made at once. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDW'D P. SMITH, 
Commissioner. 
The Hon. SECH,ETARY OF THE lNTERIOn. 
[This report was sent to the honorable the Secret~ry of the Interior, 
with communication from Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under elate 
of December 8, 1875; was withdrawn, forcopying, from Secretary's files, 
December 15, 1879; when withdrawn the :first page was missing, and 
cannot be found. Second page as follows:] 
represented in council by Ouray, Sapuanerie, Peoch, and others. After 
presenting to them the object of my mission, tlirough the interpreter, E. 
R. Harris, _the following information was obtained from the Ute Indians, 
and from other sources which I consider reliable, viz: 
1st. They claim that the boundary-line on the sonth side San ,Jiian 
Cetis,ion is not located, as agreed upon, between them and the Hon. Felix 
R. Brunot, as commissioner, at the time the treaty was signed, and in 
t,his particular I found it to be the almost una11iipous belief of the citi-
zens of that portion of Colorado, that such was a fact. Article 1 of the 
treaty of 1873, respecting boundaries of the cession, defines the starting 
point, "at a poi"ot 15 miles," &c. In this they clahn they were deceived, 
as they knew nothing of distance as expressed in ,niles, but were reconciled 
by an explanation that it would not include any agricultural lands. 
They claim that they never, at any time, nor in any way, agreed to dis-
pose of agricultural lands, nor di<l the commissioners insist on purchas-
ing any other than miueral lands. The chief who accompanied Thomas 
K. Oree, to point out the boundaries of the country they proposed to 
cede, informs that he pointed out to Cree a certain tmil or pass, imme-
diately north of the old settlement or town-site of Animas OUy, as being 
the starting point for the south boundary for the cession; this, I under-
stand from surveyors; and other reliable sources, would place the line 
about 30 miles north of the southern boundary of the Territory of Col-
orado, instead of 15, as expressed in the treaty, and as I am imformed 
by the Indians, and other reliable sources, exduded the greater portion 
of the agricultural, and grazing lands, for whicll they are now contend-
ing. 
The Indians, at first, remonstrated against tbe survey of the exterior 
boundary of the San Juan cession, principally on account of the failure 
on the part of the government to pay the first instalment, of $25,000, 
as required by treaty; but were :finally induced to let the lines be lo-
cated, through the im;trumentality of Agent Bond; and Sapivaneu, one 
of the Ute chiefs, was selected to accompany the party in order that the 
surveyors might not be interfered with in their work. He accompanied 
the party "until he saw with his own eyes" that the line was being 
located at such a point as would embrace at least 15,000 acres of their 
choicest agricultural lands, and many Indian farms, and other improve-
ments in tile cession. He then left the party, fearing that it might com-
promise the Utes in their protest against the cession lines, and for fear 
of losing his influence in his tribe. • 
Ouray, with all the chiefs, claims that, had it not been that they had 
pointe~l o.ut the location for the south line, which was agreed to by the 
comrn1s 10n, then they would have insisted upon a "provision" similar 
to th~t expressed in the nortli line, in relation to the. " U ncompahgre 
Pa1·k.'' J t,lm Lawrence, one of the interpreters, confirms this statement. 
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_2d. The Indians of the Los Pinos Agency positively affirm that th 
will not now accept of any portion ·of the pay gnaranteed to them b 
the treat.y of 1873, unti~ the boundary lines are located. as agreed u1 
(though not expressed m treaty) between themselves and Commis. im ... 
Brunot. 
To the question as to '' whether or not they have reeeivecl their 1' . 
portion of annuity of $25,000, guaranteed by the agreement," &c., th y 
seemed quite amazedi and were inclined to manifest some indignatio 
at such a question;· and informed that although it was promised an 
due to them one year ago, they had nmTer so much as heard that it w· 
ready, or that the government ever intended to pay it to them ; and 
that the tribe had now decided to refuse to accept any portion of it. 
should it be ofterecl, until the boaudary question is settled. 
In view of the instruct.ions contained in t!Je acting commissioner· 
letter above referred to, as to "whether or not they have received theL 
proport.ion of the annuity of $25,000," &c., I was. Yery much surpri~e. 
myself to ascertain from the Indians and the agent that no jimds for th 
purpose have ever been forwarded to them for that purpose. By refer-
ence to files in• the agent's office at Los Pinos Agency, it appear that 
on May 2B, 187 4, Agent Adams forwarded an estimate for horse.~, arm ·. 
ammunition, &c., intended as part pay for the .first installment of· 25, ll 
on the San Juan cession. To this we could .find no response. Agent 
Bond informs that he had renewed the estimate, with perhaps om 
additions, since he has assumed charge of the agency, with no better 
success except t,hat an inquiry bad been made by the department a to 
"what papers c.lo you propose to advertise in," &c. It would appear 
from the appropriation for the fiscal year ending "June 30, 1875, that 
Congress failed to provide an appropriation of $25,000 for the fir.::t, 
installment on the San Juan cession ; and inasmuch as the Secretary of 
the Treasury could not derive.this amount from the bonds "set apart,· a.:: 
provided by said treaty for the first pa,ym,ent, this amount would nee --
sarily have to be a special appropriation. The present :fiscal year I 
would understand that the bonds will produce the $25,000. 
I speak of the matter of funds, thinking that there might lt~rn be:en 
an impression that nothing had been promised the Utes for tins ces zr, 
during the fiscal year ending "June 30, 1875." The Indians undertan l 
that there was, and Ouray, the principal chief of the nation, say (and 
from information received from all quarters of the Ute reservation Id 
not doubt his statement) that the failure of the government to comply 
promptly with its part of the contract bas placed him in a very unen-
viable 1:;ituation with his people. They accuse him of having ' .:; l 
them out" to the whites, and cbarge him with having receiYed the I 
and appropriated it to his °'"n use, aJHl in some cases his life ha. l 
threatened on account thereof. Unra.y ve;ry naturally begin to 1 -
about to ~e who his friends are. He has for many, many year. 1 · 
the firm fnell(.l of the white arnl of the government, but now he 
t½e government bas deceirnd him and his people, antl he he Hate: to 
lu · ·onfid n e there longer, and Yery ensibly, or at least natllfl: I · 
take· th i<l or his tribe, a]}(l a ks that just-ice may be done an 1 t 1 
prompt] 1 too. lJ Hny. that the r,mches bnrned by tbe t ' 
.·prin()' h1 th' ~•u1imas all<l La Plata Valley, w·a, owin()' to th fa 
th 1Jon11dary <1ne.·tion, but that a cornpromi of om kind ha<l 
<'ff< ck,l hetw cu,' ,tt1er.- aud Indian.-, 'TI'hi ·h ·wonlcl avoid fnrthertr 1b • 
fur thc pre.· nt at l ,a ·t, nntil it b , a, •ertajued what the go-rerm 
will do. In m~ pinion tL o-oyernm nt cannot aft' rd to lo ' th, in -
c11C; • of Onra · in the c·outl'ol of th te.. Go c1 faith ou tb part 
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government in a prompt compliance with treaty stipulations will regain 
the confidence of Ouray, and will make his word good in bis tribe, and 
restorl: him again to his former power and influence, which is more to 
be des1red just at this time than all other considerations with the Utes: 
l endeavored to offer a compromise on the south boundary question, 
but they would consider no propositions whatever. As the matter now· 
stands, I would recommend as a remedy that the;y be paid a,t once, in cash, 
the$3fi,OOO due them from last year, and at same time purchase and deliver 
to them such anima,ls and articles as may be considered beneficial for them 
with the $25,000 due them this year. . Call a general council of the whole 
Ute tribe at the Ute Agency ou the Uncompahgre, and I believe, with the 
m<mey and the articles now due and past due them paid and delivered 
on ,the spot a satisfactory compromise could be effected. I do not wish 
to be understood as proposing to cornprnmise what isjust to the Indians 
on the question of the south line on the cession; but I would recom~ 
mend that Commissioner Brunot be requested to make a statement in 
reference thereto, and if it should appear that it was a settled point that 
the,Utes were selling none but mineral lands, and that agricultural lands. 
were specially reserved, then let some one be authorized to negotiate on 
- Jcworable terms for the agricultural lands embraced in the cession along 
the south-line, and that the principal l)ortion of such compeusation as 
may: or might be agreed upon be paid to the Indians who own the im·-
provements along the Animas and La Plata Rivers. ' 
It is due to the Indians, and alt:;o due to the citizens of Colorado, that 
a jt;tst and satisfactory settlement,of this matter be accomplished at once. 
The San Juan mines are opening up far more favorable than was at first 
anticipated, and with no counter iutluences will soon yield a rich harvest 
:n the precious metals. The government has secured the· mining country 
for a mere nominal sum, and now let that sum be paid the Utes promptly. 
and all differences will be settled, aml labor and capital will concentrate 
in .the San Juan mines and all branches of industry prosper. 
In relation to the attack made· upon the Gardener and Gaunnall party. 
of the Hayden survey, James T. Gardener, of the party, arrived at the 
Los Pinos Agency on the 10th of this month and informP-d Ouray of the 
att~clc,, and described the individuals making the attack so completely 
?s to be recognized at once by OLrray . . It would appear that the party. 
LS headed by an old man of Ute, Pah-Ute, and perhaps some Navajo· 
blood, and is accompanied by his two or three sons and such other rene-• 
gai!,e Indians as he may be able to draw around him. They have resided 
for several years in the Sierra la Salle l\founta.ins, refusing to unite with 
any Indians friendly to the government. Ouray says he met the old · 
man three years ago and counseled hhn to quit his i-aiding and be friendly 
to the whites; to this advice the old man replied, "I am not a dog, to 
~~t white man's bread." Before Mr. Gardener left the Los Pinos Agency 
1u July last Ouray warned him of this old man and his party, said he 
had been known to murder and steal, and he would do it again if he got 
an opportunity. Ouray says that he will furnish guides for troops should 
the government send any to punish the lawless party. I would certainly 
recommend that such a party be captured and taken from their strong-
hold, as they cannot do otherwise .than exert an unwholesome influence 
over neighboring lndiaus, and very likely continue to murder and rob . 
unprotected miners who may chance to pass that way. In this connec-
tion I desire to say that the Ute Indians, as a tribe, should not be held 
t ccountable for the actions of thi. band of robbers. 
Respectfully, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
S. Ex. 29--2 
Speaia,l Oommi.:sioner. · 
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DENYER, CoLO., Octoberll , l. i,i 
Srn: Referring to an interview between your excellency aml Ot o 
Chief of the Ute Indians, held in this city October 9, 1875, at whit I 
J1ad the honor to be present in an official capacity, and complying 
your direction given at that time, I respectfnlly represent the follom 
as the causes which Jed me to solicit that meeting. 
First. It is a notorious fact that, notwithstanding the solemn promi 
made to the Utes in the "Brunot Treaty" of 1873 (ratified by Congre 
in April 187 4), to the effect that they should receive from tlle govemn~ .~ 
$25,000 per annum for having ceded to the United States a tertain I 
tion of their reservation (more fully described in said treaty), notonedol 
ha,s yet been appropriatell for the purpose referred to. 
Secondly. It is claimed by Ouray, and by all his sub-chiefs w·ith "11 
I have talked, that they ha,ve been deceived in regard to the amount an 
kind of land propo"'ed to be ceded by the "Bnrnot Treaty," and he . P€· 
eially calls attention r o the proviso contained in article 1 of said treat . 
This proviso absolutely excludes from the cession all the region kno 
as the "Uncompal1gre Valley" and sets 'it apart as a portion of ~be "G· 
Reservation, although it is known now, and was known at tb_e tllile. L 
treaty was made, tbat the direct northern boundary line of said ce ,.wn. 
as laid down in the treaty, passes through the middle of said valley. 
This Uncompabgre Valley, or park, and the valleys of the.streams flo -
fog into tbe San Juan RiYer, in the extreme southern portion of th~ r~--
ervation, comprises all the farming land available for this people w1th1 
the limits of thefr present reservation ; therefore it is easy to comJJr~b.en 
their solicitude that these regions should be excepted from the pron,·ion 
of tbe treaty. 
It now appears from indubitable evidence tha.t, in contraven~on of th 
a,rticles of said agreement, wliite settlers have located both m the 1'€· 
served JJortion of the Uncompabgre Valley and on the tributaries of th 
San Juan, heretofore referred to, and although tbes~ settlers ha,e b.e 
driven out by the agent this summer, Oiuay believes that as soon a it i 
understood that the northern line has been run by the government TI • 
veyors, the e squatters will return and claim the protection of the g · 
erument. It may be well to state here that gold has been discovered 
the head wa.terR of the Uncompabgre this summer. 
Thir~lly. About the middle of Angust, this year, a party ?f snIT~)-
belongmg to the United States Geographical and G-eolog1cal un -
known a,· ' Jia,yden' · Suryey," were attacked in the Sierra la Salle, or 
Mountain, outhea, tem Utah, by asmall'baud ofindfans, andlost (a ' 
ing to their report) four mules, all their instruments, pack-saddle~ hla. 
ets, and proYi:ion,·. It was represented by the leaders of the ur, n · 
party that the Iudians who matle the attack were Ute and that ~lJ. 
were in the habit of Yi~iting at the Ute .Agency, where they obtai • 
arm and ammunition; ~ome of the surveyor going so far as to ay t 
hey had met certain m 1mber · of the attacking party at the agen ·. 
,;ear previon. ·. The impre~,·ion that they were Utes eem not oul · 
have been C'arefnlly tonveye l tbron ,,It the pre, to the people at. I -
but, tluouo-h 1'ornc rn an, unknown to me to have obtained with 
(~o~nmi:.·ioncr r· Irnlian Affair.. ( 1ee copy ~f pre , telegran~ her. i 
'J In· t ~1 1Tam makes Onrny, a· chief of the Ute. , re pon 1ble f 
; •· .' of a r 'll ~,l<l, ban<l of Indian', none of whom belon to any 
1·i e of whi h b i, th h ad, au l lmt one of whom, he a ure ~ · 
n at ~th r of the t acr nci for year · although the tr1l 
.., · 1ich the b ·lung bav alway b n at p ac , and on fri ndly t. 
it I th Ct'·. Tlw olle Indian t whom Our, r fi r~ i' uam <l "* 
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AznF'_ or." Blue Clouds," and lte \\;as at tlie LOK Pinos ... Agency one day 
early m 187 4, from whence he was ordered by Oma.y to take hh; depart-
ure !l's soon as bis presence became known to him (Ouray). The sm-
veymg party was not at the agency until more than a, month Initer. (See 
Abent Bond's annual report {or 1874, p1gc 92.) 
l1'onrthly. Referring to the fourth aitiele of tlle "Brunot Treaty/' 
Ouray respectfully aslrn that the agreement therein made may be fol-
:filled al soon as possible; and that yonr e:s:cellency may be pleased to 
rnake such r~commendation as will secure an early appropriation for 
tJmt purpose. The appropriation of last Congress for tliat object and 
for the removal of the Los Pinos Agency was only $10,000, all, 01' nearly 
au, of which wi11 be required to effect said removal and to erect suita-
ble buildings at the new location in Uncompahgre Valley; leaving little 
or nothing available for the establishment of the proposed agency fo1· 
the Muache, Weeminuchee, and Capote bands. I think the argument 
which Ouray uses in this counection is a, strong one, viz, that the 
Indians desire to go to farming and stock-raising, and that the Uncom-
pa.hgre VaUey wil1 not accommodate them all; in fact, that said valley 
will only be adequate to the support of the Tabequache band; wherea.' 
the three tribes named will find abundance of good farming and graz-
·ng land on the tributaries of the San Juan which flow through the 
southern border of . the reservation. A number of Indian families ha Ye 
been for years-and are now-farming in the valleys of the Dolores, the 
Mancos, and the Animas; and it is certain that many others will speed-' 
ily follow their example, provided they can be secured in their title to 
the land and have an agent among them who will guard against en-
croachments ou the part of the whites. Ouray desires that his agent 
be directed to employ, permanently, some competent person as inter-
preter in his place. He resigned the position last January; but up to 
this time the agent has declined to accept his resignatfon. He says he 
cannot faithfully discharge the duties of the office owing to the fact that 
J1e does not speak English and the agent does not understand Spanish. 
Ouray finally asked me to call your excellency's attention to the in-
justice done to his people through the enforcement of the order requiring· 
all Indians to remain upon their reservations. · 
The winter hunting-g~ounds of the Utes are almost entirely off the 
rnservation ; especially is this true as regards the region frequented by 
the buffalo, by the chase of which animal the majority of the warriors 
support themselves and their families. In support of argument that the 
U tes 1-1honld be excepted from the provisions of that order because they 
are perfectly peaceable, and so nearly suppol't themselves by the chase, 
I would respectfully state that the appropriation for subsistence of the 
Ut.es from year to year is $25,000, and that this amount, applied upon 
the bash, of the Army ration, would support the 5,000 Utes exactly six-
teen and two-third days. 
In consideration of the foregoing representations, which I believe to 
be correct and just, I would be pleased to have an opportunity of com-
micating to Ouray your excellency's early and favorable reply. · 
I ham the honor to be your excellency's most obedient servant, 
. JAlVIES B. THOMPSON, 
United States 8pecial Indian Agent. 
His Excellency THE ~RESIDENT. 
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[ Copy of Associated Press dispatch. J 
TlIE l''.l'J<j INDIAN TROUBLES. 
\V.ASHINGTON, Septfmber ~~­
Commissioner of Iudian Affairs Smith sent the following di ·pate'_ 
.A.gent Miles to-day in re1)JJ-;r to a dispatch received l\Iouday: 
Tell Ourny that the Brunot treaty very carefully defines the boundary of the er-
a nd the surveyors are following that Jjue exactly an<l must not be distmbod; abo • 
the Preside-rd regards the attack upon Hayden's party b,ij the Vtes-as a violation r,t • 
treaty, and expects M1·. Oura.y to secure the capture and punishment of the hatl I -
lflians, and to recover the YaliiabJe snrniyiug iustrnments which have been lot. 
Italics are mine. 
J A1\IES -B. THOMPSON, 
United States Special Indian Agent. 
[Lo.3 ri:nos Iuclian Agency, K. F. Bond, agent. J 
Los rrnos, CoLORADo, Kovmnber 11, 1 '75. 
Sm : In my letter of October 4, from Pueblo, I respectf~1ll.v made 
requisition for a company of soldiers, to be located at a pornt l!etw-
here and the nmv agency location. No answer has been rece~red. 
suspected parties ·wbo ·eucamped here last night, and left bere tln · mori -
ing, of an intention to pass over the reservation to the bead water~ oft~ 
Uncompahgre, where a settlement has been made, which settlement w- _ 
come outside of the boundaties of the reserrntieu when the o.fl\et ~h 
be 2na-de to include the Uncompahgre Park, which, by the agreement 
1813, should be made. . 
In the present attitude of affairs here, t-he. Utes sensith·e about _th 
aid agreement, ancl about intrusion of the whites, and woba_hly • · 
at this time in council about the whole matter, I did not think 1~ •?fi t 
,grant them authority to go upon the reservation, and therefore d1 ·tinct 
ordered them not to do so. I shall instruct the employe in charge · 
the new agency location, C. ·S. Robbins, to order them back if_the~ . 
seeu to pass through that vicinity. It appears to me tbat the mten 
is to defy my authority. 
It is such an emergency for which I wish to be proYided. After~ 
J)a1-tiei::; are off of the reservations though they may han traYel · 
whole leugtb, notliing, as I understand, can be done to tllem, and n · 
ing t½.a~ I know of can 1>rernnt frequent recurrences of such tr 1. 
but ng1lauce and force. Perhaps I am mistaken ; perltap, _ there 1 
J)enalty for _disregarding the orders of a United States officer l,°: th _ 
charge of h1 · duty. At all c,·ents, it would i:,eem that the m1hta. 
much more likc·l.r to be in demaud here than at Fort Garland: I 
for re. pe?tfnll~- renew my requisition, in hope that my waru11w 
truder · ,nil not .lH'OYe mere empty wor<ls. 
I lrn ,e your fin·or of :N o,·ember 10 187 4 in tructing me to ca[ 
t he commanrlin °· officer at Ii'ort Ga1!land ~n case, of iutru. i n..., 
liau · or whit i::; in the Anin1aH or La Plata district ' anu I think 
fo£ r that the authority gi·rnn may apply to any time and to an~- l 
the re: rvation or it · Yieinit,r; but I complain, a. alJoYe that ~u · 
Y u]{~ not me ta trau;-i ·nt y t important merg ncJ' · . 
I nll · y b r tliat 1 Jia,·, ,nitt •n to l\lr. J-. ,v. IiU r that lu 
,. Y will Jtotli ·, (•<·or, i11°· to tJ1 • aoT ement nor ati.- a tory tu th 
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unless he includes the whole of the Uncompahgre Pal'k in the reserYa-
tion, and would respectfully reecommend that the stu-vcy be not accepte<l 
until the proper offset be made . 
.. When he passed through here about two month,· ago he said he 
won1d return after snrrnying the northern line of the reservation, an<l 
make the correction so as to inclnde Uncompahgre Park. 
1 haYe the honor to be, very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
FI. F. BOXD, 
Unitecl 8tate8 lnc7ian Agent. 
The Hon. UmnnsSJO:NER 0]' INDIAN AFFAIR~, 
1Vasltington, D. C. 
DEPAR'l'::.\1EN1' OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAms, 
Washington, Decernber 8, 187 J. 
Sm: I have the llonor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference from 
you, of a communication dated October 11, 1875, addressed to the Pres-
ident by .J.B. Thompson, United States special Indian agent, Denver, 
Colo., referring to an interview between Ouray, chief of the Ute Indians, 
and the President, and stating the facts and causes which led to the 
interview relative to which subject-matter you direct an investigation 
by some person on the ground aud report. 
I would respectfully state that under date of August 17, 1875, instruc-
tions were sent through Superintendent Hoag to John D. Miles, Unite(l 
States agent for the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians, Indian Territory, 
to proceed to Colorado and make a thorough inrnstigation into the 
cause of the 'trouble reported to exist between the Indians and the 
miners in that section; also in regard to the complaint of the Indians of 
the Los Pinos .Agency of the non-fulfillment of the provisions of the 
third article of the agreement made with t hem: September 13, 1873 
(known as the Brunot agreement), in which the United States agreed to 
set apart and hold as a perpetual trust for the Ute Indians a sum of 
money or its equivalent in bonds sufficient to iH'oduce the snm of $25,000 
per annum to be rlisbursed or invested for the use and benefit of the 
Indians at the discretion of the President, arnl t9 inquire whether or not 
the Jrn..lians had received their proportionate share of this annujty of 
.$25,000 guaranteed by the agreement referred to. Under date of October 
1, 187.5, Superintendent Hoag snbmitte<l the report of Agent :Miles, in 
which lrn stated that having- met the Utes jn council they complained 
that the boundary line, or the south •side of Sain Juan cession, is not 
located as agreed upon by Ur. Brnnot; that the Indians positively refuse 
to accept any portion of the pay gnaranteed them by treaty'of 1873 
~mtil the boundary lines are located as agreed upon, thongh not expressed 
m the agreement; that so far as receiving any portion of the $25,000 
annuity, they had not even so much as beard that it was ready to be 
aid them, or that the goYernment intended to pay it to them, aud that 
the fribe ha<l now deci<led not to accept any portion of it, ~honl<l it be 
offered them, before the boundary qnestion is settled. 
An examination of the report of the commission to negotiate with the 
Ute tribe of Indians appointed under authority of the Secretary of the 
I:nterior in letter to this oflice under date of Jm1e 20, 187,'3, and instrnc-
1ons for thii, office of July 2, 1873, of which commi8sion Felix R Brnnot 
was a member, disclose,' the fact that tlte agreement entered into with 
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i-;aid Indians by J\Ir. Brunot, dated September 13, 1873, which heeam. 
law by the action of Congress and was apprornd by the Presideut nu 
date of A.pril 29, 1874, was asseii.ted to hy the Indians. This aoTeem 
,vas signed by Ouray and tl1e principal men w-ith the understa~diu" 
appears from the proceedings of council held Saturday, Srvtemhe; 1. 
which says : 
Ouray and all the princiJ)al mcu came aud expressed a ,Yillingncss to sign the r/-
des of convention, pro,·idecl after doing so some of the represeutatfre men of the d' -
ferent bands, accompanied by the secretary of the eonuuission, should ,isit the co -
try sold, and if proved to he mining and not fanning land, then all the Indians ho 
sign it; if the reverse was t]1e case, then t.be agreement should lJe iuoperatire a lac · 
fog the assent of the neces~ary three-fourths of the tribe. The articles of coHenf 
were then signed by all the Indians present, being the chiefs and headmen of all 
bands who had been represented in tbe councils. . 
The agreement, as transmitted to the department, appears to he i!!l1 
by three-fourths of the tribe which is required by the sixteenth article o· 
the trea.t;r with the Utes, proclaimed Nornmber 6, 1868, which pro\'ide 
that-
Ko treaty for thr cession of any portion or part of the reservation herein describC?, 
which may be held in common, shall be pf any Yaliclity or force as against the -a1 
Indians, nu Jess executed a.nd signed hy _ at )p,a,flt three-fourths of all the adult ma 
ludian occupying nnd interested in the same, and no crssion by the tribe sha~l 
nuderstood or corn,trucrl in such nm nncr as to depri \ye, without his consen~, any rnfu-
vidnal member of the tribe of his right to a.ny tract of land selected by hnn as pr · 
y_icled in articl1' se\·en of this treat,r (U. S. Sta.t. at Largr, rnl. 15, page G2·J). 
This office i::; not in J>ossc~sion of any e·ddence showing as to ~-heth 
tlie visit referred to as 1wo,·ided for in tlw council with the Indian · f1 • 
the purpose of ascertaining the character of the land w·a~ eYer mad 
beyond the fact that the signatures of the Indians, which by the unde · 
~tanding were to be attached after t bis Yisit, are so attached, and th · 
the agreement was fo1warclecl to the department by Thomas K. Clff, 
who was designated to make the inquiry. . . 
~rhe proceedings of the council show cl earls that it was not t~e rntenti . 
of these Indians to cede any farming lanclR. In confinnat101~ of tin 
reference is made to the printed narratirn of the proceedings of the Cl 
mission, founcl on pages 94 and D5 of my annual report for l_Si?, . 
1t i:S submitted that the report of Agent .l\Iiles gfres as full rniori~nn. 
as can be olJtained. as to the 1>resent state of affair8 among the te 
Colorado. · 
Ju thi · connection, Lenrnyer, the fact should be stated that by th~ e~ 
c·nth article of the Ute treaty of l\farch 2, 1868 (15 Stats., 6:32), the l n:· 
States agreed. to expend for said Indians, annually for thirty )·ear.~. · 
clotlling, blankets, &c., a sum not to exceed $30,000 ; also, U)~ the twe..: 
arti_cle of the same treaty, a like sum was to be expeuded, for the:: 
per10d, for beef, mutton, wheat, &c. 
Up to and including the fiscal year 187-1 thi~ agreement wa. car 
out by Congrc.' :, lJy making the llecessary appropriation therefor. 
for the fi,'cal rear 1875 001.10Tc ,, appropriated ouly 8~3 000 und 1 ~ 
clernnth artiele and notliiug- under the twelftll. 
By an act of .l\Iarch 3, 1 "7,\ Congres, appropriated $23 795.i:3 to_~ 
linr~ the funcL· of the Ute. for the amount expencled ther-'from m 
gotiating with ,'aid Indian. · under the aet of Apdl 2:{ i.~.-~ (fl rn 
<·ommi 'iou). 
By the thirJ , e ·tion of aet of Congre ·._· apprornd April 2 • 1 ; 
~ 'tat.·. 36, 37) the Gaited ,ate.· agreed to t apart and hold., · • 
)> tnal tru: t for tlle Ute In,Uan,', a sum of mon y, or it' equi,?l 
liond.·. wl111'11 .·hall pruduc· the ,·um of .;2,> 000 p r annum. wl11 11 
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be disbursed or im--ested for the use and benefit of said Indians annu-
ally form--er. 
The ani.onnt cle ri.Yed under said act up to July 1 la t i8 $29,315.07. 
Of this sum, $5,000 was remitted to Agent Bond February 3, 1875; 
$19,!)_27.28 was ex1,ended for supplies, clotlting, &c.; and $4,387.79 still 
remams to the credit of the Imlialls 011 the books of t110 office. . 
The expenditure of this sum of $19,927.28 for suppljes, clothing, &c., 
was occasioned by the fact aborn stated, that Congress, in -violation of 
the. agreenrnnt of September 13, 1873, failed to make the usual annual 
a,ppropriation for subsistence under the tvvc]fth article of tlie treaty of 
1868, as represented in my report of Jauuary 7, 1875, and it was -neces-
sary to use these funds in the purchase of supplies to meet the imme-
. diate uecessities of the Indians. 
There is also on the books of the oft.ice to their credit the followii1g 
sum, -viz: · 
For 18i3 all cl prior y ears, eleventh artie1c treaty . ____ . _...... . . . . . . . . . ... • . $16, 707 20 
For 1773 ancl prior years, twelfth a1iicle treaty .................. ··--· .............. 16,493 69 
For 18751 l1alance of fund for reimlnm,c0 nH:'11t. __ .•••• _ ••.•• _:. _ ••• _. __ ••• _ 20,075 60 
And balance under act of April 29, 1674, n.,; above ...••• ___ ... . ..•.... _. _. 4,337 79 
1'otal ____ ............................ ______ ···-· · ....... ........ . .... 57,664 28 
There is also a balance of the appropriation for "aid Indians for the 
present fiscal year, whicll, however, is required for current expenses . 
. Tllere will l>e due January 1, 1876, interest amounting to $12,500, under 
the act of April 29, 1874. . 
'l1ltere is no objection to expending any or all of the allove amount of 
.$57,G64.38 for the immediatB benefit or relief of tl.le Utes in case they 
are willing to receive the same. 
Tlte understanding- of the Indians as to the c·1iaracter of the land to 
he ceded l>y them, a11cl the fact t.hat the cession embraces agricultural 
lands, presents a case that is somewhat difficult of solution. 
The report of the survey of the northern line of this cession has not 
heen recefred at this office,· and until the same shall have been received 
no definite statement can be made as to the character of the land ex-
duded from the reservation tlterebv. 
But in case it should be estahlisiied when the surreYor's returns have 
heen receirnd, that the Utes are deprived of farming-lands, which it was 
not their int-011tio11 to cede, I should be in farnr of asking legislation of 
Uongress gidug them in lieu the1'eof au adequate money indemnity. 
This matter, however, will form tlte subject of a fature report, when--
·eYer the surve:vor's returns shall be filed. 
Yery Fespectfully' your obedient servant, 
EDW. P. SMITH: 
Comm·iss't'oner. 
The Hou. SECU.ETARY OF TUE INTERIOR. 
IlUREAU OF INDIAN AFl◄'AUIS, 
SPECIAL AGENCY, 
JJen1_1er, Colo., December 15, 1875 . 
. Sm: He J?ectfully referrillg- to my report of October 11, 1875, fur--
m hed and forwarded at your 11equest, I would suggest that early action 
b~ tak.eu b! the ~roper department as regards the rights of the ete In-
dians m thJS TeiTitory under the celebrated " Brunot treaty." 
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I would especially call your excellency's attention to the encroa ·u-
ments of white settlers upon the Uncompahgre Valley. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES B. THOMPSO~, 
Tlnded States Special Indian .Age// . 
His Excellency THE PRESIDENT. 
SA<rnAc1-rn, CoLo., }lay 24, 1 ,U. 
Sm: I baYe several times called the attention of the Commissioner~ 
the fact that the survey of the Janel ceded under the Brunot agreemen-
, bas not been completed. I would respectfully call your attention t 
the matter again. 
Under the Brunot agreement of 1873 the Uncompahgre Park -wa: t 
belong to the Utes, and an offset to be made in the survey, if nece, ~~ry. 
in order to include it on the Indian side of the line. When Mr. :::\liller 
stopped at the agency, on his return from that survey, I spoke to hi 
,about, it, and he proposed to retum to the work before he reported lli 
Washington. Subsequently I wrote to the Commissioner that it seemed 
. to me that the survey ought not to be accepted before that offset "a: 
made. The question bas be.en put to me very frequently whether any 
of the Uncompabgre Park belonged to the government, and I ha·rn a, 
frequently stated that none of it did or could under the agreement. 
Now~ learn that settlers are going there, and I am sure it wi~l gi,~ 
dissatisfaction to the Indians. Please inform me if the survey 1s con-
sidered complete and the contract of the surveyor is fulfilled, ancl if t _ 
government does not intend to abide by the terms of the agreement 
regard to this tract of land. Shall I allow the settlers to remain the ~ 
or may I expect the surveyor soon to do the work¥ Or mu ~~ th 
boundary still be considered unsettled, to the annoyance of theln(han~ · 
To whom belong the springs? 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient serrnnt. 
H.F. BOND, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. J. Q. S:mTir, 
Commissioner of Indian A_'ff'airs, TVa,shington, D. C. 
Los rums AGENCY, OoLoRADO, July 4, 1, ;,·. 
. ·ra: I would re.:pectfully call your attention to my letter of .... I ·:-:._ 
m regard to Uncompahgre Park, which, by the Brunot agreem 
,·~1ould belong to_ the Utes; according to the survey as no~ mad_e a . 
tion of the park 1 left outside of the re. ervation. The Indian feel h 
it i unju t that it .·honld be so, and so it eeins to me. I a 1ml in ~ 
. ·tt r r ferred to if the survey ,va completed and accepted, and if_u 
m, more wa _to be lone in the matter; as I have receind non tI • 
tl1 ur ey bemg ompleted, I uppo ed it was not. 
T have the honor to be, very re. pectfully1 your obedient er;an • 
H. :F. BO ... D. 
lndian Ag • 
H on. J. Q. "')IITH 
C01mni tdo,u:r of Indian A.U'air·is, Washington D. 
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DEP ART:\IE:N'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
0FFIUE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Jitly rn, 1876. 
SIR: I ban the honor to submit herev.·ith copies of two letters dated 
}fay 24 and July 4-, 1876, from H.P. Bond, United States Indian agent, 
respecting the sm'Yey of tl1e boundaries of tbe late cession of a portion 
of the Confederated Ute reservation in Colorado, and to request to be 
furnished with such information respecting this survey as will enable 
this office to make proper answer to the inquiries of the agent. 
The agreement of 1873 expressly proYides that if any part of the Un-
compabgre Park shall be found to extend south of the north line of saicl 
cession, the same is ,not intendml to be included therein, and is reserved 
and retained as a portion of the Ute reserve. Agent Bond alleges that 
the valley (Uncompahgre Park) does extend south of the line run, by 
your direction, the past season. If such is the fact, what action was, 
taken to exclude the same from the lands cedul by the agreement "? 
Very respectfully, your obedient ,servant, 
S. A. G~~LPIN, 
A.ct-ing Commissioner. 
· The Hon. Co~nI1SSlONER f}ENERAL LA~D OFFICE. 
DEPAR'l'::\IEN'.l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
1Yashington, D. C., July 24, 187G. 
SIR: I ha,ve the honor to ~wknowledge the receipt of a letter from your-
office of the 19th instant, inclosing copies of two letters from H.F. Bond, 
United States Irnlian agent, in regard to the survey of the boundaries 
of the late cession of a, portion of the Confederated Ute Indian reserva-
tion in Colorado, and requesting to be furnished with , such information 
as will enable you to ma,ke proper ansv.·er to the inquiries of the agent. 
The agent represents that a part of the Uncompahgre Park is upon the , 
south side of the northern line of said cession, whereas the agreement 
made b_y Felix R. Brnnot with the Utes September 13, 1873, and l'atified 
by act of Congress approved April 29, 1874:, contains the following pro-
visions, namely: "That if any part of the Uncompahgre Park shall be 
found to extend south of the north line of said country, the same is not 
intended to be included therein, and is hereby reserved and retained a:-;. 
a portion of the Ute reservation." 
The survey of this cession was executed by James ,v. :\Iiller under his-
contract dated October 3, 1874. 
In the iu.·tmctions given him his attention was specially called to t11e 
p~ovi ·ion above ']noted in regard to UncompahgTe Park, and he was. 
directed, if necessary, to offset to the south to exclude said i+ark, and to 
do so sufficiently to exclude all the park, and when he made return of 
the urvey he was verbally interrogated in this office in regard to this 
subject. He stated that there was no one with him to designate the 
park, that the Indians or agent did not appear for this purpose, and that 
he believed said park was north of the surveyed line, and he brought to 
the office a former agent of these Indians, who stated that the park re-
ferreJ to was north of the line as nm. The head of the U ncompahgre 
~iver is within the cession, and it flows northwestwardly. An examina-
tion of the map of the smTey by l\Ir. l\Iiller shows a large valley of the 
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Uncompahgre RiYer and a tributary north of this line, which wa. m d r-
stood to be the park in question. There is nothing in the topograph · 
·of the map that indicates that a park has lJeen traYersed by the no .. 
line of the cession, unless tlle narrow yalleJ~ of the Uncompahgre Riv 
,should he so regarded. 
In view, therefore, of these facts, the surrny by l\Ir. ~Iiller wa~ r 
1n'oved, and payment in full ,vas made to him therefor. 
I haye the honor to be, Yer.r respectfully, your obedient serrnut, 
. · J. A. '\rILLIA.1\IS0.1.T, 
Commis.·ione,-. 
Hon. J. Q. SMITH, 
Comm,issioner of Indian Ajfairs. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE fa:TERIOR, 
OFFICE OF lKDIAK AFFAIRS. 
'Washington, July 26 1 :-.. -;-6. 
Sm: Referring to ~·our letters of the 24th of May aud the 4th of~ u. · 
fast, touching the survey of the 11orth boundary of tlle late "Gte ce~ 10!1 
executed by James '\V. Miller, esq., :you are advised that the, mTe~· m 
.question has beeµ completed, and the retnms approYed by the Genera 
Land Office. The line thus nm by Mr. Miller is hel<l by the departmeu 
to be the established bouncla.ry line between the Ute reseiTation aL 
the ceded lands, and must be respected by both settlers and _I~1dian,. 
I inclose herewith, . for your information, a copy of the d~c1s10n of tL 
()ommissioner of the General Land. Office, (lated the 2.Jtll rnstant up 
this <Jnestion. 
Y cry res pee tfnll y, 
.J. Q. S~lITH 
Commis. ione1·. 
·n. F. BOND, Esq., 
Un'ited States Indian Agent, Los Pinos Agency, Colorado. 
DI~P ARTMENT OI~ THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF A.IR • , 
Wasll-ington, August 12 1 "'7 
~ 'm: By the firt article of au agreement made September 13, 1 "'i 
uetwecn the United State and tlie Ute Indians ( 18 Stat.., p. 36). ~h 
were c dcd to the United State: certain land therein de ·cribed, prond 
'' That if any part of the Uncompabgre Park .: hall be found t_o x 
, outh of the north line of said described country, the ::i.me !·~ no 
t end d to be included therein, and is hereby reserved and retame,l 
1>orti u of the Ute re, ervation.' 
1'he , ·nr"Vey of the boundarie, of this c· s. ·ion wa made by J. "~- -
•r in 1875, anrl npprm~ d by th General Laud Olli ·e Janna1~- 17. 
Th 11orth liue of thi ,' ceH.'iou, as rnu by ~Ir. Iill r, throw a , -
l> rtio11 of th n ompah 0Te Park within tl1e ce sion, in .·dolatiou o 
H 0 T ment, and the Iucliau ·, tlll'ongh their agent, Mr. Ilon l. l r 
~ 00ain:t it e tal>li. hment a. the north 1 oundary of aid c i-:iou . 
... Ir. Iill r wa, in. tru ·ted c s to thii-i proYi:i u of the agree1 1 n • 
hi: fi ·11-not '· and plat.- do not indicate that he touched or ti,· -
,m.r y• 11 y of th natur of a park, and a.- there wer no Imliau, 
, nLJ th >U-:.ll invit 1 b,r thi · offi. .; t ace :npa·1y him, to p int 
1 im the lo tion of th p ark, he wa. una le to r port it· lo ·ati 11. 
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In. view of the fact th~t the survey· has b3en m1ide anll the returns 
appro'rncl bJ; the Genera1 L1in.d. 0 Jice, and. the ~bseuce of any protest 
ou the p.1rt of the Incliaus prior to the approval of said returns, aud. 
the lack of fimds to snrrny by offset the land now claimed by the Iu-
diam, to be a part of the park south of this line, and exempted in ti.le 
agreement from the cession, I have the honor to recommend that the 
President be requested to issue au order withdrawing the land. claimed 
as a part of the park from the public domain, and setting apart the 
sa,me as a part of the reservation, in accordance with said agreement. 
I have the houor to submit herewith a dranght of such order. 
Very re.specttully, your obedient seryaut, 
J. Q. SMITH, 
Commissioner. 
The Hon. S~""}CRETARY OF THE INTERIOR,. 
DEPAll'fl\:IENT OF TUE INTERIOR, 
Washington, August 14, 187 ·. 
_ Sm: I ha,-e the honor to request-the signature of the President to the 
inclosed draught of an executirn order extending the Louudaries of the 
Ute reservation in Colorado so as to contain the Uncompahgre Park, 
· in accordance with the agreem~nt made by the United States with the 
Ute Indians September 13, 1873. · 
Yery i·eHpectfolly, your obedient serrnnt, 
_ Z. CHANDLER, 
The PRESIDENT. 
Secrcta,ry. 
DEP.A.RTMEKT OF THE INTERIOR, 
lVashington, .Augirnt 18, 1876. 
Sm: I return herewith, signed by the President, t.J.1e draught of an 
executive order extending the boundaries of the Ute Indian reservation 
in Colorado so as to contain the Uncompahgre Park, ,v-hich was sub-
mitted with vour letter of the 12th instant. 
Yer.r i·espectfully, your obedient sen-ant, 
The 00YIMISSIO:N"ER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
Z. CHANDLER, 
Secretary. 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, August 17, 1876. 
It is hereby ordered that all that portion of country in the State of 
Colorado lying within the following-described boundaries and forming 
a part of the Uncompahgre Park, namely, commencing at the fifty-third 
nule-post on the north line of the survey of the lloundaries of the Ute 
ce,·1'ion, executed by J. W. Miller in 1875; thence south four miles; 
tltence east four miles; thence north four miles to the said north line; 
thence west to the place of beginning, be, and the same here.by is, with-
<lrawu from the public domain, and set apart as a part of the Ute Indian 
re_.·ervation, in accordance with the first article of an agreement made 
with said Indian,, and ratified by Congress April 29, 1874:. (Stats. at 
Large, vol. 1 , p. 36.) 
U.S. GRANT. 
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DEP ARnIEN'.L' OF 11.'HE lN'l'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIA:N" AFFAIR._'. 
Washington, August 21, 1 i 
SIR: I inclose herewitll, for information and files of your office. an • 
ecutive order extending the boundaries of tl1e Ute Reser"ation .~o · 
contain the U ncompabgre .Park, in accordance with the agrf'ement 1 • 
by the government with the Indians September 13, 1873. 
Very respectfully, 
S. A. GALPL-. 
Acting Comm is!iio llf•r. 
H.' F. BOND, ERq., 
United States Inclian A gent, Los Pinos Agency, Colorado. 
DEP A.RT1IENT 01<' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN A.FYAJRS, 
lVa.shington, August !.U, 1. i6. 
SIR: I have the honor to advise vou thn.t the boundaries of the{;-
Reservation in Colorado have been extended so as to contain the Cue 
pahgre Park, lJy the order of the President, of which the following· • 
copy: 
Ex.ECUTJVE MA~SIO~, ..:l.ug11st li. 1,-; 
It is hereby ordered that all that portion of country in the State of Colorado !nu 
within the follow ing-tlescri bed bounda1·i es and forming a part oftbe l Jncompabgre f · 
viz, commencing at the 53d mile-post on the uorth line of survey of the b?m1dan 
the Ute cession, executed by James W. :Miller in 1875; thence south fot1rm1le ; th 
east four miles; thence north four miles to the said nort,b Hne; t henc~ wei:;t t? the P 
of beginning, be, and the same hereby is, withdrawn from the p~blw do?J-a1n. a~ 
apart as a part of the Ute Indian Reservation , in [l.ccordance with _the fir,~ arncl_ 
au agreement made ,vith said Indians, aud ratified by Congress .Apnl ~9, It!,-!. 
ut!:)s at Large, vol. 18, page 36.) ~ ;-r 
l;. ,_. ,RA. 
Very respectfully, your obeu.ient :errnnt, 
S. ~-l. GA.LPL-. 
Acting Co,m,zi .«ion 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF THE GE"NERAL LAND OFFICE. 
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to the honorable CJmmissioner of Indian Affairs, containing a state-
ment of facts in regard to the survey of the north boundary of the Ute 
cession. · -
This office has no data from w11ich it can ascertain certainly whether 
any part of the U neompabgre Park lies within t,he limits of the survey 
made by Deputy Miller or not. • 
All of the testimop.y which I have in regard to the location of said 
park tends to establisl.t the fact that it is situated farther down the river 
and north of the north line of the survey. I would, therefore, respectfully 
recommend a revocation by the President of his proclamation of the 17th 
day, of August Ia.st, which withdraws from settlement the lands upon 
which the petitioners have settled. 
The letter from Mr. Stoddard and others is herewith respectfully re-
turned. 
I have the honor to be, very_re,_·pectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. A. WILLIAMSON, 
Com missioner. 
Ron. Z. CHANDLER, 
, Secretary· of the Interior. 
DEPAR'l'MENT OF 'l'HE IN'l'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF Arns, 
October 28, 187 6. 
s·m: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by reference for 
report thereon, of a communication from the Uommissioner of the General 
Lan_d Office, under date of the 18th instant, respecting the order of the-
Pr~sident, dated August 17, 1876, reserving for Indian purposes certain 
land in Colorado which the Indians claim to be a part of the Uncom~ 
pabgre Park, in which he recommends a revocation of said order. 
I cannot concur in the recommendation. The proceedings of the 
council which resulted in the late cession, as given in the annual report 
of this office for the year 1873, pa.g·es 83-113, show clearly that the Indians 
intended to surrender onlv the hilli:! and the mountains that contained 
minerals, and none of the bottom or agricultural lands. Their intention 
was recognized and acknowledged by the government by its embodi-
ment in the first article of the agreement made September 13, 1873, and 
a i~roviso, wltich is as follows: · 
Provided, Tha,t if any part• of the U ncompahgre Park shall be found to extend -south 
of -the north line of said described eountry, the same is not intended to be included 
therein, and is hereby reserved and retained as a portion of the Ute Reservation. 
It seems to me that other aud stronger evidence than the simple dee- ' 
larations of Mr. William W. Stoddard and his twenty-three coadjutors 
should be submitted in support of the Commissioner's recommendation. 
The facts of the case, as they ha rn reached me, are as follows: 
The Indians, as soon as apprised of the location of the line surveyed 
by Mr. J. W. Miller, made inquiry through their agent, H. F. Bond, esq., 
whether Mr. Miller had completed the survey, or intended to run another 
line around a certain hot spring near the U ncompahgre River and south 
of the line already run, which they were unwilling to yield, and was re-
served to them in the agreement a.~ provided in the first article above 
9-uoted, _and should be held as a part of their reservation. As specific 
rnstruct10ns had been issued to Mr. Miller to make an offset if he should 
fiud any part of said park to extend south of the north Jine of said ces-
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sion, so as to retain it within the Indian reserva,tion, no reply to Li-
inquiry conlcl be given by this office until adYised of the action of _I.. 
Miller, and the returns of his snrny had been fnrnishetl the Heue , l 
Land Office. 
The first and only foformation receivell upon the snbjeet wa.~ the let·fl• 
to tbjs office of the 24th of ,July last, a copy of wbich is fmnished y rr 
by the Commissioner wHh bis report of the 18th, which was to the effe,_-
-that the sm,~ey was completed, the returns a.pproved, and the line r l!n 
would be held a,s the northern boundary of the ces8ion. When au.vi.~-~ 
of this action, so prononnced were the <1emonstrations of disapprornl ty 
the Indians, that, after a, personal interview with their agent, }fr. Bornl 
it was determined to recommend the issuance of au order by the Pre 1-
<lent to reserve from tlle pnblic domain the lan<l in question which ehi-
bra,ced the spring referred to. 
This course was heltl to be the only one that could be adopted, afr-
being informed that the survey of Mr. Miller had been approYed anil 
l\Ir. Mille1· released from hh; contract by t,he pa.yrnent of his accom1-... 
and for tlie further reason that no funds were at the disposal of the d1::-
partmeut to pay for an additional , mTey of the land claimed by the L -
diaus and received as a part of the Uncompa,bgrn Parle 
If this office, or the present Indian agent a,t Los Pinos, bad been eon-
snlteu, instead of a former agent (who was taken to the General Land 
Office by .Jfr. Mille1·), as to the question whether "any part" of the ~n-
compabgre Park was south of the line rnn by I\Ir . .Miller, the nece r-:-
for this executive order would probably not have arisen. 
Had this course been adopted, l\Ir. Miller's contract would not ha ·e 
been, in my opinion, approved without· making an offset to embrace the 
hot spring in contro\·ersy. Mr. Stoddard would also have been _re-
lieved of his preHent embarrassments, which he has brought upon him-
self and his friends by such hasty action in making improvements ~1pon 
lands that they must have known would be contended for by the Indian · 
In the report recommending the issuance of this order mor~ land w •-•: 
embraced than was desired. This, however, was inevitable, m _the ab-
sen~e of any facts that would justify a smaller area of land with an 
degree of assurance that it would embrace the spring and a reasonabii: 
quantity of agricultural land surrounding it to prevent it from tre P~ 
No objecti~m~ will be made to any reduction of tbe area, when ~at1st· ·, 
tory descnpt10ns of land are furnished that will corer the prmg a 
snfficient surrounding agricultural lands. 
Believing from the evidence at hand that the land claimed by h 
Indian. i. · a, J)art of the Uncompabgre Park, and clearly re ·erYed · 
them b.y the aforesaid agreement, I must a<l.here to !11Y former re ·o _ 
mendat10n of the 12th of August last and insist that 1f the governme 
proposes to eauy out in good faith' the terms of that agreement. 
1·igllts of the Ute Indians be 1n·otected through Presidential order 
he 17th of Augn ·t last, though l\Ir. toddanl and friends be imp ' 
i.'11e,l thereby. ~ 
In repl,r to )fr. toddanl's appeal to the President, that he had " lo 
pl'ior to you_r (hi.') proclamation entered upon, po 'HCS ed, and impr \-
a, Iai:g p rtwn of the :ame," it i, proper to tate that 1\-Ir. St~dda.i ~ b 
no right to nt r, po,' e , arnl irn1m)Ye any land in that locallty_ pri r 
he appro,Tal of th mvey of the northern boundary of the ee: ~10n. 
j,• by hi own 'howing, an intruder who hould not be permitt · 
~ ke au vantage of lli own wrong.' Certainly, this office canu . 
charged with delay in endeavorinO' t protect the rio-ht ' of th In 
npon in ,. a,l vi · ll of th fa.ct. . 
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The commnni.cation of the Commissioner of the General Land Office,. 
with inclosnres, is herewith respectfully retnmed . 
. I have the honoi' to be, very respectfully, yOL1r obe<lient servant, 
J. (~. SMITH, 
Commissioner. 
T.he Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Los Prnos INDIAN AGKNCY, COLOR.ADO, 
December 9, l87G. 
SIR: Referring to the 1n'oclamation of the President of the United 
States dated Angnst 17, 1876, in which a certain t,ract of land four miles. 
square, at the upper entl of the Uncompahgre Valley, was receded to tlle 
Ute tribe of Indians, I have to say that most of the settlers on what is 
supposed to come within the boundaries of said tract are unwilling to 
vacate their respective ranches or locations until the lines have been 
esfal)lished. Some of them are in doubt ai:; to whether they ar~ on or 
off the present reservn,tion, and I apprehell(l it will be difficult to con--
vince them upon this point until the boundaries are officially determined. 
The Indians are clamorous to have them leave, but I have so far kept 
them quiet bl promising them that the settlers shall be made to vacate 
next spring. 
I have also given the settlers (those of them I have seen) to understand,. 
verbally, that if they will quietly go away in the spring, they shall not 
be molested during the winter. Most of them express a willingness to 
accept the situation. There will be one or two stubborn cases. In view 
of the fact that I cannot myself act understandingly in the premises un-
til I know the actual boundaries, I resp~ctfully suggest that such action 
ue taken by the department as will cause the survey to be made as soon 
as possible. If, in accordance with the custom of the department, it can 
be done- by a deputy United States mineral surveyor, at a trifling expense,. 
there is one now here, Mr. Charles A. Wheeler, recently appointed. by 
the surveyor-general of this State, and whom I know to be fully compe-
tent to perform the service. I would like an official copy of the procla-
mation refenecl to herein for the use of this office. Such a copy was re-
ceived here just before my arrival, and shown me by the late agent, 
Bond, but upon my return from Denver it could not be found among the 
files of official papers left by him. Whether Mr. Bond took it with him 
by mistake or it has been lost I am unable to say, but it is quite impor-
tant that there should be a copy here. 
1 have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. D. WHEELER., 
United States Indian A.gent. 
Hon. J. Q. S)IITH, 
· Commis.sfoner of lndian A.ff'airs, lVashington, .D. 0. 
DEP ART~IENT OF 'l'HE lN'l'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN .AFF .AIRS, 
January 6, 18J7. 
SIR: In compliance with your request of the 9th ultimo, I transmit 
herewith, for the files of your office, another copy of an executive order 
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dated Augnst 17, 1876, withdra-wing certain lands in the State of 
rndo from the pnblic domain, the same being a part of the lTncompah 
Park reserved by the Indians in tlle Bnrn.ot agreement of Sept~m 
13, 1873. 
There are HO funds at the disposal of this office for the payment o. 
survey of the m t-bounclaries of this addition to the rese1Te; c 
q aently, your request for a survey cannot be complied with. 
Very respectfully, 
J. Q. S:\<IITH, 
Commis. ioner. 
,v. D. ·WHEELER, Esq., 
UnUed States In.diem Agent, Los Pinos Agency, Colorado . 
Los PINOS AGENCY, COLOR.A.DO, 
J a,nuary 261 1877. 
Srn: Refening to your communication of the 6th instant, ''L/' I L -
leave to say that when I made the request for a smvey of the Unco · 
11ahgre Park, I did not expect that your office had any funds that coul 
be used for such a purpose, but supposed the matter would be refer~ 
to the General Land Office for their action. If, however, I wa. nn · 
taken in ·this, and the survey cannot, as you say, be made, then I woul 
ask, shall I go ahead and attempt to remove the Rettlers, first, of cour 
satisfying myself as nearly as possible where the lines will be locat 
whenever a survey is made f 
Very respectfully, your obe<.bent i;;e1Tant, 
W. D. WHEJ~LE • 
[h dted States Ind'ian Ag 
Hon. J. Q. S:'..\flTH, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEP .A.R'.l.'MEN11 OF 1'HE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIR:\ 
lfoshington, March 28, 1 "" i 'Y. 
Rm: In r eply to ,your letter of the 26th of January last, re pe tin(J' 
1·em0Yal of , ttlers on that portion of the Ute Reservation declc red 
executive or~er of August 17, 1876, y-ou are instr~cted not t 
t crfere now with the miners and settlers, except to advise th.em tom, 
no further improvements thereon. 
You will al o adv-i. e your Indians to refraiu from any con~i · 
th m r pe?ting the limit of their land, pending an inrnstigat~ n 
<•,~ e hy an m. pector, who L now under order : or a proper a<~.Jl~ .. 
O! tb boundary que tion by actual . mTey unle,-., in your opm1 •' · 
11ght , of t he Indian. would . nff •r hY , uch delay. 
- T ry re '1 ectfnlly, · · 
J. Q. :)lITH. 
Com111··.·· 
\Y. J>. \YmmLER E .·q .. 
l'nitNl ~ 'trrtes I nrlirr11 Agent. Lo.· Pinn. Agency Colorcan. 
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Los PINOS IKDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
April 9, 1877. 
SrR: I have the honor to inclose a copy of the form of notice wl1ich I 
have given to about twenty squatters upon the so-called'' Uncompahgre 
Park," the same being the tract of land referred to in an executive 
order dated August 1.7, 1876. 
Up to this time only one of the parties has left; of the balance, several 
of them have notified me personally that they shall not leave until forced 
so to. do at the point of the bayonet. They all very well understand 
that they are upon the tract in question, as I went in person witt. a civil 
engineer and run the line through the ' center of the park, that I might 
know where the southern line of the 4-mile square would cross the park. 
Most of the parties interested were present, and stated that my survey 
agreed ·with one which they had caused to be made. 
As the necessary force to remove them in the peculiar \fay ·which they 
seem most to desire is not just now available, and having, as I believe, 
impartially performed mJ.,. duty thus far as between white trespassers and 
the · Indians under my charge1 I now beg leave to ask for specific in-
Btructions as to any further action on my part which may be expected or 
required of me in the premises. 
I am, sfr, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. vV. D. WHEELEH, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon . ._T. Q. SMITH, . 
Oornmissioner of Indfrtn Affairs, 1Vctshington, D. C. 
Los PlNOS INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
iJiarch 10, 1877. 
Sm: I inclose herewith a copy of a proclamation of the President of 
the United Sta+ies elated August 17, 1876, concerning a tract of land 
known as the Uncompahgre Park, the same being a part of the Ute Res-
·ervation. 
Believing that you are a squatter on said tract, I hfwe to request that 
you leave the same on or before April 1, 1877, and remain off until said 
reservation shall become public domain. Your failure to comply with 
this request will necessitate action on my part extremely -unpleasant, 
and by no means beneficial to yom best interests. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
,V. W. STODDARD, Esq., 
Ouray Oou,nty, Colorado. 
D. "\Y. :\V'HEELER, 
Unitecl States Indian Agent. 
See article 2 treaty of 1868, reaffirmeu. by article u treaty of 1873. 
Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
April 11, 1877. 
SIR: 1 am in receipt of your letter of the 28th ultimo, "L," and in 
reply beg leave to refer to my letter of 9th upon same subject, which 
, hows my action in the matter up to the pi:esent time. 
To advise the settlers to make no further improvements \fould be 
little better than "throwing pearls before swine." 
S. Ex. 29--3 
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I sball, of course, mak~ no f~1rther attempt to remove them, and I 
have no fears that the Indians will make any trouble, for a while at lea ·t. 
although I had assured them during the winter that in the spring the 
trespassers should be made to leave. 
I believe the rights of the Indians will suffer every day's delay, but 
as the matter is soon to be investigated by an inspector, I shall do my 
best to keep them quiet, and let the squatters take care of themselve.~. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. D. WHEELER, 
United States Inclian Agent. 
Hon. J. Q. SMITH, 
Comrnissioner nf Indian A_-tfairs, W ashington, D. C. 
Los rrnos INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
. January 2, 1877. 
SIR : I inclose herewith copy of a letter sent to Messrs. Mayall & )lor-
rison, November 15, 1876, which will explain itself. I ha,e since eeu 
l\Ir. Mayall, one of the partners. He acknowledged having received th . 
letter, and said be was doing the best be could to keep their cattle off 
the reservation; bnt instead of keeping them off, they are daily crowd-
ing down closer to the agency and overrunning our regular cattle-range. 
where the cabin was built for the use of the herders, and by far the be~t 
locality for the agency her& . I am now fully convinced that they do nor 
intend to keep their cattle off, but to let them scatter among the agency 
stock, and when they "round up" in the spring gather in (steal) a~l the.f 
can of government cattle. Their reputation, where best known, 1s that 
of notorious cattle thieves. They came on to the reservation in October 
last with a herd of about 500 cattle, passing the agency duriug m;y ab-
sence, and moving toward the town of Ouray, 25 miles distant. 
They knew before they came h ere that there was no range for so large 
a herd of cattle without trespassing upon the reservation. They a! 
knew that the agency had a large number of cattle, not branded, whic.u 
were runnin g a.t large very wild, and that with the present limited force 
it would be impossible for us to gather them in so as to keep them pa-
rate from their herd. I was warned of the scheme on my way to th 
age~cy, and .found that it was common talk among those who knew th~ 
parties, but I beljeved nothing of it until compelled to; but hann_ 
· watched their movements since my return to the agency, I now full, 
believe that their object is plunder from tlte government ; at all eYen 
they a~·e tre~passers, and should be treated as such. _ 
Ilanng g1Yen them timely notice by my letter of November la an 
~hey payin~· n~ h_eed thereto, I have now to ask instructions a' to~"~ ~ 
further action 1t 1 my duty or privilege to take. I have not utli ·1e 
force at the_ a~;ency to forcibly remove them from the reseffation. . 
In my opm1on there are but two effective remedies, either of wh 
will rid u of the nuisance: 1st. A detachment of cavalry in char« 
on ffi ·icnt officer. 2d. Give the Indians leave to kill all the cattl t: 
find on the r rvation not belougin o· to the agency. The latter w 
b har.·h, but well-de. errnd treatmeut. The cavalry will be n 1 
d < r th fonr mile. ·quar receded by the Presitlent to the Ute . ...\.u_ 
17, 1 76. 
"\ llil mo.-·t of the ettl r. · on the area in qne tion will quieth-) _ 
wh u t Id th y must, th rear a few, ho })rofe not to fear eren L 
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States soldiers, and say that if driven off by them they _will go; and 
quietly wait until the soldiers leave and then return. With such men 
to deal with, strong and decisive action is_ the only c?u_rse that will _av~il. 
I therefore hope for an early reply to this letter, givmg me de:fimte m-
structions as to what course to pursue in the matter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. D. WHEELER, 
Un'ited States Indicin Agent. 
Hon. J. Q. S::inTH, 
Commissioner of Indian A:ff airs, Washington, D. C. 
Los PINOS AGENCY, COLOR.ADO, 
November 15, 1876. 
GENTLEMEN: Upon my return to the agency I learn that you are 
grazing a herd of cattle upon. the reservation, and especially on portions 
r-equired for and constantly occupied by the agency herd. . 
I can but believe that you are well posted a~ to· the law relating to 
trespassing upon Indian reservations. I have, therefore, to request 
you to immediately remove your cattle and horses from the reservation. 
Your failure to comply with this request will necessitate further action 
on my part. 
Respectfully yours, 
W. D. WHEELER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Messrs. MAY.ALL and MORRISON, 
Ouray, Colo. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF IND I.AN AFF .AIRS, 
Washington, D. C., Janitary 27, 1877. 
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith copies of letters received 
from United States Agent W. D. Wheeler, of the Los Pinos Agency, 
Colorado, in relation to cattle of Messrs. Mayall and Morrison, which 
are overrunning the cattle range of the Los Pinos Reservation. The 
agent states that he has given the requisite notice to the owners, but 
that they take no steps to remove the cattle; that they are .men of bad 
character, and, from reliable information, he is convinced that it is their 
object to let their cattle run with the government herd until spring and 
then gather up with their own cattle as many as they can of those be-
longing to .the government. 
It is respectfully recommended that the communication referred to be 
transmitted to the honorable the Secretary of War, and that he be re-
quested to have the necessary orders issued to the commandant of the 
nearest military post to the agency to co-operate with the agent in remov-
ing the cattle from the reservation. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRET.ARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
J. Q. SMITH, 
Commissioner. 
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DEPARnIENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0., January 27, 18,,. 
Sm: Acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 2d instant in 
relation to the cattle brou:-ght upon the reservation by lVIayall and )Ior-
rison, you are advised that copies of your com1nunications were this day 
forwarded to the honorable the Secretary of the Interior, with the rec-
ommendation that the Secretary of War be requested to cause the nec-
essary orders to be issued to the commandant of the nearest military 
post to the agency, to co-operate with you in effecting the desired re-
moyal. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. Q. SMITH, 
Commission er. 
W. D. ·WHEELER, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Los Pinos Agency, Colorado. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE IN1'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN .A.FF.A.IRS, 
Washington D. C., February 8, 18,,. 
Sm: I ha,-e the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by department ref-
erence for report, a communication from O. H. McIntyre, esq., dated 
House of Representatives,Denver, Colo., January 8, 1877, addressed to 
Hon. J. B. Chaffee, and by him transmitted to you with indorsem<:nt 
thereon by himself and Representative Belford, touching an execu~Ye 
order issued August 17, 1876, . withdrawing a tract of land, four mile~ 
· square, from the public doman, it being a part of the Uncompahgre P arkr 
· lying south of the n0rth line of the cession named in the Brunot agree-
ment of September 13, 1873, with the Ute Indians, ratified by act of <;Jon-
gress, appro-rnd April 29, 187 4, which tract was reserved and re tamed 
as a portion of the late Indian reservation (Stat. at L., vol. 18, p. 3,). 
This order was made upon recommendation from this office under date 
of th_e 12th of August last, and my views as to the right of the Indian: 
to this tract of country are fully set forth in office report of the 2 th ot 
October last, to which I respectfully refer. 
It is not denied that Mr. Miller made returns . of his survey of the 
boundaries of the Ute cession which have been approved by the ~epart-
ment; but · I cannot accept Mr. l\folntYre's conclusion that thi fa ·t 
works an extinguishment of the Indian title beyond any remedy. It i5 
maintain d, however, that, inasmuch as the agTeement provided for the-
re ervation _an<l retention of auy part of the Uncompabgre Valley froJ?-
outh o_f tlus north line, and as it was universally known that th In · 
an claim d not to have ceded any of the aoTicnltural lands or Yall Y 
within their re ervation (this Yalley bei1w 
0
identified by a certain h -
, 1ning therein, wa pecially claimecl as b~longing to them), thi · · 
·J.10uld have been con nlt d prior to the issue of any de.fl.nit ( r 
touchin O' th ettl ment of thi boundary question. . . . 
that wa · not done, action wa taken to upplem nt th1 oun -
b_ the i u of tbi . xe ·utive order and, in my opinion, ju ti· . • 
rwht d mand tha th1 protectfon 1-;honld be extend d to the e Indrn 
Th . ' ttl r. lairn that thi Yall y i the onl agricultural land i -
1 0 nnl 1 apabl of furni ... hino· upplie. to th ruin r , . 
Thi: i. th 1 ir mi. fortnn . Th Indian,' rnn- r int ml d to 
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their agricultural lands. Had there been no valley south of this line, 
would this fact (the abRe;nce of agricultural lands) have justified miners 
in trespassing upon valleys north of the line to obtain their supplies 
and locate their improvements thereon ~ 
I see no way whereby the desire of the settlers can be granted, unless 
l.\fr. McIntyre, with a view to the modification of said order, can furnish 
this office with a descriptive diagram showing the boundaries of a tract 
that will be satisfactory to the Indians, and at the same time not em-
brace any of their alleged improvements, jnasmuch as the executive 
order covers a larger area of land than was claimed by the Indians, but 
not more than was deemed necessary to protect them in the use of the 
spring and occupancy of adjacent lands, without an additional survey,. 
for which there were no funds available. 
The communication of Mr. McIntyre is herewith respectfully returned. 
I hn;ve the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. S. A. GALPIN,. 
.Acting Comrnissioncr. 
The Hou. SECRETARY OF 'l'IIE INTERIOR. 
vV .AKEFIELD, M.Ass., Februciry 22, 1877. 
SIR: The inclosed scrap was cut f'rom the Silver ,v orld, a paper 
published at Lake City, one of the mining towns of Colorado nearest 
to Los Pinos Agency. The "four-mile strip" is the tract set apart to the 
Indians, in accordance with the agreement of 1873, by a proclamation of 
the President, at my solicitation, last summer. It should have been se-
cured to the Utes by the survey which was made under the agreement, 
and thus have been beyond the reach of the President's revocation. I 
write tllis in the supposition that the matter will be referred to you for 
your recommendation; and with the hope that what clearly appears to 
me _justice will be clone to the trtes, and tllat my services in their behalf 
will not come to n~ught. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H.F. BOND, 
Hon. J. Q. SMITH, 
Late 1 ndian .Agent. 
Oomrnissioner of' Indian .Affairs, ff"cishington, D. C. 
(Scrap.) 
In a letter received from him Tuesday, Senator Chaffee informs us that 
he has a statement pending before the President in regard to the four-
mile strip claimed by the Utes, and hopes to get it declared as· being 
ceded to the United States; also that some base lines will be extended 
west through the San Juan country, so that mineral locations can be 
made. He has introduced a .bill to authorize the purchase of a site for 
a public building at Denver. 
DEPARTMENT OP TIIE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF lNDI.AN .. A .. FF.AIRS, 
Washington, March 19, 1877. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by department ref-
ereuce for report, of a communication from Hon. J. B. Chaffee, submitting 
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for examination and decision a letter from C. R McIntyre, dated ::\larch 
1, 1877, relative to that tract of land in Colorado covered by executiv 
order dated August 17, 1876, the same being accompanied by a petition 
from sundry citizens interested in the San Juan country, who desire the 
cancellation of the order. ' 
The views of this office upon this question are embodied in report~ to 
the department bearing dates of October 28, 1876, aud February 8, 1 ,,,. 
and I see nothing in these papers to induce any change in them. )Ir. 
McIntyre would intimate that in fixing the limits of the "Brunot" ce:::-
sion of 1873 only the wishes of the Indians have been consulted. In-
asmuch as the Indians desire only a faithful execution by the govern-
ment of the "Brunot" agreement, which makes explicit reservation ?f 
any portion of the U ncompahgre Valley south of line named in a~d 
agreement as the northern limit of said cession, I trust Mr. McIntyre -
intimation will prove correct. . , 
The Indians made prompt and clear protest against the acceptance_ot 
the line as :fixed by the suryeyor, and their claim is entitle<l to con 1~-
eration. Whether some later claims, which have not yet reached tllli 
office, are equally well founded, is a question entirely different. 
The only question involved is whether the ignorant or intentional con-
duct of a surYeyor in departing from his instructions, such conduci 
being promptly repudiated, not only by this office but also by the In-
dians, shall be permitted to so injure rights of Indians which 1:ave _been 
guaranteed to them by a solemn treaty as to create much dissatisfac-
tion and possibly open outbreak: I trust not, and hope further tha~ not 
only may the executive order in this matter stand, but that the righL 
given by it to the Indians may be fully and promptly secured to. them 
if necessary by such power as may be at the command of the Pres1de~t; 
An inspector is now under orders to visit that agency, and he -WL 
make clue inquiry in regard to the controversy. 
The communication of Senator Chaffee is herewith returned. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfuUy, your obedient serv'.1111~, 
J. Q. SMITH, Commissioner. 
The Hon . . SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
To the President of the United States: 
Sm: I desire to call your attention to the condition of affairs at the 
Los Pinos Agency, in Colorado. Mr. :Miller, who ran the line of thr 
reservatjon, ran the same as he understood he was required by the te 
of the treaty. The line so run was established and monument et u1 
and when it was so established the settlers of that section mo,eu ~ 
what they suppos~<l. was government land, inasmuch as it w~ out.::-i 
of the survey. After a large number of persons had settled m a . .:;ma-
valley near the line, yet not included in the reservation, the Pre~1den-
on the l~ypothe is that this valley ought to have been included in~ 
re errnt10n, declared that four miles square should be excluded . 
ettlement. This included not only the agTicu1tural land then occup 
bl . e:ttl r , but some mineral land, also occupied by the miner of -
1 m1ty. 
The mall vall y included in the four miles square, excluded by 
lama.ti n of th Pre ident, i not at all nece sary for the Indian ~. -
, r importan to th inhabitant of that ection, as it is the only -
in th imm cliate n.cini y of Ouray wh re Yeg table can b rai. 
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The settlers claim that inasmuch as it was not included in the reser-
•·rntion at the time they commenced to occupy it they ought ·not to be 
disturbed; and it appears to me there is great force in the claim. The 
agent, Major Wheeler, has now notified the settlers to lea-ve, and, I under-
stand, declares if they do not they will be removed. 
I cannot think any harm will be done or any ill-feeling created among 
the Indians if the settlers are allowed to remain until the four miles 
square can be detached from the reservation. It is quite necessary for 
the well-being of the settlers and the inhabitants of the new town of 
Ouray that the small valley containing at most two or three hundred 
acres of agricultural land should be cultivated during the coming sum-
mer. 
I am confident if Major Wheeler is allowed to exercise his discretion 
in the matter he will not disturb the settlers. I hope the order to re-
move the settlers (if any such has been made) will be revoked until the 
matter can be thoroughly understood. I would respectfully call your 
attention to what was said by Agent Bond about this matter in his re-
port of September 30, 1876. · 
Vel',Y respectfully, 
II. M. TELLER. 
-[H. ~L Teller. Williard TclleT. Law office of H. M. & vV. Teller.] 
CENTRAL CITY, CoLo., April 20, 1877. 
Sm: I <l.esire to call your attention to the matter of the settlers on 
the U ncompahgre Park, claime<l. to be within the limits of the reserya-
tion of the Utes in Southern Colora<l.o. 
You will notice by reference to the report of the India,n Agent- Bond, 
September 30, 1876, that a change had been made in the lines of the 
reservation as first run by Miller, the surveyor. 
As first run it did not include certain lands which were susceptible of 
cultivation in the vicinity of the town of Ouray. As I understand, the 
line w~s run and monuments put up, and after that was done a number 
of families settled in a small valley called the Uncompahgre Park, near 
Ouray. It was afterward thought that this valley ought to have been 
included in the reservation, and by or<l.er of the President it was so 
included. These settlers, who are poor, are now notified by the agent, 
Major Wheeler, to lea-ve, and that if they do not, that he will put them 
out. 
I addressed Major ·wheeler some time ago, asking him to ,postpone 
action until he should receive instructions from the department at 
\Vashington. This he declines to do, and in rather an offensive manner 
declares be will remove the settlers, &c. About three weeks ago I 
adclTessed the President on the subject, but have heard nothing in reply. 
I am desired by the citizens in that vicinity that no trouble will grow 
out of allmving the settlers to remain on this part of the reservation, 
and as most of the settlers went on the land in good faith, I think they 
ought not ·to be disturbed until it is apparent that their presence will 
create mischief, or until it can be definitely ascertained that this valley 
cannot be procured from the Indians. . 
The town of Ouray, which is anew and lively mining town, is depeml-
a~t to a great extent for its supply of fresh farm produce on the settlers in 
this valley; at least it is so represented to me by citizens of Ouray who 
have no other interest in the settlement of this park. 
If tbese settlers had gone on the reservation with a full knowledge 
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that it was a part of the reserrntion, I should have little sympathy 4 
them, but this is not the case. 
I understand that the consth1etion of the treaty by Surveyor )Iill 
is the construction that was put on it by the settlers, encl they certain 
had reason to suppose after lines have run and the monuments fix 
that the reservation was definitely located. 
In Yiew of the fact that these settlers have expended, some of the 
at least, all of their ·property in building their homes on the land. 
ask you to interfere, and allow them to · remain this season, even if the 
are compelled to remove this fall. 
If anything is <lone in the matter it shoulrl be done at once. 
Respectfully, &c., 
H. M. TELLER 
Hon. CARL SCHURZ, 
Secretary nf the Interior. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lN1ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF '.l'HE SECRE'l'.A.RY, 
TV ashington, D. O., April 30, 1877. 
Sni: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communica-
tion of the 20th instant, calling my attention to ~he_ matte~ o~ the et-
tlers on the U ncompahgre Park, claimed to be w1thm the limit · of the 
reservation of the Utes in Southern Colorado, and requesting that they 
be allowed to stay through the coming season, &c. 
In reply, I would say that the first article of the agreement betwee 
the United States and the Utes, whereby the cession of the land from 
their reservation was obtained, provides: ''That if any part of the t:~: 
compahgre Park shall be found to extend south of the north line ?f a!_ 
described country, the same is not intended to be included tlterem a 
retained as a portion of the Ute Reservation." (See .Art. 1, Ute agree-
ment, Stats. 18, p. 37.) · . 
Although the Indian title will thus be seen to' ha Ye been conti1~uou a_n 
unbroken, yet, as the position of the settlers is one of hardship wh! · 
they may ha-ve innocently taken, I have concluded, in view o~ the ta · 
men ts made by you, to allow them to remain undisturbed for ix mont 
in order that they may have ample time to get their crops gather ~ ~ 
prepare to move. It must, however, be understood that this permi 
is only accorded upon the condition that the settlers must not ft~rth 
encroach upon the lantl.s of the Indians, or in any way interfere with 
di tnrb them in their occupancy of the said park, and cannot be fur • 
extend cl. 
Very l'espcctfnlJ.r, your obedient servant~ o. SCH TRZ. 
ecrct• Ilon. II. :\I. T E LLER, 
Central City, Colo. 
DEP AR'l':ME.i: T OF THE l~'l'ERIOR. 
OFFIC'E OF THE "'E RETA.Rf. 
lVashington, D. C., April 30; 1 
: ·IR : I ran . ·mi 11 r ·with for your information, a 1 tt r add1 
U.11 · l partm ut, under <lat of 20th in. taut, by lion. H. I. T 1l r. 
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the subject of the settlers upon the Uncompahgre Park in Colorado, 
together with a copy of reply thereto of this date. 
The United States Indian agent for the Utes should be instructed to 
inform the Indians of the action taken by the department, and the con-
oitions upon which it is based. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. SCHURZ, 
Secretary; 
'Thr Co:M:MISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEP AR1'MENT 01:.i 'l'HE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 5, 1877. 
Sm : In compliauce with the directions of the Secretary of th.e Inte-
rior, under dafe of the 30th ultimo, I transmit herewith copy of corre-
'pondence between the department and Senator . Teller relative to the 
-question of occupancy of, and jurisdiction over, lands set apart for Ute 
Indians in Colorado, by Presidential order of August 17, 1876, and the 
,decision of the department permitting the settlers to remain thereon 
for six months from April 00, 1877, the date of his decision, and no 
longer . . 
Yon will inform the Indians of this action by the department, and ex-
l)lain to them the conditions upon which it is based, and request them to 
11eaceably acquiesce therein. 
Very respectfully, J. Q. SMITH, . 
C01nrnissioner . . 
"\V:;.\L D. vVHEELER, Esq., 
United States Indicun Agent, Los I'inos Agency, Colorado . . 
~ 
vVHI'l'E RIVE~ INDIAN AGENCY, 
White River, Colo., 111..ay 7, 1877. 
IR: I have to ad vise you that the matter of the coming in upon the 
U te Reservation by white persons to settle and to prospect for gold is 
l>eing agitated by some parties in the country about. · 
The very unfortunate mistakes made by Mr. Miller in his intended 
s m··vey of the northern boundary of the Ute Reserve has led to much 
talk and discussion as to the rights of the Ute Indians to the White 
l~iver ValleJ-. It is due to the Indians of this reserve, and to the quiet 
:and well being of the white settlements near, that this agitation should 
<eease; that the mistake made by Mr. Miller should be officially rectified 
by authorities in the Land Office; that correct maps indicating the true 
position of the northern boundary of the Ute Reserve in Colorado should 
ibe circulateu, sent for distribution to Denver, Middle Park, and to other 
r>laces. · 
The treaty plainly states that the northern boundary shall be a line 
fifteen miles north of the fortieth parallel of latitude. All the authori-
t ies of t~e '' Hayden Survey," and of all maps which I have seen, plac~ 
t he fortieth parallel about two miles north of the location of this agency. 
-=.\Ir. Miller ran his line for the northern boundary one-half a mile south 
of this agency, making a mistake of about seventeen and a half miles. 
I a~k whether I will be supported if I endeavor to remove persons 
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coming upon the reserve to settie 01.· to "prospect"; and where I am to 
look for assistance to do so. 
Very respectfully, your pbedieut servant, 
. E. H. DANFORTH. 
Hon. J. Q. SMITH, United States Indian Agent. 
Omnmissioner of Indian Affairs, l7cishington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, JJ.fay 23, 1 '"'77. 
SIR: Respecting the question of the occupancy of the White Rin. 
Valley, in the northern portion of the Ute Reservation in Colorado, ref err"' 
to in your letter of the 7th instant, you are advised that any person ;:;e:-
tling upon lands in Colorado south of the first standard parallel betwee .. 
the 107th degree of :west longitude and the west boundary of Oolor~d 
since the 22d of November, 1875, is there in violation oflaw, and sub~1ee· 
to removal under sections 2147 to 2151, both inclusive, of the Rm:15e 
Statutes. If a removal is deemed necessary, you will report the fac 
to this office that proper action may be taken in the premises. 
The question of the right of occupancy is not affected by the accuracy 
of Mr. James W. Miller's survey. That question is settled by an execu-
tive order, dated November 22, 1875, whereby all the land between tlic 
107th degree of west longitude and the western boundary of the State. 
as far north as the first standard parallel, was witlldrawn from settle-
ment and set apart as an addition to the Ute Reserve. 
The first standard para.Ile! has been surveyed and its location p1~op~rly 
marked by regulation mounds or momuuents, and is at least 2.::> mile 
north of the agency buildings. . . 
I send_.you, for the files of your office, another copy of said e~e~utn-t 
order with copy of office letter of November 24, 1875, transmitting i 
copy thereof. 
Very respectfully, S. A. GALPIT. 
Acting Gmnmissione ·. 
E. H. DANFOR1'H, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, White River Agency, Golora clo~ 
WHITE RrVER !~DIAN AG-EXC Y . 
White River, Colo., June 11, 1 ";-
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the 23d of l\Iay, in reply t 
letter o~· fay 7, asking for certain instructions as to the conr e I .::h . 
pnr u m ca, e parties make an effort to settle in• the northern por 
of the te Re. erve near my agency. 
our letter dose not atisfy my inquirie, . I have already a copy 
the ex cntive order setting apart an addition to the Ute Re rm · 
~u a
1 
: "If a removal is deemed neces "'ary you will report th fi - -
th1 offir that proper action may be taken in the premi e .'' I 
in 1!1 form r letter to urg upo'n the Indian Office the imp rt< 
takmcr promp m a ur , to render any ,'uch rerum--al uunecf~;-;s~, 
pr Y ntincr ju the fir, the o cnpation ol the country. E pel"ial 
·a.·e j,· pr<1, .. nbon hrtt<1r than cure. 
\\ .. itlt my )J'Jl,J' nwiliti , .. of eonmnrni ation, it v1 ul<l tak 
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~o report the income and action of settlers; longer for any action to be 
taken. The season would be advanced., the J>arties would remain here 
throughout the winter; in the mean time others ·woul.d come, and once 
having fonnd their way into the Indian country, experience has taught 
that it will be found impracticable to remove, them. The Indian feelB 
this very keenly; and, also, every one who is friendly to the Indian and 
acquainted with his history. If the Indians here are permitted to see 
white people come into their country after what has been said to them, 
they cannot be made to believe that the government, will keep faith with 
them, and if they do not believe this, all our hold upon and influence 
over them will be destroyed. 
The Utes fully believe that they have been deprived, unjustly, of part 
of their lands in the southern pol'.tion of their reserve, and from what I 
ha Ye been able to learn on th~ subject, 1 think the facts in the case justify 
their belief and the correctness of their statement that white settlers 
are at present occupying and farming their land. From what I see of 
the disposition and wishes of the white people in the neighborhood of 
the northern portion of the reservation, they would gladly deprive the 
Utes of this country, an<l. that they are preparing to take the fl.mt steps. 
to accomplish it I am satisfied. Efforts are being made to raise colo-
nies to settle in the White River Valley; one party of about sixty fami-
lies is reported en roitte. I have a letter from the leader of another 
party, asking me for information and directions. 
There is already one party upon the reserve, hunting and prospecting. 
for gold. The settler.3 of the neighboring valleys are loud in their talk 
that they have a perfect right to come and settle here, and are propos-
ing to do so. Much of thiR discussion has arisen, as I said before, no• 
doubt, from the mistakes of the Miller survey. It continually comes to, 
me that members of this party were very free in declaring in their pro--
gress through the country that this agency was off the reservation, and 
the entire White River Valley was not Indian country. I repeat here, 
most decidedly, that it is the duty of the Indian Office, through the· 
Land Office, or in some other way, to publish very widely throughout 
Colorado, and very soon, too, the true boundaries of this reservation, 
and to circulate correct maps indicating the same to the eye. A little· 
care taken now in this direction will save a great deal of trouble to In-
<.Uans and whites, and to the authorities of the country in future. 
I here repeat my question, Can I do something (if so, what) or nothing 
in the way of meeting parties who may be on their way to this valley to 
settle, or to hunt gold, and forbid and prevent their progress, and to-
w hat extent I can use an Indian police force (as has been recommendell 
by the Indian Department) to accomplish my object, 
I respectfully ask an answer to this letter by return mail. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. H. DANFORTH, 
United States Indian Agent .. 
Hon. J. Q. S1nTH,· 
Oomniissio11er of Indian Affairs, Wash·ington, D. 0. 
DEP ART:i\ffiNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF .A.IRS, 
Washington, July 5, 1877. 
. Sm: _I haYe tJ1e honor to sul>mit hcrewitlJ, for your consideration and 
mstrnct10n, copy of a letter of the 11th ultimo from E. H. Danforth, 
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United States Indian agent for the White ·River Ute Reserntion iI 
Colorado, complaining of the defiant intriISion of unauthorized -whl 
persons upon the northern portion of said reservation, particularly the 
White River Valley, and of his inability to effectually check or con 
them. 
There is no military post near said agenc,y, an,d it fa not, therefore.. 
practic.able for the agent to obtain the aid of troops upon bis own appJk-a-
tion, and without such ~tssistance he is helpless t9 prevent thedisregardo 
the territorial rights of said Indians by the i;ntruders in question. Th 
U tes are well known as a brave and warlike tribe, and, although no 
entirely peaceful, the danger as w,ell as injustice of permitting a flag-ram 
Yiolation of their clear treaty rights is very evident. 
The pretext and only possible color of excuse for tbe intrusion com-
plained of is found in the Miller survey of the northern boundary o 
said reservation, ~xecuted in 187 4, which delineated said hounclary_ llii 
south of the fortieth parallel of north latitude, instead of fifteen mile~ 
north thereof, as . provided by treaty of March 2, 1868 (15 Stats., 619 
a nd clearly defined by Hayden's geographical survey of that regio~. 
which latter sur vey was based upon observations of latitude and lO?-!!l· 
t ude and seems to conform strictly to the treaty. Prior to t~e ~11 
survey the Indians were in undispllted possession of the White Rn-er 
Valley as an unquestioned. portion of their reservatfon, but th~reafter. 
and nuder color thereof, the whites began the encroachments which ha-\~f 
at last obtained such magnitude as to demand early attention. In thiE 
connection I respectfully recommend. that steps be taken to secure a r -
survey in lieu of that executed by Miller, so as to conform to the bound-
aries defined in the treaty, and thereby remove all possible preten e for 
miauthorized intrusion upon the reservation. It is recommend_ed, how-
m,er, that the General Land Office be directed to instruct the reg1 ter ~n • 
receiver of the proper district to give public notice that all ]and mtL.-
drawn by said executive order are reserved as Indian lands, and are no· 
therefore, regarded as a part of the public domain for any purpo e what-
m-er, and that white settlers thereon are trespassers, and will be remon 
by the government, with the aid of the military, if necessary._ . . 
There are no funds available for the preparation and free d1str~butio 
of a large number of copies of a government map distinctly showmg the 
treaty boundaries of said reservation, as recommended by the agent. 
nor does such measure seem necessary, inasmuch as said treaty and the 
-executive order of November 22, 1875, in connection with the Hayde 
8UrYey, which i shown on the published maps of the General Lan 
Office, indicate the limits within which white settlements are not pe · 
mittecl o clearly that a bona-fide mistake in regard thereto is ,ery ~-
pro ?able. either does this office regard the employment of an In_dr 
po1~c_e fore to keep out such intruders, as suggested by the agent, eit 
politic or afe. The proper use of such a force is found in the pre_~er:-
tion of internal peace and good order, the repression of dome tic 
I nee, and the arre t of culprits among themselves. W_hen th : 
bron 'ht to oppo e the ingress into their territory of orgamzed bodie 
wh~te per on , their action would carry with it the semblance _o~ 
wh1 h would very probably , oou be changed into actual cond1ti ~ 
~trm d ho, tilitie. . Thi tate of affair it i · manife tly th duty 
0
• , rnm ut to preveut by u, iug it own power to pre erve in,iola 
Ian l of the I ucli.an . 
In ,i w of all th ·ireum tan , and the grave I ubli int r --
' h - d i j ,, ·ngg ,"t <.l tha i may b a<.lvi able to , n mit th 
t h Pr'· i<l nt- "·ith th r ·omm nda ion that a militar for 
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the White River Valley to insure the faithful observance of the treaty 
stipulations with the Utes, by removing and keeping away from their 
reservation all unauthorized persons. 
Very respectfully, J. Q. SMITH, Gommissfoner. 
Hon. SECRETARY OP THE INTERIOR. 
OURAY, COLO., June 25, 1877. 
SIR : We, the undersigned, respectfully petition that a right of way 
may be granted us to build ·a toll-road from a point in the Gunnison 
Valley, on the east line of the Ute Indian Reservation, down the valley of 
the Gunnison River to one of its southern tributaries, thence up said 
tributary and across the divide, to connect. with the present toll-roatl 
(from Indian Creek to the north line of the San Juan purchase) at a 
point on or near the valley of the Cimarron ( or Peballo) River. 
The reasons whv the road should be built are as follows: 
1st. The reduction or treating of the ores of this mining district re-
quire a large supply of coal and coke, which can only be obtained from · 
the Elk Mountains. This road which we ask the right· to build will 
shorten the distance from here some :fifty miles to the large deposits of 
coal located there. 
2d. A-s all the agricultural lands in this vicinity are included in the 
Indian reservation, we shall have to look to the Gunnison Valley for the 
supply of most of our farm produce; therefore, it is highly desirable that 
we have direct connection by good wagon-road with this valley. 
We, the petitioners, hereby agree, if the right of way is g_ranted us to · 
build this road, that we will immediately thereafter incorporate our-
selves into a stock company under the laws of Colorado, and open the 
road for travel within one year from the date of the granting of this 
petition. 
Very respectfully submitted. GARDEN KIMBALL. 
Hon. J. Q. S :mTH, 
JOHN B. OUTCALT. 
C. A. WHEELER. 
Cornmissioner of Inclfrtn A.ffairs, Wcishi:ngton, D. C. , 
. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Augitst 7, 1877. 
GENTLEMEN: I am in receipt of your letter of June 2G last, request-
ing permission to establish a toll-road through a portion of the Ute ' 
~ese.rration in Colorado, and in reply have to say that, in view of exist-
mg treaty stipulations with said tribe, arnl the peaceful relations which 
would be imperiled, by the construction a_nd use of said road, I must, as 
at present advised, decline to grant-the permission desired, or to recom-
mend the application therefor to the favorable consideration of the tle: 
partrnen t proper. 
Vere :r:espectfully, J. Q. SMITH, C01nmis8ioner. 
)le STS. GORDON KIMBALL, 
J OIIN B. OUTCALT, and 
U. A. WHEELER, 
Ouray, Colo. 
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Los PINOS INDIAN AGEXCY, 
Colorado, September 21, l "~7 
Sm: I have the honor to inYite the attention of the department 
the fact that the time is fa,st approaching when the settlers in the "C • 
compahgre Park will be required to Yacate that place, under thedeci:,i 
-0f the honorable Secretary of the Interior, announced in his letter 
April 30, 1877, to the Hon. H. M. Teller. 
Many of the Indians have, from time to time, expressed to me the' 
dissatisfaction at the encroachments of these parties on their re er~ -
tions, and they fully expect that at the time specified by the depart-
ment, yiz, October 30, 1877, the cause of complaint will be promptly 
removed. 
That the settlers have escaped moleE;tation by the Utes for so long a 
period of time is due, in my opinion, to the intercessions made in their 
behalf by the head chief, Ouray. 
Ouray's influence in his tribe is marked, and he is very friendly to th 
whites, but even he will not rest contented if there should be any delay 
in clearing the reservation of these intruders. 
In view of the facts, I respectfully request instructions at an early date 
as to what action, if any, I am expected .to take in the premises. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. D. WHEELER, 
United States Inclian Agent. 
Hon. J. Q. SMITH, · 
Commissioner of Ind-ian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
DEP ARTMEN'l' OF THE lN1'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN .A.FF.A.IRS, 
Washington, October 17, 1 77. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith a copy of a letter from W. 
D. Wheeler, United States Indian agent at Los Pinos .Agency, Co~o .. 
dated the 24th of September last, asking instructions as to what action 
should be taken for the removal of settlers from the U ncompahgre Pa -
This park was declared by the President, on the 17th of Augu_ t 1 ,., -
to l>e a part of the Ute Indian Reservation, and not ceded ternto~. 
provided in the Brunot agreement, apprornd by Congress April :. 
1874 (18 Statutes, p. 36). 
There are miners upon it who claim that the line fixed by the Bruno-
agreement a the north boundary of the Ute cessfon ha....-ing be n ~nr-
veyed by the goYernment, and that smve.r approved, the laud in qu · 
tion became a part of the public domain. 
This office, however, held that the agreement s:µecifically prond d th 
if an part of the Uncompahgre Park should be found to extend °: 
of the north line herein referred to, the same was not intendecl to 
clnd d in aid e .. ·ion, and wa thereby reserved and retained a ' 
tion of the te Re. ·ervation. The . ta tu of thi land formed the 
of offic r port dat d October 2 , 1 76, F bruary , 1 ,7 and ~I. ·h 1 
1 77 to whi h your att ntion i · r p ctfully invited for a full ·t~ t m 
of fact arin°· upon qne tion,' th n at i ue. 
nd r <lat of the 0Otl1 of April la t, in your corre. ponden,· 
nat r T 11 r, f 1olora<lo permi ion wa given to h ttl 
r main up nth land in <li ·pute, ancl co,-ere<l by ail x: cut:, 
of uO'u.-t r l 7 £ 1· .-i.· month.· fr m that dat au l no Ion; ·r. 
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Agent Wheeler was advised of your <l.ecision and instructed to inform 
the Indians of this action and the conditions upon which it was based, 
m1cl to request them to peaceably acquiesce therein. The Indians, 
through the influence of Ouray and their agent, ha·rn complied with 
your directions, but they expect that at the expiration of the time within 
n'hich these settlers were permitted to remain, viz, October 30, 1877, 
tlte cause of their complaint will be promptly removed. 
Ouray is very friendly to the whites, and his influence in his tribe is 
marked, but the agent reports that he ( Ouray) will not rest contented if 
there should be any delay in clearing the reservation of these intruders. 
I haye the honor to recommend that authority be granted for the re-
moval of all settlers found 'within the limits of the "four miles square,,-
tract of country, it being the land covered by the aforesaid executive 
order, after the 30th of October, 1877. 
Very respectfully, your obedient ser·rnnt, 
E. A. HAYT, 
Gomm,'issfoner. 
H011. SECUETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. G., October 19, 1877. 
Sm: I am iu receipt of your letter of the 17th instant, in relation to 
the removal of squatters from the Uncompahgre Park, in the southern 
part of the Ute Reserve in Colorado, with inclosed copy of a letter from 
Agent Wheeler, of Los Pinos, in relation to the same subject. 
In a letter addressed to Hon. H. M. Teller, of Colorado, under date of 
.,0th April last, six months' grace was given to the parties named to 
han-est their crops and leave the park, and the grace was only accord~d 
npon the ground. that the intru<l.ers would leave the park upon due notice 
being given to them at the expiration of the time stated. . 
In accordance with your recommendation, authority is hereby granted 
for the removal of all settlers found within the limits of the ·' four miles 
square" tract of country covered by the executive order of August 17, 
1876, at the expiration of the time set for their removal, viz, the 30th of 
tlle present month. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
C. SCHURZ, Secretary. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERTOR, 
. OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Tfo,shington, October 23, 1877. 
Sm: lu reply to your letter of the 24th of September last, asking 
mstructions relative to the.. removal of settlers on the tract of countrv 
in Colora<l.o known as the Uncompabgre Park, and embraced in the 
order ?f the President dated August 17, 1876, you are advised that 
,1,uthonty has been granted by the Secretary of the Interior on the 19th 
instant ( copy herewith) for the removal of all settlers found thereon after 
the 30th instant. You will notify all such settlers of this order and re-
£1ue t them to peaceably remove therefrom. If any should fail to comply 
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therewith after reasonable time, you will call upon the militar, auth : 
ties to assist you in their removal. " 
Very respectfully, 
E. A. HAYT, Oommissio,, 
W. D. WHEELER, Esq., 
United States Irulian Agent, Los Pfrws Agency, Colorado. 
Los Prnos INDIAN AGENCY, COLOR.A.Do. 
Nove1nber 21, I "ii. 
SIR: Agreeaulv to instructions, I I1ave to inform you that the h01..1 __ 
able Secretary of the Interior has ordered, under date October 19, L_,,. 
the "removal of all settlers found within the limits of the 'four ~ 
square' tract of country covered by the executive or<1er of .A.ugw t i-. 
1876, at the expiration of the time set for their removal, viz, 30th of t~ 
present month" (October). . , 
I have also been directed to notify you, and you are hereby noti.ti~L 
to peaceably remove from the tract of country referred to and on -whic 
you are now a settler; and, in this connection, it is desired yo~ ho1!1 
understand that a ready compliance with the requirements of said none 
is expected, so that the government may be spared the trouble anrl. ex-
pense of sending t.roops to this section of the country. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. D. WHEELER. 
Unitecl .States Inc1ian Agen · 
Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY, OoL0R.illO, 
December 3, 1 "ii. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith, for your informatioL. 
copy of an application made by me this day to the commanding office~ 
Fort Garland, Uolo., for_ a detachment of froops to assist me in cl an -
the UncompaJ1gre Park of squatters. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
vY. D. WHEELER 
United Stcttes lnclian A.ff 1 
Hon. Co::mrrsSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
1Vaskington, D. r.~ 
Los PINOS 
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ties to assist me in their removal. .Accordingly, I respectfully request 
that you will take such steps as may be necessary to send a suitable 
force to this place as early as practicable. · 
Twenty men, under command of an efficient officer, would, in niy opin-
ion, be about the number required, and subsistence should be furnished 
for not less than ninety days, exclusive of the time occupied in traveling 
to and from the agency . 
.As to forage, but little, if any, can be purchased in this part of the . 
country, but, I understand that both hay and grain are abundant in the 
vicinity of Saguache. . . 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
W. D. WHEELER, 
To COMMANDING OFFICER, United States Indicin Agent. 
Fort Garlcind, Golo. 
SOU'I'HERN UTE .AGENCY, 
Rro Los Prnos, CoLo., November 19, 1877. 
Sm: .At a council of the Southern Ute Indians held to-day complaint 
was made that certain parties had taken possession of some land claimed 
by the Indians. . 
Previous to to-day, on the 1_2th instant, the parties, E . .A. Clayton and 
James Raser, in company with Cabason, an old Ute chief, a Navajo, 
and some other Utes, came to the agency, and after an examination of 
both parties as thorough as could be made, the facts in the ca_se, as 
briefly and explicitly as can be stated, are as follows : 
It 1s claimed on behalf of the Utes that Cabason and his band, in com-
pany with the Navajoes, "has cultivated this land ever since he was a 
boy"; that he has farmed it every year;. that he intends to continue to 
do so, and that he has a " saca" (ditch)' taken out for irrigating the 
laud; that when they harvested their corn and went on the chase the 
parties before mentioned came and took possession of their claim, which, 
in addition to b ein g their plat of farming land, is to them also a sacred 
place where the annnal corn-feast occurs. 
The parties,. E. A. Clayton and James Raser, say that they occupied 
the land on the 24th of October last; that they knew the land to have 
been farmed by the Indians; that they occupied the land, being on the 
search of homes; and that theyare:fi.ve miles south of the southern bound-
ary of the reservation. The locality of this land is in La Plata Valley, 
through which runs the river bearing the same name. 
The agent does not want to add anything by which ,the department 
may be biased in the decision as to whether the Indians have a right 
to tbe land or not. The instructions from your office direct that the}3e 
Indians be collected on the reservation; but, on the other hand, as it is 
also the intention of the government that these people be taught to 
labor, and as that is one of the chief objects to be accomplished by the 
agent, it must be very evident as to the result of an adverse decision to 
tlie Indians, when it is borne in mind that this band of Oabason is the 
only one which does any labor of any kind, and which would constitute 
a nucleus for a beginning of the object :finally to be gained. , . 
I haYe the honor to be your obedient servant, 
F. H . WE.A VER, 
· Unite.d States Indian Agent. 
· (Post-office address, ·Tierra .A.marilla, N. Mex.) 
Hon. E. A.. HAYT, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
S.Ex.29-4 
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DEPARTMENT OF '.I.'HE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, February 23, 1 '"'i . 
Sm: In reply to your letter of the 19th of November, 1877, relath-
a dispute between Cabason and his band of Southern Ute Indiau~ 
E. A. Clayton and James Roser, respecting the title to certain land 
the La Pla,ta Valley, which the Indians claim to have cultirnted e 
since Cabason was a boy, but now seized and taken possession of by th 
settlers, who claim to h~tve occupied it on the 24th of October la-. I 
have to state that, inasmuch as the La Plata Valley covers a o 
extent of country, embracing Ute lan<ls ceded in the Brunot agreemer 
a portion of the Ute reservation, and also land within the Terrjtory -
New Mexico, I am unable to give any decision before the land m qu 
tion is definitely located. If the land is within the limits of the ( 
reservation, there is no question that the settlers are there without a 
thority of law; if, however, it is within the Ute cession or in the Terr:-
tory of New Mexico, the Indians have no right to said land. As ~o I 0 
tion of this valley has been surveyed, the Irnlians cannot acqmre an 
right thereto under the homestead act. 
It is the policy and purpose of the government, by all av-ailable ~ean-
to aid the Indians in their efforts to become self-supporting by theff O ~ 
labor. The government cannot aid the Indians in this object, e:s:ct' -
they live upon homesteads or upon lands within the limits of a reser,a 
tion. 
To enable the department to act advisedly on such que~tion, in ad ·. 
tion to such statement as you may officially make, you will state f.: C! 
supported, as fa,r as may be, by evi<lence as to the precise area and locali 
of the lana, how loug occupied, and whether said land has been smTey 
&c. I transmit herewith a portion of map showing La Plata Valle~ 
that you may designate the location thereon, and return the same to t h 
office with your report. 
V eTy respectfully, C. W. HOL0O}~B_, 
Acting Camnusswner. 
FRANCIS H. WE.A.VER, 
United Sta.,tes Indian Agent, Animas 0-ity, Colo. 
[R. F. Long, president and managing director; C. P. Harding, tre~snr~r; W. H. ~: -
secretary and metallnrgist. Office of San Juan and Saint Loms l\fium•r ai.d 
ing Company. J 
OURAY, CoLo., February l L.,- .. 
DEAR SIR: It was proviued by the last treaty bet~een the _m 
States Government antl the Ute Indian tribe, '' That if any P rti 
the Uncompahgre Park should extend i,:;outh of the northem lin 
ning ea t and west) of the ceded fauds it should be reseffecl for th 
of the Ute tribe." Before President Grant's term expired h i u 
proclamation calling for the re,·ervation of four mile. quar • 
two mil .· ea. t and t,vo miles we t from the fifty-third mile-po t. 
•·~nth four mile.·, to include the park. By tbi proclamation< I 
of th ceded lands are reconveyed to the Indian , a· the p, rk 
great 1.'t extent doe.· not exceed one mile and a half wide. and. 
nn<~er:-,tand the reading of the tr aty, it does not call for any oth 
vat1011 south of the northern liu of the purcha ·eel tract hnt th 
pah 0 T<' Park whil l\fr. Grant', pro •lamati n •allH for th r 
of htll(l.' alrca<lr c 1ded, and whi h m contaiuiiw ,· ry Yalua l 
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deposits in the mountain spurs running north from the main range and 
lying on the east and west side of the park lands. From what I can 
learn, I presume the squatters upon the park will b~ removed. Now, 
while we do not wish or i.ntend to encroach upon the rights of the Utes, 
we. do claim the privilege to work and develop, under the U n.ited States 
laws, any mineral bearing vein or deposit with~n the bound~nes of Jand_s 
ceded to the government; and as this four-nnle proclamation of Presi-
dent Grant interferes with our rights, and includes such lands as have 
already been treated for by the government, we most respectfully request . 
that should you order the agent at Los Pinos, 1\1:r. Abbot~•, to ren~ove 
the "sq natters" from the park lands, you will so word your rnstruct10ns 
so as not to include the mining operations on tbe spurs lying on the east 
and west side of the park. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,, 
R. F. LONG .. 
Hon. CARL SCHURZ, 
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. 0. 
DEP ARnIENT OF . THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Febructry 27, 1878. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by your reference 
for report, of a letter, dated the 18th instant, from Hon. Chas. E. Hooker 
and Hon. H. F. Page, subcommittee of the House Committee on india,n 
Affairs, inclosing, for the views of the department, House bill No. 3020, 
authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to negotiate with the Ute In-
dians for the extinguishment of their title to all of their reservation in 
the State of Colorado, and for their removal to the Indian Territory; and 
also inclosing, for a like purpose, House bill No. 3027, authorizing simi-
lar negotiations with said Indians for the extinguishment of their title 
to a portion of their said reservation. 
vVith reference to the first-named bill, providing for the removal of 
the Utes to Indian Territory, I have the honor to call attention to the 
views favoring such removal as expressed on page 6 of office report of 
the year 1877. · 
Since writing the report additional reasons have presented themselves 
showing the necessity for the early accomplishment of this object. The 
encroachments of the whites upon the reservation, the necessity for ad-
ditional roads and means of communication across the same, together 
wit~ the difficulties in connection with the Uncompahgre Park, have 
excited the Indians, and the danger of an outbreak is 80 imminent that 
applications for troops to preser-ve the peace have already been presented. 
It is, therefore, hardly necessary for me to say that the end sought to be 
accomplished by the bill has my approval. 
For the purpose of effecting, as far as possible, a consolidation of the 
Indians, it has been the policy of this office to remove the Utes at the Abi-
qui1u1ind Cimarron agencies in New Mexico, who properly belong to the 
Uolorauo Utes, to the reservation in that State, and steps, have already 
been taken looking to the erection of agency buildings for such purpose 
on th.e Los Pinos River, in the extreme southern part of the reservation. 
It 1s my understanding that these Indians, together with Ouray ai1d 
othe1· Utes on the reservation who are friendly to the government, will 
be strongly opposed to the removal to the Indian Territory, and it is 
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doubtful whether their consent to such removal can be gained, thou~ 
they may be willing to cede a portion of their reservation and co • 
to a consolidation upon the remainder; 
Should it be found that their assent to a removal cannot be gain 
deem it advisable to secure the extinguishment of their title to a l· 
a portion as possible of their reservation south of the Grand RiYer 
their consolidation at the White River Agency, or the removal of u 
of them as may consent, to the Indian Territory. A consolidation · 
White River would do away with two agencies and decrease the ex.pe 
of transporting the supplies for the Utes about one-half. 
While, therefore, I am fully in accord with the objects sought to 
accomplished by the bills submitted, neither of them is, inmy judgmen· 
sufficient to meet the requirements of the case. 
My principal objection to both bills is that they do not pron.de for 
sufficient appropriation from which to defray the expenses of the I· 
posed negotiations. iThey are also deficient in other respects nece . 
to insure the success of the negotiations, especially in not proddin "" ! 
a deleg·ation under charge of the commissioners to select a home for -
Utes in the Indian Territory. . 
In view of these objections, I have had prepared a draft of a b 
designed to cure the objections named above, which I have the honor 
smbmit, with the recommendation that it be adopted in lieu of Hou_e 
bills Nos. 3020 and 3021, which are herewith returned .. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
0. W. HOLCOMB, 
Acting Commissioner. 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Los Prnos INDIAN AGENCY, COLOR.ADO 
Janitary 30, 1 
SIR: The reiterated complaints of the Indi;ms under my care, re Ir-· 
ing the failure of the government to remove the squatters trom_ the 
compahgre Park places the agent in a most embarrassing s1~uat10n. H 
stands in the estimation of the Indians as the represeutat11e of ~ - · 
ernment whose design it is to cheat them out of their rights and ne 
in such a light, he can, of course, have but little influence for = 
amongst them. . 
The animus of the Utes in this matter is unequivocal; they mt 
have their park cleared, by fair means, if possible, and _if !1ot whr . -
by foul. The spirit i, not restricted merely to the chief and t 
authority; it affects the whole tribe, not excluding so much a a 
member, new papers and newspaper correspondents to. the c n 
notwith tanding. .Ouray, the head chief of the Ute , who 1 a man . 
doubted intelligence, well-disposed toward the white , ready a_t :3-ll 
t a i t the agent in his effort to educate the Utes, recogmzrn 
ooner or later his people mu t u ork in order to support them l, · 
ttiug tuem, without regard to per"ooal intere t, a good exa~ 
nt )ri110' quite exten frely into farming, has expre ed to ID~ h 
di. ·0 ·n,· a the procra tination of the government in thi affru.r. 
1 t rmiuation to take no part again in any treaty with any u ·h l 
In a talk with Ouray a few day, ago, h __, complained bitterly ' 
fi 1, · of th gov rnm ut and inquired, very naturall~ o I t~ n_ 
:\·ha 0 T nnd.· "... demand cl of th Indian a trict complu n 
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laws, rules, and regulations, when "Washington" himself was faithless 
and disloyal to his treaty. He tells me that he experiences great diffi-
culty in restraining his young men from clearing the park on their own 
responsibility; and that, furthermore, his oft-repeated assurances to them 
that very soon troops would be sent by "Washington" for the purpose, 
has branded him as a "liar" amongst many of his people, and indeed 
tas placed his own life in jeopardy. He claims that the Utes have acted 
most honestly in the matter, while the government, on the other hand, 
has demonstrated herself either to be impotent to protect her own honor, 
or else by her superior strength designs to take an unfair advantage of 
the ignorant and weak Indians. 
My limited knowledge of the Indians, having been with them less 
than a month, does not warrant my speaking confidently as to the 
merits of the case ; but that action of some sort should be taken to quiet 
their discontent is evident. 
I would respectfully suggest that an inspector Le ordered at once to 
this agency, and that an investigation into this case be designated as 
part of his duty. 
On the 24th January, 1878, I addressed a comn'.!-unication to the com-
manding officer Fort Garland, Colo., relative to sending a detachment 
of troops to this place. A copy of my letter is inclosed herewith. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
. JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFF Ams, 
Washington, D. 0. 
·Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
January 24, 1878. 
Sm : Referring to the communication addressed to you by m;y pre-
decessor on the 3d of December, 1877, in which he, under authority from 
the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian Affairs, ap-
plied to you for a sufficient force to clear the Uncompahgre Park of 
squatters, I have the honor to request information as to what, if any, 
action has been taken in the matter. 
It was promised the Indians that the intruders on the reservation 
should only be permitted to remain until the expiration of the grace 
granted them by the honorable Secretary of the Interior, viz, October 
30, 1877, but notwithstanding the promise made they still continue to 
hold possession of their ranches, and evidently do not intend to remove 
until forcibly compelled to do so. It is full time that some action be 
taken with a view of clearing the reservation of this very troublesome 
class of persons, and it is better that it should be done before they put in 
their spring crops. · ' 
I respectfully solicit your early attention to this matter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The COMMANDING OFFICER, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Fort Garland, Colo. 
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HEADQUAR'J,'ERS F0R'l.' GARLAND, COLO.: 
January 30, L~i". 
:Sm : I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your comm ·_ 
,cation of January 24, 1878, and to inform you that the communica · 
of December 3, 1877, referred to by you, in which you make applica · 
for troops &c., has not reached t.his office. 
Your communication of January 24 has this day been forwarde 
the information and action of higher authority. 
The troops sent last year for the purpose of removing these ettl 
Teturned, after official statement was made by the agent that their .:::eIT-
ices were no longer· required. The orders from War Department und 
which they were sent are no longer in force. 
It is to be regretted that the compromise of the Indian Bureau rende 
-this movement of the troops of no avail for the purpose inteil<led, an' 
now compels you to again ask for troops. 
No troops will be sent you for the purpose of removing the. e settl 
unless upon orders from higher authority. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
· GEO. SH0RKLEY 
Oaptctin Fifteenth Infantry, Gonimanding Po ·t. 
JOSEPH B. ABBO'l.''l.', Esq., . 
. United States Indian Agent, Los Pinos Indian .Agency, Colorado. 
Los PINOS INDIAN .AGENOY, COLORADO, 
February 6, 1 , • 
Official copy respectfully furnished the honorable 0ommis ion.er -
Indian .A.flairs, for his information. 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
w AR D EPARTMEXT. 
Washington City, Jlfarch l 1 n-~. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit, herewith , a copy of paper h 
ing the instructions given and action had in the matter of the J a~ -
rug, by unauthorized parties, of cattle on the Los Pinos Reserrntion. 
whose removal the Interior Department requested military co-opera 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, _ _ 
GEO. W. Mc0RARL 
Secretary of IB . 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[ln(lor~ements, &c., _showing action on correspondencefrom Interior Derartm 
c~rnmg t he 1~a~tnnn~! by unauthorized parties, of cattle on the Lo Pmo, R ' 
hon, arnl desu-rng- military co-operation in their removal therefrom ·c.) 
HEADQU A.R'.I.'ERS OF TIIE .AR}IL 
ADJU'.l'ANT-GENERAL'S OFF1 E . 
Washington, February'.?. 
Offi ial copy re pectfoUy referred to General P . H. herich n. 
mauding Iilitary Division of the Iis ouri who will in h·n 
Pop to a ·i .' the Indian agent at Lo Pinos: by a detachment 
from th near t military po t, provided they can be pared. 
B om man 1 of General herman. 
TH O IA J\I. Tff LIT'. 
Assistant .Acljutanf- uc:,,.c:.,~ 
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HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF '.l'HE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, February 5, 1877. 
Respectfully referred to the commanding general Department of Mis-
souri, for the purpose stated iu the indmsernent from headquartern of 
the Army. 
To be returned with report of action taken indorsed hereon. 
By command of Lieutenant-General Sheridan. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI. 
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., February 8, 1877. 
Respectfully referred to the commanding officer District of New Mex-
ico, who will cause the instructions of the General of the Ar-my to be 
carried out. 
These papers to be returned with report of action taken. Full report 
should be made by the officer sent in command of the detachment of 
his operations under his orders. 
By command of Brigadier-General Pope. 
E. R. PLATT, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
HEADQUAR'.l'ERS DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO. 
Santci Fe, N. Mex., February 6, 1878. 
Respectfully returned through the assistant adjutant-general Depart-
rne11t of the Missouri. 
On receipt of this paper, a copy was referred to the commanding 
officer, Fort Garland, Colo., with instructions for him to send an officer 
with detachment to the Los Pinos Agency. (Copy of indorsement in-
closed.) 
On account of th_e impassable nature of the road, the detachment 
placed en route to that place returned to Garland (see Captain Shork-
ley's original report, dated February 27, 1877, herewith). He was again 
instructed in letter of March 19 (copy also inclosed) to cause the de-
tachment to proceed to the agency, which he did, and they remained 
there until June 17, 1877, when, their services being no longer required, . 
the troops returned to their post .. 
Attention invited to the Indian Agent's letter ofJ an nary 24, 1878, and 
the indorsements of commanding officer Fort Garland thereon accom-
panying. 
It is not considered that the original order of last year is in force, the 
Indian Bureau having taken the matter into its own hands after the 
troops applied for had arrived at the agency under great difficulties 
through the mountain passes, and did not attempt the removal of the 
squatters while the troops were present to assist. 
EDWARD HATCH, 
Colonel Ninth Cavalry, Commcinding. 
NOTE.-Here follows inclosures to above indorsement. 
[Inrlorsement on copy communication (M. 43, N. M., 1877) from Adjutant-General, U. 
S. A., Washington, D. C., February 2, 1877.J 
Refers copies of correspondence between Interior and War Depart-
ments in relation to unauthorized pa.,rties who are pasturing cattle on Los 
Pinos Reservation in Colorado, and neglect, after due notice, to move 
their tock. 
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The General of the Ar:i;ny ·directs that General Pope be instructed -
assist the Indian agent at Los Pinos by a detachment of cavalry fro 
the nearest post, if they can be spared. 
[Pirst indorsement. J 
HEADQUAR'l'ERS DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO, 
ACTING ASSISTAN'.l' ADJUTANT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE, 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., February 16, 1 ii. 
Official copy respectfully referred to the commanding officer Fort -
land, Colo., who will send an officer with a detachment of cavalry to L ~ 
Pinos to report to Mr. W. D. Wheeler, Indian agent, to assist in ridding 
the reservatidn of these trespassers. Full report of action taken and re-
sults obtained will be made. · 
By command of Colonel Hatch. 
THOS. BLAIR, 
First Lieutenant and /1-djutant Fifteenth Infwitry, 
Acting Assistant Adjutant-General. 
HEADQUARTERS FORT GARLAND, COLO., 
February 2i, 1877. 
Sm: :( have the honor to report that in compliance with your indor;:;e-
ment order of February 16, 1877, upon papers from Interior Department. 
Lieutenant Gibbon, with 25 men and 5 wagons, left the post on the 2~d 
instant for Los Pinos Indian Agency. . 
Last night a courier came in with communication from Lieutenant Gib-
bon stating that the roads were impracticable for his transportation -c. 
I, this morning, send by returp. courier an order for his return to !he 
post, fearing that, should he attempt the passage of the mountams. 
he would be snowed in, and would probably lose many animals before 
he could either get forward or back. . 
I have to-day learned from a Mr. Royal, who last winter m~de ~ trip 
over the road to Los Pinos, that it is impassable for wago~s m wmter. 
He states that he started over early in February last year with_ a W~O'on 
and at a time when the road was supposed to be the best tor wmte 
travel, and that he was compelled to put his wagon on runner , and t½e 
was compelled to lie by fourteen days in the pass because of a thi · 
crust on the snow rendering travel impossible. . 
I have not sufficient authority under the circumstances to mcur 
risk and expense of forcing the command of Lieutenant Gib_bon th: u-= 
to Los Pinos Agency; nor do I believe the necessity to be o 1IDIDediat 
to make it imperative. No new settler will enter the Indian coun 
until it be practicable for troops to go in, and I am of the opinion th -
thi forced delay until summer will render the accomplishment of -
object of the movement more assured. 
From the best information I can get, I am inclined to the b lief 
the.road will be impracticable for even pack-trains before about tlI 
of fay, and that the flood may make the stream impa able for wa-=-
unti_l about the :fir t of July. . 
I m lo e co1 ie of order and communications relating to t 
m nt. · 
Furth r ord r , re I ctfull requ tecl. 
ry r . pectfull , our obedi nt ervant, _ 
GEO. SHORKLEY. 
Oaptafn Fifteenth Infantry, ornmanding B 
T D.T TA.1 T- E ERAL, 
Di trict of ei Mexioo. 
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[Secial Orders No. 13.-Extract.] 
HEADQUARTERS FORT GARLAND, COLO., 
. Febritary 21, 1877. 
* * * * * * * II. In compliance with instructions from headquarters District of New 
Mexico, dated Santa Fe, N. Mex., February 16, 1877, Lieut. D. J. Gib- . 
bon, commanding G Company, Ninth United States Cavalry, with 25 men~ 
will proceed without delay to Los Pinos Indian Agency, and report to 
Indian Agent W. D. Wheeler, to assist him in ridding that reservation 
of trespassers mentioned in papers from the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior ( official copy furnished him), and upon completion of this dnty 
he will return with his command to the post. 
Lieutenant Gibbon will be governed in his action in dealing with cit-
izens by circular orders of May 15, 1876, from Department of the Missouri, 
and will make full report of action taken and results obtained. 
The command will be rationed to include :fifty days out from post, 
and will be foraged as transportation may permit, and will be well sup-
])lied with clothing and ammunition. · 
The post quartermaster will furnish all the transportation at the post 
available. 
By order of Captai_n Sborkley. 
GEO. F. COOKE, 
Second Lieutenant Fifteenth Infantry, Post Adjutant., 
SAQUACHE, Febritary 27, 1877. 
Sm : I :find matters so different here from what-by telegrams and 
orders-seemed to be anticipated at district headquarters, that I think 
it advisable not to proceed without more definite instructions, a;nd send 
this by courier. 
The second telegram says "it is understood the road is good via 
Saquache, practicable for wagons," &c. 
1st. The road via Saquache is the only road to the new agency (that 
is, after passing the old agency), and about 150 miles, and the wor.:;t 
road in the country. 
2d. There is no forage after leaving here excepting at ·the old agency, 
for a few animals. 
3d. My wagons will not carry over 2,500 pounds over the road above 
here. 
4th. I cannot carry forage for over :five days, and the lowest estimate 
I can get of the time required to get through is twenty days, possibly 
eighteen, if heavy snow-storms do not set in, which is very likely to 
happen; in fact, a heavy storm has now commenced, and March is the 
worst month in the year for snow-storms. 
5th. Twelve days is as quick as teams can get through in the fall, but 
that is extra fast time. An empty wagon with four good horses came 
through two weeks ago, in fourteen days, as far as the old agency, but 
met no storm. 
6th. A train of nine teams started through ten days ago, provisioned 
for six weeks, and provided with Rleds to cross the mountains. In eight 
days they had made 60 miles from here over the best part of the road. 
The mail is carried by dogs with sleds. 
7th. The trip must be made immediately, as from 1st of April to 1st 
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of August the h.igh waters make the crossing impassable for team. , and 
no persons here will agree to go over. 
8th. The roads are very sideling, rough, and slippery, and my wagons 
too high to go oYer them (axles too high from ground). 
9th. I ought not to carry rations over for the return trip, as I can pur-
chase beef and flour over there for less than cost of transportation at this 
season of the year, and it is almost certain some of my wagons will not get 
through. . 
Several men here will furnish transportation for me from here; for for-
age I may buy, but I have not received any proposals as to rates. 
One man offers to furnish forage, provided I take it for the trip there 
and back (not including nine days' grain I have on hand), at 15 cent _Per 
pound for grain, and 12 cents per pound for hay, and go along as gmde. 
The road is so obliterated by drifting snow that it would be the height 
of folly for me to venture in without a guide. 
This is the best offer I can get, and will not hold good unless I start 
in a few days. He will not start out with forage for less than forty 
days, as he has crossed the mountains several times -and sometimes been 
delayed nearly a month. 
I can get low wagons for the trip at $2 per day (wagons alone), ~ut 
unless I receive orders to leave mine and take them, will go on WJ.th 
what I have, and '!llake the best of them, although this light distance 
has sever~ly injured some of them. I am now getting a new iron axle 
in one (Smith's), the present axle having broken in the middle, and mu t 
also have a new hind-wheel. 
You see the expenses will be immense for so small a detachment, and 
I do not feel that my instructions justify the action I know to be nece -
sary for the safety of the men and animals. 
I brought a letter of instruction from Mr. West to Mr. Rearm, whom 
Mr. West vouches for, and I believe to be a most reliable man. He ()..Ir. 
Rearm) has introduced me to several of the most reliable and expe-
rienced men of this vicinity, aud who can have no interest in n:i repre-
senting the matter, and the foregoing is the opinion of all without an 
exception. 
I must again state that immediate action is very essential j a , i~ I am 
delayed until the equinoctial storms come on, very much more will de-
pend upon Providence than upon the transportation. The snow at pre- -
ent is about fom feet on the levet, and the drifts from six to twenty. 
I think you will appreciate that I should have specific authority in ju .,. 
a,s many words, that I shall take what action Ibelieve to be neee ary. o_ 
such delays as this will become as expensive besides delaying the bu- -
ne for which t,he order was issued. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, .,.. 
D. J . GIBBO ... 
Seconcl Lieiitenant Ninth Cavalry, Com,manding Company 
l\Iajor SIIORICLEY, 
Com1nanc7ing Fort Gcirland, Colo. 
IlEA..DQ A.._RTERS FORT GARLAND OLO .. 
February 27: l 
IR : r ur ouri r witll ·01mnunication of the 27th in taut I 
th 1 , a 11 o lo k la t 11io-J1t. 
h nl l ou ha 1 arn l no n w fact to lead you to ban~ c 
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conclusions as to the impracticability of proceeding to Los Pinos Agency · 
at present, you will please return with your command to the post. 
• It is not deemed desirable to incur so large an expenditure of money 
and materials as seems necessary to enable you to proceed, with the 
11robability of your command being, even then, indefinitely delayed in 
the mountains, with insufficient supplies. A return to the post, with a 
short delay and a new equipment, may enable you to proceed without 
risk to your command and without unusual delays. 
Very respectfullv, your obedient servant, 
., GEO. SHORKLEY, 
· Cciptain Fifteenth Infantry, Commanding Post. 
Lieut. D. J. GIBBON, 
Ninth Cavalry, Commanding Company G, 
in the field, near Saquaohe, Colo. 
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO, 
ACTING ASSIST.ANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., Maroh 19, 1877. 
SIR: Referring io Lieutenant Gibbon's report of February 27, inclosecl 
in your communication of the same date, you will on receipt of this let-
ter again order the company of cavalry at Garland to proceed with 
wagons as far as practicable, and then proceed to the Los Pinos Agency 
with pack-mules. The company should not have less than thirty days' 
rations. If the animals cannot have grain forage or it can.not be purchased 
at reasonable rates at the Los Pinos Agency, the horses, it is believed, 
can subsist until the wagons arrive with forage, where the cattle of the 
trespassing settlers subsist. 
The instructions already given in endorsement of February 16, 1876, 
from this office will be carried out. -
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
· THOS. BLAIR, 
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Fifteenth Infantry, 
To the Co1Vrn'.IANDING OFFICER, 
Fort Garland, Colo. 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
Los PIN0S INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
January 24, 1878. 
SIR : Referring to the communication addressed to you by my prede-
cessor on the 3d of December, 1877, in which he, under authority from 
the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian Affairs, ap-
plied to you for sufficient force to clear the UncornpahgrePa:rk of squatters, 
I lrnYe the honor to request information as to what, if any, action has 
been taken in the matter. It was promised the Indians that the intru-
ders on the reservation should only be permitted to remain until the 
expiration of the grace granted them by the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior, viz, October 31, 1877, but notwithstanding the promise made 
the)~ still continue to hold possession of their ranches, and evidently do 
not rntend to remove until forcibly compelled to do so. It is full time 
that some action be taken with a view of clearing the reservation of this 
very troublesome class 01 persons, and it is better that it should be done 
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before they put in their spring crops. I respectfully solicit your early 
attention to this matter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
· . JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
To the COMMANDING OFFICER, 
Fort Garland, Colorado. 
United· States Indian Agent. 
[Inclorsement on above. J 
HEADQUARTERS FORT GARLAND, Cow., 
January 30, 187 . 
Respectfully forwarded for the information and action of higher 
authority than mine. 
The troops sent last year for the purpose of removing these settler~ 
returned, after official statement was made by the agent that their en--
ices were no longer required. . 
The orders from the War Department under which they were sent are 
believed to be no longer in force. 
The communication of December 3, 1877, referred to within has not 
been received. 
Copy of communication to Indian agent inclosed. 
GEO. SHORKLEY, 
Captain Fifteenth Infantry, Commanding Post. 
HEADQUARTERS FORT GARLAND, COLO,, 
. January 30, 187 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your C01?fil~-
. cation of January 24, 1878, and to inform you that the commun~ca~on 
of December 3, 1877, referred to by you, in which you make application 
for troops, &c., has not reached this office. 
Your communication of January 24 has this day been forwarded fo 
the information and action of higher authority. 
The troops sent Jast year for the purpose of removing these . ettl -
returned after official statement was made by the agent that their er--
ices were no longer (required 1). 
The order from War Department under which they were sent are n 
longer in force. 
It i to be regretted that the compromise of the Indian Bureau re · 
dered this movement of the troops of no avail for the purpose intend 
and now comp I you to again ask for troops. 
o troop will be ent you for the purpose of removing the e ettl 
unle upon oruer from higher authority. 
Very re pectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. SHORKLEY. 
Captain Fifteenth Infantry, Commanding P 
Jo EPH B. BBOTT, E q., 
United tate Indian Agent, Los Pinos Indian Agency, Oolora 
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[Indorseme:rits, continued. J 
HEADQUAR'l'ERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., February 15, 1878. 
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant-General of the Army, through 
headquarters Military Division of the Missouri, inviting attention to 
the history of this transaction, as shown by the inclosed papers. 
I agai.n beg to call attention to the recommendation contained in my 
last annual report, that all the Utes be concentrated upon one reserva-
tion, located where troops can be posted to protect them from encroach-
ments. 
This can never be done as long as they are divided among several 
. reservations widely separated. 
JNO. POPE, 
Brevet Major-General, U. S. A., Commanding. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chi_cago, February 20, 1878. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army, inviting 
attention to the third and fourth indorsements hereon. 
In the absence of the Lieutenant-General, commanding, 
R. C. DRUM, 
Assistant A~futant- General. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, March 8, 1878. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit for your information a copy of a 
communication from Joseph B. Abbott, United States Indian Agent at 
Los Pinos Indian Agency, Colorado, together with copy of correspond-
ence on the subject of the removal of the squatters from the Uncompahgre 
Park, in the southern part of the Ute Reservation. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. W. McCRARY, 
The Hon. SECRE'.L'ARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Secretary of War. 
Los Prno's INDIAN AGENCY, COLO., 
February 5, 1878. 
Sm: Referring to your communication of the 30th ultimo, in which 
you state that the communication of December 3, 1877, addressed to you 
by my predecessor, never reached Fort Garland, I have the honor to in-
close herewith, for your information, a copy of the correspondence re-
ferred to. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
To COMMANDING OFFICER, 
Fort Garland, Colo. 
Three inclosures, being letter of Secretary Schurz to Com.missioner 
Hayt, dated October 19, 1877; letter of Commissioner Hayt to Agent 
Wheeler, dated October 22, 1877, and letter of Agent Wheeler to com-
manding officer at Fort Garland, dated December 3, 1877. 
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[First inclorsement. J 
HEADQUARTERS FORT_ GARL .. A.ND, COLO., 
February 14, 1 "i~. 
Respectfully forwarded to accompany letter forwarded from thi otlic 
tmder date of January 30, 1878. • 
Lieutenant Valvis, Ninth Cavalry, with detachment of fifteen me 
K Company, Ninth Cavalry, leave the post this morning for the lo-we 
San Juan country and Los Pinos Indian .Agency-will probably be ou~ 
forty days or more. 
GEO. SIIORKLEY, 
Oaptain F-ifteenth Infantry, Oomnianding Post. 
[ S_econcl indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO, 
Santa Fe, N. 11f ex., Febritary 18, 18i'"'. 
Respectfully forwarded-to the assistant adjutant-general~ Department 
of the Missouri, in connection with Indian agent's letter or January 24:. 
1878, forwarded as an inclosnre to indorsement.of February 6, 1878, from 
these headquarters. 
EDWARD HA'rCH, 
Colonel Ninth Gcivcilry, Cornnianding. 
[Third indorsement. J 
HE.A.DQU.A.RTERS DEP .ARTMEN'f OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., February 26, 1 ", , 
Respectfully forwarded to the .Adjutant-General of the Army, t½rong 
Headquarters Military Division of the Missouri, in connection wi th a-
pers on this subject forwarded from this office on the 15th instant. 
- · JOHN POPE 
Brevet Major-General, U.S. A., Commanding. 
[Fourth indorsement. J 
HEADQUARTERS MIL. DIV. OF '.l'HE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, JJf arch l, 1 • '-'• 
Respectfully forwarded to the .Adjutant-General of the Army. 
P . H . SHERID~ ~T, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding. 
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given the parties to harvest their crops and leave the park, but that you 
granted the authority to remove them at the expiration of that time. 
The agent was accordingly instructed, on the 23d of the same month, 
to notify the settlers of your decision and to request them to peacefully 
remove from the reservation, and should they fail to do so within a rea-
sonable time, to call ·upon the military authorities to assist him iri their 
removal. 
It appears from the a.gent's letter that the necessary military force has 
not been furnished. I will, therefore, respectfully recommend that the 
Secretary of ,var be requested to furilish a sufficient number of soldiers 
to remove the intruders from the Uncompahgre Park. 
Very respectfolly, your obedient servant, 
WILLIAM M. LEADS, 
Acting Gonimiss'ioner. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE lN'l'ERIOR. 
[The San J Llan Sentinel. Our aim, to do good a,nd be happy. Tuesday, April 23, 1R78.] 
GOLD IN THE VALLEYS, GOLD IN THE F001'HILLS, GOLD EVERY-
WHERE. 
For weeks past it has been understood that a party composed of citi-
zens of Del Norte and Lake City were to come over here, and at some 
point on the Uncompahgre they were to open up a new gold field. Opin-
ions were divided as to the locality they intended to strike, bnt intima-
tions were made that the valley of the Uncompahgre, near its junction 
with the Gunnison, was to be the place. Time passed slowly, and in 
the exuberance of hope the main party decided that it was best to send 
a man in advance to locate places for all. 0. D . Downtain and others 
crossed the range in seven-league boots, and staked the Dallas, Dry, and 
Cow Creeks from their confluence with the U ncompahgre to a point far 
up the valley of each. 
Some of the citizens of this place had for weeks had men prospecting-
about the old Mexican shafts, and had staked a claim; but the new men 
heeded not the rights of the others, but put stake upon stake. Only a 
few days elapsed when the vanguard of the Del Norte men arrived and 
operations were speedily commenced. Sinking shafts to the bed-rock 
was begun, and the survey of sluice-beds made. Tents have been set, 
and the appearance of portions of that section indicate more the tents 
of soldiers than the efforts of citi_zens to obtain the gold that is only as 
dross. The results of sundry pannings amount to from 3 to 5 cents per 
pan. Sluices have not yet been set, and the yield of gold has not been 
great. It has been estimated that on the mouths of the three streams 
above named there are from 60 to 75 men, principally from Del Norte, 
Lake City, and Ouray. . 
To many of our citizens the knowledge of gold in some quantity in 
those localities has been known for years, but until lately it has not been 
deemed advisable to awake the wrath of the Utes, as the work now 
being done is on the reservation. It is unfortunate that the work should 
be done at this time, when we all hope very soon to have the reserva-
tion cede to the United States. -Several of the parties interested have 
declare~ their intention to vacate the grounds upon the complaint of 
the Indians or their ageµt. So far it is well, but 20 to 30 of the occu-
pants of the new placer~eld are armed as fully as if they had come 
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over the range to :fight the U tes instead of being on a peaceable mi -ion. 
So far it is well, and we hope no difficulty may arise, and that the acto 
may get wealth and contentment. 
That there is gold in the valleys now being searched there is no doub 
and that the gravel is easily washed we know, as there are no larg 
bowlders, and the situation is one of rare beauty and good clima . 
Lumber for sluices can readily be obtained, arid provisions will be qui e 
as cheap as at any placer mines in the State. A few days will pron 
the value of the ground now being worked, and upon its value mu--
depend the permanency and attractiveness of this section for gold. 
Two Indians came up a few days since to discover what was bein 
done, but it is not yet known that they have expressed any displea ur . 
. We hope that no sorrow may be brought home to the actors in this 
effort to find placer gold in the valley of the Uncompahgre, but if i 
should, on the heads of those who have broken the law the blame mlli~ 
rest. 
On tbe Lower U ncompahgre, some miles below Ouray's place, it ~ 
been known by Count Lotzenheizer, and others, that pay gold could be 
found. They found the gold when they were coming through from Gta_h 
four years ago, and there was enough, but Ouray forbid the work. This 
party deemed the certainty of gold, in paying quantities, very great _and 
regretted they were not allowed to do the work necessary to prove 1~. 
Only a few months since some persons were on the Grand, a few ~1le:::: 
from the mouth of the Delores, and they found pay. We were ad·nsed 
at the time but did not deem it policy to inform the public, but a . the 
~ountry has been taken possession of, we would be glad to see thennner:::: 
get the best. At the point where gold was discovered on th~ Grand. 
gold wash can be done at any season of the year, but the partie. were 
almost out of provisions and were obliged to come home and obt_am up-
plies. Circumstances arose after their return that required their atten-
tion in different avocations, until now they cannot return, and we are 
permitted to state that there is gold enough there for all. • We ho1 e the 
enterprising will get it, and may they be happy. 
OURAY HEARD FROM. 
The following letter from Ouray is copied from the original l~tter ~ _ -
dressed t? a gentleman of this city, requesting that it be publi hed m 
the Sentmel. We are pleased to publish it, because we are ahrn~ 
glad to have inteWgent and distinguished correspondents. 
OURAY'S CAMP, .dpr" l r. 
Ouray, chief of the Utes, sends greeting to the generals, colonels, and captain 
the city of Ouray: 
The c~ief of the Utes doPs not like the way he is being treated at pre nt. 
co11Yent1011 of the Band of Utes of which I am chief it was decided not to 
m~re lancl to the whites at the present time. As chief of the band, I wi h to 
mmer ancl s ttl er tlrn,t they must keep off the reservation. 
OlK . 
U ITED STATES lNDIAi~ GE~CY. 
Los Pinos,. Colo ., April l,. 1 
IR : The whit ar , f'ttlino- ,ery rapidly upon the te r er· 
. th r turn of the a 0 • nt, Dr. l\IcKinn y, who wa ent t, . 
rn t n fr m th town of Ouray to int re d in b half of tbe w 
ru l r. and quatt r , in th ncom1 ahoT Park, or "Four-:)Iil 
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so called. I am informed by credible persons that within the last two 
weeks more than one hundred white men have entered upon the reser-
vation, and are now locating mines, stocking ranches, &c. ; and many 
of them are within six to ten miles of this agency. 
The whites are also rapidly going in and squatting upon the lands 
along the Gunnison and Grand Rivers, so I am informed by several of 
the chiefs of the U tes. The U tes are very uneasy in regard to the 
matter, and are desirous that they should be driven eff at once. But I 
am po,verless to keep them off, or expel them therefrom. 
The chiefs are peaceably disposed, and have repeatedly told me within 
the last ten days that the "Utes no want to fight; " but I am forced to 
believe that they are fearful that trouble may arise between the im-
pulsive young men of the tribe and some of the lawless white squatters, 
and that a general outbreak may ensue. 
In my opinion immediate action should be taken in this matter to keep 
faith with the Utes in accordance with the treaty of 1873, or to protect 
the white intruders. . 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
The CmE\:IISSIONER OF INDIAN AFF A~Rs, 
W-ashinr1ton, D. C. 
UNI'l'ED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Los Pinos Agency, Colorado, April 29, 1878. 
,SIR: On the 17th instant I sent a communication informing you in 
regard to the rapid encroachment of the whites upon the Ute Reserva-
vation, in the vicinity of this agency. Since that date the number of 
intruders has rapidly increased, and hundreds are prospecting for min-
erals, seeking out rauches, &c. All of the grass land available to this 
agency for getting hay has been occupied by these intruders. The park, 
or" Four-Mile Square," so called, has nearly all been inclosed by fences, 
and frame buildings are being erected .with view to permanent settle-
ment. 
The Indians under my care are very uneasy in regard to these iu-
croachments upon their lands, and they are gtdng me considera.ble 
trouble. How long I can keep them from committing any overt act of 
violence that may lead to a general outbreak is uncertain. 
The white intri.1ders are thoroughly armed and prepared for trouble 
with the Utes, which undoubtedly they anticipate. .I think a military 
fol'ce is necessary here to maintain peace. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
Unitecl States Indian Agent. 
The Co::VDJ:ISSIONER OF lNDI.AN AFFAIRS, 
lVashington, D. 0. 
S. Ex. 29--5 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., June 3, 1878. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of letters of the 17th 
and 29th of April last, from Joseph B.Abbott, UnitedStateslnuian Agent. 
Los Pinos Agency, Colorado, wherein he -reports that he is informed 
that within the two weeks next preceding the date of 17th April, more 
than one hundred white men entered upon the reservation and located 
mines, staked ranches, &c.; that many were within "six to ten mile ·· 
of his agency, and many were squatting along the Gunnison and Grand 
Rivers. 
In bis communication of 29th April he represents that since his fir~t 
letter the number of intruders has rapidly increased and that hundreds 
are prospecting for minerals, staking out ranches, &c.; that all the gra " 
land available to his agency for hay bas been occupied by them and that 
the UncompahgrePark, from which the military were recently reques~ed 
to remove intruders, has nearly all been inclosed by fences, and build-
ings are being erected for permanent occupancy. The agent reports t~e 
Indians to be very uneasy and expresses apprehension of pos_sible no-
lence which may lead to general outbreak, and states that the mtruder:-
are well armed and evidently came prepared for anticipated trouble. 
The trespasses of whites upon the Ute Reservation in Colorado ham 
lleretofore been the subject of much correspondence and difficultJ:, 
It is clearly the duty of the government to prevent these contmuon:-
iucursions and to remove and puni£h those who, in violation of law and 
in contempt of repeated warnings, have failed and refused to le3:ve the 
reservation. The present situation is of great importance, as it evidently 
indicates an organized determination· to defy the law by an armed occu-
pancy. 
I earnestly recommend that the proper authority be at once requested 
for a sufficient military force to promptly remove all intruders, an~ th~t 
they be taken to the nearest civil authority to be proceeded agamst m 
due course of law, as provided by section 2150 Revised Statutes; and. 
further, that the honorable Attorney-General of the United State be 
asked to direct the district attorney to appear against said intru~er-
when they shall have been apprehended, to the end that the full pumsh-
ment provided by law may be secured. 
Very respectfully, your obedient serYant, 
E. A. HA.YT, 
. Conwiissioner. 
The lion. SECRET.AltY 01'' '.l'IIE INTERIOR. 
UNITED ST.ATES lNDI.AN SERVICE: 
Loss Pinos Agency, Colorado, June e 1 i ". 
IR: I have to state for your information that First Lieut. L. H. 
~uck r, _int3?- Unite~ States Cavalry, arrived at the agency on th . 
m tant with m truct10ns to notify the settlers on the Ute Re rvan 
to remo e therefrom. A letter wa written l>yme to Lieutenant Rue 
a follow : 
UNITED , TATE lNDLL" ERYI 
Loa Pinoa Agency, Colorado, June i: l;:;i ~. 
Fir t Li nt. L. H. RUCKER, Xi nth avalry : 
~R: Y ur_i1_1 . trnction r lativ to tho r •moval of th , quatter upon th "te R 
·at100 r qmrm,r that you ·houlcl re· iv a 1 tt r of authority from rn I haY-
'tll t that ·ou will, at ·our arlie. t ouv nien e, lir ct ach one of th ~e rtl 
ruo,e frolll off the re nation within ten clay after notification ha b n <Ti\·en. 
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On the 10th instant Lieutenant Rucker, accompanied by the agency 
physician and myself, proceeded to the Uncompahgre Park and other 
pla.ces, and notified all the settlers that they must leave the reservation 
on or before the 20th instant. 
Lieutenant Rucker remains at the agency, waiting to see whether or 
not the orders will be obeyed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN. SERVICE, 
Los Pinos Agency, 0olorcido, June 13, 1878. 
SIR: My action in regard to the removal of the squatters on the Ute.. 
Reservation· has been met with such marked in~ignation on the part _of 
the citizens of Ouray and other places, that I have come to the concluston 
that it would be better to defer calling upon Lieutenant Rucker for troops 
until further instructions are received from the department. 
The citizens express their opinion that it was not the intention of the 
department that action should be taken before the arrival of the com~ , 
mission which is to visit this place, and in their opinion they are joined 
by Lieutena11t Rucker. 
The matter has created great excitement in this section of the country, 
and it is commonly reported that when the word for troops to come is 
given, an Indian, or some Indians, will be shot, with the express purpose 
of precipitating trouble between the tribe and the whites. 
It is my desire to avoid bloodshed as far as possible, and for this rea..: 
son request that I may be advised as to whether it is the wish of the 
department that the removal should be immediate or action be deferred 
until after the arrival of the commission. 
For my own part I think that the removal sl;10uld be made at once, 
for the longer these people remain on the laud the more attached do 
they become to it; 'but the opinion that I am acting arbitrarily appears 
to be so universal that it has seemed better to await further instructions. 
I inclose herewith a copy of my letter to Lieutenant Rucker. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant. 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Los Pinos Agency, Colorado, June 13, '78. 
Srn: It having been represented to me that the immediate removal of 
squatters upon the Ute Reservation would certainly precipitate an Indian 
war, and probably be the cause of much waste of life and property, I 
h_ave determined to defer calling upon you for troops until communica-
tion on the subject can be had with my superior officers. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
. United States Indian Agent. 
Fir t Lieut. L. H. RUCKER, 
Ninth United States Cavalry. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE CH.A.i1IBER, 
Washington, June 13, 18i". 
. Sm: I inclose you herewith a telegram just received from the people 
of Ouray, Colo. The removal is from the small piece of land extend-
ing south of the line of the resei·vation. There has been considerable 
correspondence between the settlers and the department concerning the 
occupation of this small piece of land. I think in view of the propo e 
negotiations with the U:tes for the release of this portion of the reserra-
tion, the settlers ought not to be disturbed; if the Indians burn the 
buildings and the fences of the 30 settlers, it will, in spite of all effort · to 
the contrary by good men in Colorado, precipitate an Indian war. 
These settlers went into the land after it was excluded from the re er-
vation, and believed it was government land, and now if the Indians . 
destroy their buildings and farms they will doubtless retaliate by de-
struction of Indian property ; the consequence can be readily foreseen. 
There is a large town near this tract of land, and the· people do not 
believe that the terms of th~ treaty included it, and have always insisted. 
and !think rightly, that it ought not to have been included in theres~rrn: 
tion. You have in your office many affidavits to show the good faith o::: 
the settlers in the matter, and I hope the order will be give~ to allov-
the settlers to remove until the Commissioner can treat with the.:::e 
Indians. 
Hespectfully, yours, 
Hon. CARL sc·HuRz, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
H. M. TELLER. 
[Telegram.] 
OURAY, COLO., June ll, 187 . 
To JEROME B. CHAFFEE, HENRY M. TELLER, AND 
THOS. p ATTERSON, Washington: 
Indian Agent Abbott and Captain Tucker notified settlers on forn: 
miles reservation that troops will remove them in ten days; also po~t-
office and stage station. Indians threaten to immediately burn ho~e 
and fences. This will prev-ent fighting with Indians. Crops 3:re all · 
Thirty families will be paupered. Cannot order be suspended till treaty 
commissioners act, 
A.BRAM CUTLER. 
P. s. HUBBERD. 
WM. STORY. 
F. w. PITICTN. 
L. 0. McKINNEY. 
RIPLEY BROS. 




T. J. MUNN. 
A. w. STODDARD, P. _I. 
WAR DEP A.RT1IE-'T, 
Washington City, .August 2, l "7"'. 
IR: I ha.y t?e honor to tran mit copy of indor emeD;t rela~-= -
the mmumcat1on from the Interior Department of .April 22, 1 1 • 
q_ue ting military aid for th removal of quatter from the t R ~ 
lOD, 
ry r . p tfully 
The Hu. 'RET 
your obedjent ·enTant, 
1. H. CARRINGTO...:T 
.Aotin,q Chief lerk. 
For the ..,eoretary of War in hi ah 
OF '.l'HE L TERIOR. 
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I Indorsements (with their inc]osures) on 2957, A.G. O., 1878; commlmication dated 
April 22, 1878, from Interior Department, requesting, at instance of Indian Bureau, 
that proper military authorities be directed to assist Agent Joseph B. Abbott in the 
r emoval of squatters from the lands of the Utes, viz, Uncompahgre Park, Colorado.] 
[First indorsement. J 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, May 4, 1878. 
Respectfully referred to Gen. P.H. Sheridan for such action as his 
j udgment approves, consistent with the troops at his command avaHable 
in connection with other similar duties requested by the Indian Bureau. 
Return these papers with report. 
W. T. SHERMAN. 
General. 
[Second indorsement.] 
IlEADQl;ARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, May 11, 1878. 
Respectfully referred to the commanding general Department of the 
:Missouri for such action as he may deem best. 
By command of Lieutenant-General Sheridan. 
W. D. WHIPPLE, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
[Third indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMEN'l' OF 'l'HE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., Jlfay 15, 1878. 
Respectfully referred to the commanding officer District of New 
:l\Iexico, who will take such action as the case may require and the in-
terests of the service will allow. 
These papers to be returned with report in relation to this matter 
and of the action taken. 
By command of Brigadier-General Pope. 
E. R. PLATT, 
Assistant Adjutant-Geneml. 
[Fourth indorsement. J 
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO, 
ACTING ASSIS'.I.'ANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., May 23, 1878. 
Respectfully referred to Lieut. L. H. Rucker, R. Q. M. Ninth Cavalry, 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., for action under the instructions contained in letter 
of this date from this office, accompanying. 
These papers to be returned with report of action taken. 
By command of Colonel Hatch. 
JOHN S. LOUD, 
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Ninth Cavalry, 
Acting .A.ssistant Adjutant- General. 
(First inclosure.) 
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF NEW MEXICO, 
ACTING ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Santa Fe, N. Mex., May 23, 1878. 
_Sm : T~e district commander directs that you proceed at once in com-
pliance with paragraph 1, Special Orders No. 4 7, current series, from 
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these headq!larters to the Los Pinos Indian .Agency, Colorado. Th 
papers relative to the removal of squatters from lands-Uncompah!!I'e 
Park-of the Utes, this day referred to you, will explain the neces~i . 
of taking action upon the request of the Indian Department for the re-
ID.oval of the unauthorized settlers who have squatted upon the 17 e 
Reservation. 'You will call upon the Indian agent informing him tha-
you are there . to enforce the removal of the settlers so encroaching, an 
obtain from him a letter of authority for the same. The letter shonl 
st~te d_istinctly whether it is to be i)Ilmediate, or state the time that he 
i;nay determine for the ejectment of the settlers. Upon this authori . 
you will act prorq.ptly. It is believed that when this duty has becom 
imperative, and you have firmly impressed upon the settlers that to car . 
out the order you are left no other alternative but to remove them, they 
will remove without the necessity of resorting to forcible measure . 
Should, however, this ~mergency arise, you are authorized to ins~ci: 
the detachments sent by Major Morrow, commanding Ute expedition 
to that region, to enforce the same under such instructions as you may 
give them. If troops are not present yon are empowered to draw upo 
Major Morrow for Company K, Ninth Cavalry. This company belong-
ing to the post of Fort Garland, you will draw on that post for sup-
plies for that company, ~nd if forage can be purchased at reasonab~e 
rates, authorize the company comm,1nder to purchase what forage is~ 
necessary, sending his vouchers to these headquarters for approval ot 
the µistrict commander. Use proper delicacy in the ejectment of the~ 
settlers, but with a firmness that cannot ·be misconstrued tending to ~ny 
impression that the order is not to be enforced settling the que tion 
definitely. You are also authorized to obtain the necessary tran porta-
tion from, Fort Garland, and an escort not to exceed four enlisted men. 
You presence may, in all probability, be sufficient to complete the remo,al 
which should be final. · 
You will forward a full and complete report to ,this office from F o 
Garland of your action under these instructions. •. 
In discharging the duty assigned you, you are authorized, as bef<? 
mentioned, to call upon the troops for co-operation to carry out your ID· 
structions, and your orders to them will be given by command of t he 
district commander. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN LOUD, 
First Lieutenant and .Adjutant Ninth Cavalry, 
Acting .Assistant .Adjutant-General. 
Lieut. L. H. RucICER, 
Regimental Quartermaster Ninth Cavalry, Santa, Fe, N. N.ex. 
Official copy : 
C . .A. STEDMAN, 
First Lieutenant 7inth Cavalry, Acting .Assistant Adjutant-Gen ,·al. 
[Pifth iudorserneut. J 
FORT G..A.RL..A.ND, CoLo., June 22 1 - • 
Re pectfully returned to Acting A sistant Adjutant-General DL · 
- ew M xico, with report inclosed. 
(Thr 
L. H. RUCKER. 
First .Lieutenant, Regimental Qu,artermaster inth Ca tal 
inclo ure .) 
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FORT GARLAND, COLO., June 22, 1878. 
SIR : In compliance with instructions contained in your letter of the 
23d ultimo, I have the honor to report the following: 
On arriving at Los Pinos Indian Agency, June 7, after showing my 
instructions to Mr. Abbott, Indian Agent, I received a communication 
from. him (herewith inclosed, marked A) requesting that the settlers 
on the Indian Reservation be notified to vacate the same within the 
time specified. 
On the 10th instant, in company with Mr .. Abbott, I visited all the 
settlers in. the Uncompahgre Park, ,and directed·them to leave on or be-
fore the 20th instant. 
On the 13th instant I received a second communication from Mr. Ab-
bott (inclosed herewith, marked B), on strength of which I returned 
tp this post. It is my belief that the settlers would have left the reser-
vation without resorting to forcible means, but would not remain off 
without the presence of troops. 
Respectfully submitted. 
L. H. RUCKER, 
First Lieutenant, Regimental Qitartermaster Ninth Ccivalry. 
ACTING·- ASSISTAN'l' ·- ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
J)istrict New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. Mete. 
A. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Los Pinos Agency, Colorado, June 7, 1878. 
Sm: Your instructions relative to the removal of the squatters upon 
the Ute Reservation, requiring that you should receive a "letter of au-
thority" from me, I have to request that you will, at your earliest con-
venience, direct each one of these settlers to remove from off the reser 
vation-within ten days aft.er notification has been given. 
Very respeotfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
First Lieut. L. H. RuCirnR, 
United States Indian Agent~ 
· Ninth Cavalry. 
B. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
, Los Pinos A.-gency; Color.ado, Jiine 13, 1878. 
SIR: It haviug been represented to me that the immediate removal of 
the squatters upon the reservation would certainly precipitate an Indian 
war, and probably be the cause of much waste oflife and property, I have-
determined to defer caHing ,upon you for troops until communication on 
the su~ject can be had with my superior officers. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
First Lieut. L. H. RUCKER, 
Ninth United States Cavalry. 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, . 
United States Ind,ian .Agent. 
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[ Sixth indorsement. J 
. HEADQUARTERS DIS'.l'RICT OF NEW lVIEXICO, 
Santa Fe, N. llfex., July 15, 1 T'. 
Respectfully returned through the assistant adjutant-general D -
partment of the Missouri. Lieut. L. H. Rucker, Ninth Cavalry, was d 
instructed to carry out the removal of settlers when directed to do 
by the United States Indian agent at Los PinosAgency, which remo, 
was postponed to await instructions from the Secretary of the Interio. 
and is now postponed until session of commission appointed under ae~ 
of Congress appro_ved May 3, 1878. Attention invited to copy of lett 
of instruction to Lieutenant Rucker of May 23, 1878, herewith. 
EDWARD HATCH, 
Colonel Ninth Cava1ry, C01mnamling. 
[SeYenth indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., July 23,187 • 
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant-Gener~! of the Army (throu~h 
headquarters military division of the Missouri), inviting attention tom-
closed report of Lieutenant Rucker. 
JOHN POPE 
Brevet Major-General, U. S. A., Commanding. 
[ Eighth indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY· DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, July 26, 1 , -. . 
' Respectfully forwarded to the !Adjutant-General of the Army. 
In the absence of the Lieutenant-General commanding. 
WM. D. WHIPPLE 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
[Niu th indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS OF 'l'HE ARMY 
Washington, Jitly 30, 1 ", .... 
Respectfully forwarded to the honorable Secretary of War, imitin_ 
his attention to the incloserl report of Lieutenant Rucker, of June:?'-
1 78, with inclo ures A and B. 
W. T. SHERMAN, Gener 
[Tenth inclorsement. J 
Official copy. 
R. C. DR ... M, 
Assistant Adjutant-Gen 
ADJ T ~1·-GE ER.AL • OFFICE, July 31, 1 7 . 
Th Il n. th E 'RETA.RY OF THE I TERIOR. 
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OUR.A. Y CoLo., Septeniber 20, 1878. 
DEAR SIR : On the 21st of last month I wrote you making a sugg·es-
tion with regard to the hot springs situated on the four-mile reserrntion 
nine miles from this place. I mentioned that if the suggestion was of any 
importance I should be glad, but if it was not, I asked that you throw 
it into the waste-basket. I notice a communication in the last issue 
of our paper, published by Dr. Mekinsey, which please find inclosed. 
This leads me to make a suggestion, which, as said before, if of any con-
.sequence, I shall be satisfied; if not, throw it in the, waste-basket. I 
have uo special interest in this matter except as a citizen, an<l. wishing 
to have that done which is for the best. I have been here over a year, 
and have been a constant listener to all parties and all sides. I inclose 
a sketch of the whole Uncompahgre River, which is quite imperfect, 
hut will enable me to explain myself. 
In the treaty, as you i·ell know, made with the Ute Indians some five 
years ago, the line was fixed at 10 miles north of the thirty-eighth par-
rallel of latitude. It was understood by the commissioners that the hot 
springs and the Uncompahgre Valley should be included in the reserva-
t ion. Upon running the line and setting the posts, the spring and a 
valley six miles long an<l. averaging two miles wide were found to lie on 
the ceded lands. Upon this being made known to your predecessor, he 
rncommended to Presi(lent Grant to issue a proclamation declaring fom~ 
miles square, which should include this spring and the larger portion of 
this valley, to belong to the reservation and not to the ceded lands. I 
will not say a word or make an in~imation whether this was right or 
wrong or whether wise or unwise; I will only allude to results. 
As soon as the government surveyors had run the line and setting the 
})0sts, aJ.l or nearly all of the goocl land in this four-mile tract was taken 
up and settled upon by actual settlers, mostly with families. Cabins were 
built, a saw-mill erected just beyond the line, a post-office established 
1iear the hot spring, and the land cultivated. The proclamation of 
President Grant came and it caused much feeling an<l. dissatisfaction. 
}Iajor Wheeler, the Indian agent, in accordance with his instructions, 
ordered the settlers off, which they refused to obey. Troops were sent 
from Fort Garland, a distance of 250 miles, to remove the settlers. Then 
came your proclamation to let the settlers remain until October. The 
t roops returned to Fort Garland. Petitions were then circulated for the 
removal of Major Wheeler from the agency. I think the principal com-
plaint against him was that he was too liberal and drank too much whisky. 
D uring the last spring Major Wheeler was removed and Mr. Abbott was 
appointed. They now begin to complain of him; that he is too close 
a nd does not drink whisky enough. Last winter quite an amount of 
money was raised to send Dr. Mekinsey to Washington to assist in 
getting Oongres:sional legislation to make a new treaty with the Indians. 
~ umerous letters were written to Senators Chaffee and Teller, also to 
Representative Patterson; and many who had come here from different 
tates wrote to those they knew in Congress asking their aid in this 
matter. When the time mentioned in your proclamation expired the 
. .-ettlers refused to move away. Our people became alarmed, fearing the 
Indians would make trouble. Two military companies were organized, 
:cmd a hundred guns sent from the State armory at Denver for the use 
,of ~hese c~mpanies. One night last February nearly twenty Indians 
~ta1d here m Ouray, and many of our people quietly kept watch. Very 
: oon after Mr. Abbott came aud took charge at the agency he, with an Army 
officer , ordered the settlers off. Immediately messengers, letters, and 
t elegrams were sent and you were earnestly besought to rescind the order. 
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The bill authorizing a -new treaty with the Indians 1s much more fi m 
to you than myself. The commissioners were appointed, and two of 
Mr. McFarland and General Hatch, were here. I spent an evenincr ·• 
them. I was much pleased with Judge McFarland. :m. Bro 
formerly of Saint Louis and now residing at Washington, had ~en 
a set of Hayden's maps. The next morning Mr. McFarland. came to 
office and examined them. I told him how anxious our people were to e 
the four-mile tract ceded, and ·also would be glad to have the twenty-
strip west of us and ten miles from east to west of the south part o -
reservation treated for and secured as ceded lands. This woulcl en · 
satisfy our people. This would leave the Los Pinos Agency and C · 
·Ouray and his Indian tribes undisturbed. We learn that nothin(J' 
accomplished with Ouray and his chiefs. This we regret, and I ha,e 
doubt you are tired of this matter. . It has already cost much money 
not as yet ended. 
What I wish to suggest is, that if you and the President de~i1le -
withdraw these hot springs ancl include four square miles, could Y 
not at the same time let the remainder of this four-mile tract become 
part of the ceded lands. and that will end all this controversy and 
noyance. Our people would be satisfied to have the springs withdra 
I met yesterday a prominent man living two miles this side_ of r 
spring. He said he heartily approved of withdrawing the sprmg::. 
they were valuable and ought to be controlled for the public good. In ... 
paper slip inclosed it says that the most valuable portion of that:. 
will be taken in the new reservation. This a mistake. East of the pn -
and close by is the mountain; on the north, where it is not mounta· 
it is low and wet; on the south is part mountain and part _good lan~l: 
the west the land is excellent. Nearly all of the good land mcluded rn th 
four-mile tract is outside of the four square miles, hot-spring tract. If y 
can withdraw the four square miles hot-spring tract, and decl~e the 
maining twelve square miles to be ceded lauds, it will end all thi con 
versy and expense. 
I think one argument used to induce your predecessor to declare -
four-mile tra.ct to belong to the reservation was that it was a P~ of 
great U ncompahgre Park. Owing to the limited knowledge of thi c 
try at that time, it was di~cult to tell how it was. The Uncompah? 
Park commences at the Gunnison River ancl extends to some five 
south of the agency, where the mountains come near together an~ f 
the road across the river, and they continue near the river for ei(J'b 
,ten miles, and then the Dallas Valley comes in. from foe southw~ t: 
this reservation park of six miles long by an average of two nnl 
is located from thi. point, running south ; and four mile farth r · 
is another little park of a mile long and one-half mile wide wbe 
town of Ouray i, located. This four-mile tract has nothing to l 
the main U ucompahgre Park which the Indians occupy, and i 
eight to ten mile. away from it. 
I will , ay a word I ersonally, and then clo e. I came h r . 
a<Yo la t May to eu<l avor to ma1 7 e the money back that I hail 
~he great aint Loui bridge, amounting to many thou and d Ha 
man of the. e matter I can ai<l yon I hall be glad to do · 
yon can turn any thing in my favor I liall be gr atly oblio· d. 
very r , pee full , your., 
JO Lill I· 
JI n. .ARL H RZ, 
ecretary of th Interior. 
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[Scrap from paper published at Ouray.] 
HOT SPRINGS WITHDRAWN. 
A few days ago a gentleman of this place received a letter from the 
General Land Office, and from a gentleman in authority of his acquaint-
ance, in which statements were made looking to an early withdrawal from 
the reservation and from settlement of four square miles in the park. This 
a,etion would make the hot springs at A.H. Jarvis's place the center 
of the territory to be withdrawn from market at any subsequent time, 
as well as from the Ute Reservation. This action will go far to towards 
settling the question in regard to the four-mile strip, about which so 
much has been said and written, as the most valuable portion of that 
strip will be taken in the new reservation. It has seemed to be the 
policy of the department to secure all the hot springs to the government, 
and giving in some places a very large amount of land with them. The 
hot springs in the National Park, on the Lower Yellowstone, first at-
tracted the attention of the agents of the government to that section, 
and it was these arid the inaccessibility of the place that caused their 
withdrawal from settlement. The Yosemite Falls and Valley were set-
tled years ago by Mr. Hutchins, and he claimed 160 acres of land there. 
Years afterwards an agent of the government suggested its withdrawal 
from settlement. The occupant appealed to the department, but lost his. 
claim. A much larger territory was withdrawn in that case than is pro-
posed to bewithdrawnin the case ofthe UmcompahgreHot Springs. The 
-hot springs of Elko, Nevada, the Harbin and Bartlett Spriµ_gs .in Cali-
fornia, are now being passed upon. It is supposed that in a few months,. 
after the largest hot springs have been withdrawn from settlement, a 
general law will be passed declaring all hot springs and a certain 
amount of land not open to settlement. 
If this is to be the policy of the government, it is better by far that 
this should be done than to have such action as has been had at Pagosa 
Hot Springs and at the Arkansas ·not Springs. 
:QEP ~RTMENT OF _ T~E. INT~?IPR, 
Washington, January ;20,. 1879. 
Srn: I transmit herewith, for e~aip.ination and recommendation, with 
a view to its proper submission by the Presid~nt to Co"Q.gress_, the report, 
dated the 27th ultimo, of the Ute commission appointed under act of 
~fay 3, 1878, which report, with its inclosures, has been inform.ally filed 
m the d~p~i;tmentby Oolonel Edwa:rd !latch, United St_atesArmy, chair-
man of the said commission. · · 
Very r:espectfully, 
The CmnnSSIONER . OF INDIAN AFF A.IRS. 
C. SCHURZ, Secretciry. 
The PRESIDENT : 
W A.SHINGTON, D. C., Decernber 27, 1878~ 
T.1e undersigned beg leave to report that, by authority of an act'of Con-
gress approved May 3, 1873, Edward Hatch, William Stickney, and 
.r , C. McFarland were appointed by yourself a commission to neo-otiate 
with the Ute Indians, the purpose of which fully appears by i~strnc-
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tions issued June 29, 1878, from the Department of the Interior. 
instructions are as follows : 
DEPARTMENT OF TlIE INTERIOR 
OFFICE OF INDIAN A..FFAIP. . 
Washington, J1ine 29. l:'i 
Sm: By direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, yon were notifi 
ktter from this office dated. May 24 last, that the President had designated yon H 
\Villiam Stickney, of this city, and N. C. McFarland, of Topeka, Kans., to act a 
mission to visit and endeavor to secure from the Ute Indians in the State of Col 
their assent to the provisions of an act of Congress approYed May 3, 187 • au-
izing negotiations with the said India,ns for the consolidation of all their bands a 
agency, to be located on or near vVbite River, a.ncl for the extinguishment of 
1·ight to the southern portion of their reservation in said State. 
. Each member of said commission ·having signified his acccptanceof said ap 
ment, tlie following detailed instructions are given for the guidance of the co 
ion in the performance of its duties under said act. 
The commission will convene at Fort Garland, Colo., at the earliest date ~rac ·. 
ble; thence proceed without delay to the Los Pinos Agei1cy, and, after consnltab?n 
the agent iu charge thereof, assemble all the different bands of said Indians m 
council, at such time and place as you may deem most conYenient and desirable 
the, accomplishment of the object of the commission. . 
Agents N. C. Meeker, of the vYhite River·Agency,JosephB. A.bbot, of theLo P 
. Agency, and F. H. vVeaver, of the Southern Ute Agency, have each beennoti_fiedof y_ 
appointment, and instructed to afford you all the assistance in their :power m ec . 
· a full attendance of the different bands of Utes, and in tlie promotion of the obJ 
of the negoti?,tions. Agent Abbott has also been instructed to provide the nece-
subsistence for the Indians during the council. 
You will fully explain to said Indians, when assembled in council, the purpon 
said act and the object of your visit to them, taking car~ in all cases that you -
be clearly understood by them. . . 
The precise objects of your negotiations are set forth in the bill, which 1s a folio. 
"Be it enacted by the Senate ancl Hon8e of Representatives of the United States ~f A 
in Congress ctsse1nbled, That the President of the United States be, and he. is h~re 
authorized and empowered to enter into neO'otiations' with the Ute Indians m 
State of Colorado for the consolidation of all the bands into one agency, to ~e ~oca-
on the White River, or near said river, and for the extincruishment of_therrng~ 
the southern portion of their reservation in said State, ancl to report his procee -
under this act to ConO"ress for its consideration and approval." . . 
It is the desire of the department to allow you the largest latitude m conduc 
your negotiations. You will, therefore, take the act as your guide, and ma~e. uc 
agreement with the Utes as you may be able, and may consider to the best ip.te • 
the government and the Indians. Any arrancrement or agreement entered mto 
aid Indians for the cession of any portio:n tf their reservation sho_uld be_ ex 
and signed by at least three-fourths of the adult male Indians occupymg or m! . 
in the same; and in every instance the assent and concurrence of at. l~ast a maJon 
each and every band of said Ute Indians is requisite to give validity to the 
attained through your negotiations. 
To avoid any possible difficulty or misunderstanding in the future, you . 
tructed to make every effort and use every reasonable inducement to , ecure un 
on the part of the Inclia,ns in the approval of any cession or agreement tha 
made. 
Particular care will be exercised, bi selectincr a location for the future ttl 
these I?-dians, to ec~e a sufficient quantity of arable land t? enable them to 
~y agncultural purs:111t , a self-supporting people. You are rnstructed to tho 
impress npon t,he mrnds of the Indians the fact that any agreement enter 
th m will be bin ling only upon its ratification by Congre s. . 
Any agre ment ent reel into will be igued by the Indian, a beremhefo 
and by. ach m ~bcr of your com.mi, ion, and you will tmn mit the sam 
office with a detailed report of your action in the premises and uch recomm 
upo!1 the ubj ct~ you may deem fit and proper. ' . 
I rn lo h r with a co1 y of the treaty of 1 6 creating the Ute R rv~tio 
Bruno agr em n of 1 3 (ratifi d bv on!!T April 29, 1 74) r clnclDJ 
th r of an l of a map howing it 1n· " nt b~unclaric ; and the aid act 
fl\Iy~l,. 
X-:on will ach l allow <1 a compen ation f ·10 per clay ancl your n c 
wlul · n~ag d up n thi clut:r-
ry r '}) tfully, your ob di ut · rva.ut, 
Bvt. Iaj. n. EmY no HAT rr 
- i11tl1 arnlry . • 1., anta Fe, _ '. M ex. 
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William I. Stickney was appointed by the Secretary of the Interior 
clerk of the commission. . 
On the 19th of July, 1878, William Stickney and W. S. Stickney left 
Washington, and were joined July 23 by N. C. :McFarland at Topeka7 
Kans., and by Edward Hatch at Manitou, Uolo., on the 27th. 
The commission organized at Manitou, July 30, 1878, by appointing 
Edward Hatch chairman; all the commissioners and clerk present. 
At Manitou William Stickney, suffering from indisposition, deemed it 
inadvisable to proceed with the commission, and resigned his position7 • 
which resignation was accepted, and Lot M. Morrill, being there pres-
sent, was appointed in his place. 
The commission having been directed to go to the Los Pinos Agency 
by way of the Southern Ute Agency, proceeded by rail to Alamosa, 
Colo., and after making preparations, on th~ 8th of August started for 
the last-named agency. · · . 
Before l~aving we engaged Uol. Albert H. Pfeiffer, who had previous1J 
for a long time resided with the Indians, and in whom theJr had confi-
dence, to act as interpreter and to assist generally in promoting the ob-
jects of the commission. 
It is but due to Colonel Pfeiffer to say that. his serdces were of great 
value. He knows nearly all the Southern Utes personally, and had a 
good influence in conducting the negotiations. 
On the third day out, Mr. Morrill, suffering from ill-health, returned 
to Fort Garland. This was considered by the other members of the 
commission as very unfortunate in the prosecution of its business. 
On our way we came up with the Muache baud of Indians, who ·were 
removing from the Cimmarron country in New Mexico to the vicinity 
of the Southern Ute Agency. . 
On the 14th of August we arriYed at the Southern Ute Agency ancl 
found some of the Indians present, who stated that it would take a week 
to summon a council. We had made all the arrangements in our power, 
and supposed others had been made, to ha,e the Indians meet us on or 
soon after our arrival, but in this we failed. We also expected to fl.ml 
arrangements made so that we could pay the Indians something on in-
debtedness then existing, arising from the purchase of the San Juan 
mining country by the Brunot agreement of September 13, 1873; but we 
found no such arrangements had been made. 
Such proceedings were then had that on three different days we held. 
councils with the :M:uache, Capote, and V\T eeminuche bands. They insisted 
that they had been overreached in the agreement of 1873 ; that they had 
intended to sell nothing but the minerals ; that the government had not 
complied with the agreement; that they understood that a large amount 
of money was to be paid the Utes yearly; and that so far as they were 
concerned they had received nothing. 
They absolutely declined to go into a general council at the Los Pinos 
Agency; said they would not go to White River to live; did not wish 
to part with their present ·possessions; and asked that the goyernment 
should pay what it had promised. Tliey claimed that their country ,Ya 
oveITUll with stock, and that they were thus depriYed of their grass; 
but we were informed and believe that some of the stockmen had an 
understanding with the Indians that they should be allowed pasturage 
on the land by the payment of nominal sums. We are of opinion that 
this class of stockmen seriously impeded negotiation on account of their 
intere t in having the Indians remain in their present location. 
From actual observation it became apparent to us that the Indians 
could not longer remain on the narrow strip composing the southern 
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part of their reservation without more or ·1ess collision with the ettler~ 
-closing in on both sides, but they refused to take action. 
In the mean time we suggested that perhaps they would be more in-
dined to remove to the east, on the headwaters of the Chama, _.__~a~ajo: 
Blanco, and San Juan Rrvers, a country in which there is good gra ~: . 
. and but little encroached upon at present with settlers. To thi t hm-
replied that if they moved at all they would go there. By authori., 
given us, we made them presents, in such articles as we deemed m o: 
useful, to the amount of $866.62, and leaving Colonel Pfeiffer to ascer-
tain what they might say on further consideration, we left for the L :: 
Pinos Agency. 
We may here remark that one great difficulty in negotiating with the 
confederated bands of Utes consists in the fact that they hold the r e-
<€Tvation in common, and yet, as between themselves, they have by c om-
mon consent made partition of the Territory, and utterly refused to co11;1,e 
together for conference. This makes it necessary to treat with them rn 
,detachments; and this plan is further hindered by the fact that there 
is considerable hostility between Ignacio, chief of the Weeminuch~"' or 
-the Southern Utes, and Ouray, chief of the Tabequaches at Los Pino: 
Agency. · 
.By the agreement of Brunot of 1873, Ouray seems to be recognized as 
.head chief of all the Utes; but, as a matter of fact, the Southern -C-te.s 
utterly repudiate him, and he has no influence with or control o,er 
.them. The fact that he was, by the Brunot agreement, to receive 1 ,0 
per annum for ten years greatly incensed other Indians, who claim t h ~~ 
.they would not have signed the agreement had they so under tood 1 
We further suggest, in passing, that the buildings at the Southern U t 
.Agency have never been completed; no floor has been laid, and they 
.are scarcely habitable. 
Proceeding by way of Animas City, Silverton, and Ouray, we arrive 
at the Los Pinos Agency, on the U ncompahgre, on the 29th day of .A..n-
.gust. Here we had several conferences with the Tabequache '\lb 
said they had no claim on the land south of the San Juan minin-= 
,country, and would agree to anything that the Indians occupying tha-
l)art of the reservation might do in respect to the sale of it. W e foun 
that trouble had arisen and more was likely to grow out of a tract 
.the reservation which juts down into that portion ceded to the ove -
ment by the agreement of 1873, which is a pa.rt of the Uncompah~ 
P~rk, and_ which lies near the town of Ouray. The arable porti 
;this tra'.ct ~s very _valuable, and it is the only land near Ouray apa_ 
of furmshmg gram and vegetables. This portion is already o c 
by ettlers who are cultivating it. The Indians demanded that th ~ --
~lers should be removed. We explained to them the neces ity th 
.1 ted for the cultivation of this land and endeavored to pm h 
but they aid they had D?, land to sell 'to people who would not P , 
what they had bought before. 
'\ e had requ t d the White River Utes to meet u here, and 
tb m, accompani d by Capt. . M. 0Lutis interpreter, came. Th , 
aid tb y had !10 claim on the outherri part of the re erv~ti n. 
would_ do a,n ~hm · nece ary to relinquish their title. We 1!1, ma.crit.'\.: 
aptam urt1 to mak pr paration for the purcha e of · 
f g l for th m, hich we would thereafter can e to be di h·il 
. indino- n thin"' more could be accompli heel, he two a tin~ "'nr,nrr:·~ 
·1 11 r r turn d to Fort Galland and joined Ir. Morrill. Tb 
.£ 11 d 1 n 1 Pn jffi r,, h ha l r tmn d fr m th outh rn t 
:with c pr Io ·iti n in writinO" from th ...Iua h ap te, aml 
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nuche bands, which is, in substance, that they were willing to exchange 
their lands for location on the headwaters of the Piedra, San Juan, 
:Savajo, Blanco, and Chama Rivers, on such terms a.s might be agreed 
npon, provided the government would pay them the previous indebt-
,edness. The proposition, as forwarded by the Indians, is hereto at-
tached, marked 0. . 
Mr. Morrill being desirous of returning home, was,reqnested to go to 
Washington, report to the department, and make arrangements for 
money, if the proposition should be favorably received, and the commis-
sion adjomned to Denver. 
The commission did not deem it necessary to visit the White River 
agency, but instructed Mr. Stickney, clerk to the commission, with Lieut. 
C . .A. H. McCauley, who had been detailed to render us any proper 
.assistance as escort, to proceed to that agency, and also to the Uintah 
Reservation in Utah, to procure the relinquishment oftbe Indians there 
to any rights they might have to the southern portion of the reservation 
in Colorado, and to report generally in relation to the White River 
,country and the condition of the agency and the Indians. The report 
-0f Mr. Stickney, with the release and relinquishment, is herewith sub-
mitted, marked P ; and the separate report of Lieutenant McUauley, 
mth accompanying drawings and m'lps, is also submitted, marked Q. 
The Department of the Interior, having signified its approval of the 
action of the commission, placed at its disposal $28,000, with instruc-
tions to pay $17 per capita to such of the Utes as would agree to relin-
quish their rights to the southern portion of their reservation. 
It was determined to secure $20,000 from the Carson mint in stand-
ard silver dollars. Permission was granted by the Secretary of the 
Treasury, and after some delay, caused by the necessary time to pro-
cure the silver, the commission started for Poyosa Springs, whither it. 
had summoned the Indians for further council. 
In the mean time Mr. Stickney, escorted by Lieutenant McCauley, was 
detailed to the Los Pinos _.!\.gency to secure in writing the consent of 
the Tabequaches to the proposed exchange by the Southern Utes, and, 
jf possible, to purchase the tract of four miles square above mentioned. 
He succeeded in obtaining such written consent, which is herewith sub-
mitted with his partial report, marked R. The delegation of six Indians 
from the Tabequaches, referred to in Mr. Stickney's report, is now here 
for the purpose of negotiations. · 
~rrived at Poyosa Springs, we succeeded, after further delay, in se-
currng the attendance of the Indians, and such proceedings were then 
had as resulted in the execution of the agreement herewith submitted, 
marked S. We also obtained as complete an enumeration as possible 
of the names, sex, and age of the persons composing the Muache, 
Capote and Weeminuche bands, which is also herewith submitted, 
marked T. 
We J?~id, as instructed, $17 to each man, woma1;1 and child; in case 
of families, to tlie head thereof, and to lone and smgle persons of full 
age individually; in all to the number of 902, taking the proper receipts 
therefor. 
An account of the moneys received for payment to the Indians, and 
the expenditure thereof by the chairman of the commission, to whom 
the ame was intrusted, is also herewith submitted, and also the account 
of the clerk of the commission relating to the expenditure of the fund 
appropriated by Congress for the use of the commission. of which he 
was constituted by the department disburser. ' 
It will be seen, then, by this report, if it shall be confirmed-
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First. That the Southern Ute Indians, to wit, the Muache, Capote. 
aind W eeminuche · bands, have released to the United States all the· 
right to and interest in the Confederated Ute Reservation in Colorad . 
Second. That the other Ute bands, to wit, the Tabequache, Yampa. 
Grand River, and Uintah, have released to the United States all their 
right and title to that partofthereservation lyingsouthofparallel3 .10. 
except the said four miles sq t..are. 
Third. That the amount of land to which the title is fnllr secured i 
1,920,000 acres. · 
Fourth. That the President is to define the boundaries of a new loca-
tion on the headwaters of the Piedra, San Juan, Navajo, Blanco, and 
Chama Rivers, in Colorado, with an agency to be established thereon. 
Fifth. That the said three bands of Southern Utes have been paid :'E 
per capita on the indebtedness arising out of the Bnmot agreement of 
1873, amounting to $15,334. . 
And, in conclusion, we beg leave further to say, that we have een a 
considerable portion of the ,territory to which it is proposed to rem~n 
the Southern Utes, and found it to contain plenty of pasturage, mth 
more arable land in the valleys than the Indians will be likely to cul-
tivate, and that much of the territory relinquished will be ~agerly ?ng~t 
after by settlers, some of whom have already turned their attention m 
that ~lirection; that the buildings at the Southern Ute ~gency_a~·e of 
but little value, and the loss from their abandonmen~ will ~e triflm<Y: 
that the new agency, to be located probably on the Nav~jo, will be ~mch 
nearer railroad, and consequently the transportation of supplies will b 
greatly cheapened and quickened. The new reservation need not con-
::,ist of more than 500,000 acres. 
We believe that the three bands called Southern Ute Indian, com-
pose about one-third of the whole Ute tribe, and that in all ~he,5'.' do no 
exceed three thousand. If this arrangement is completed, 1_t will lean 
not more than :fifteen hundred Iudians occupying the remamder of the 
reservation in Colorado, of which there will still be left about 10 000 
acres, for it is to be remembered that there are about five hundr 
Uintahs in Utalt. This reservation should be greatly reduced, and t~e 
remaining Indians, if possible, consolidated at one agency. Th~re 1 
more disprn:dtion among them to unite than there is in any portion 
them uniting with the Southern Utes. The amount remaining due t1:1 . 
Indians on the Brm wt agreement should be paid them at once, and it 1 
probable that they may be quite willing to take part of it in tock par-
ticularly ·heep, and otlter articles whieh would be useful to t~~m. 
It may not be neces, ary to sav that large numbers of our citizen • 
locating, and de, iron of locati11g, in the mountainous di h'i t of 
rado, not only for mining but also for agricultural purpo ~e . . 
If we have not been able to effect the consolidation of ag n 1 
much de. ired and o Yery desirable, we think we have av rted dan g-
wbich w re thr atening and imminent to the lndian and ettler_ • 
The nou-militar member of the commis ion de ir to ment1 n 
attention and kindne. everywhere sllown by the Army, and t ~ · -· 
niz th ,·nb. tantial aid. which itaf:fol'C1ed in the progre ofourbn m 
11 of w]1icl1, "·itl1 th minute, of the commi ion i r pe tfulh· 
mitt tl. 
EDW RD 11 T Il 
1olon l intlt rnit <l tates Cavalry, Bre et illajo,:- . 
General, Chairman om,nt 
.. f F RL ...... m. 
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""\Ve, the chiefs and headmen of the vVeeminuche, Capote, and Muache 
bands of Ute Indians, hereby agree to remove from our reservation un-
der the followiug conditions this day proposed by us : 
I. That we unanimously agree to sell the reservation which we now 
occupy, the price of which shall be determined by the commission and 
the Utes. 
II. That the boundaries of the territory hereafter to be occupied by us . 
shall include the headwaters of the Rio Navajo, Rio Blanco, Rio San 
Juan, Rio Piadra, and Rio Los Pinos. 
III. That the agency be removed to the Rio Navajo, at or near the 
crossing of the upper wagon-road. 
IV. That eighty thousand dollars, now due, be pa.id u.s before out set-
tling upon the new territory to be occupied by us. 
(Signed:) 
1. Ignacio, x W. 
2. Aguila, x l\I. 
3. Sevaro, x C. 
4. Oabozon, x W. 
5. Alehandro, x W. 
6. Colorado, x W. 
7. Sapoonawaitz, x W. 
8. Ohooez, x C. 
9. Italian, x C. 
10. Tumpiatche, x C. 
11. Taputche, x C. 
12. Sopatar, x C. 
13. Conajo, x C. 
14. Pelon, x C. 
15. Charitz, x 1\1. 
16. Felipe :Martin, x M. 
17. Passagouche, x W. 
18. Thoma, x JU. 
19. Ecedro, x W. 
20. Juan Antonio, x M. 
21. Padre Leon, x W. 
22. Nutria, x W. 
2G. Ancapoor, x M. 
27. Mocutche, x W. 
28. Martin, x M. 
29. Watsup, x W. 
30. Hatchup, x W. 
31. Lowiar, x W. 
32. Kunapitz, x W. 
33. Sai-wai-i-patch, x C. 
3-!. Captain John, x M. 
35. Juan, x C. 
36. Charley, x M. 
37. Chiritz-Ignacio, x M. 
38. Augustin, x M. 
39. Quiche, x C. 
40. Alanrauca, x W. 
H. Tosah, x W. 
42. Quartro, x W. 
43. Sima, x U. 
44:. Juan Ancho, x 0. 
45. Padre, x C. 
46. Vicente, x C. 
23. Clewato Viejo, x W. 
24. Washington, x C. 
47. Juanico, x C. 
48. Morutz, x W. 
25. Ooronea, x U. 
4:9. Kannaatche, x C. 
50. Tomapi, x W. 
SOUTHERN UTE AGENCY, COLORADO, ---
August 28,~1878. 
""\Ve, the undersigned, certffy that we were present and are witnesses 
to the signatures by most of the Indians, from No. 1 to No. 50 inclusive 
to the foregoing propositions, four in number, and that they 'were read 
fo their presence and understood by them. -
l\il. H. PFEIFFER, 
S. Ex. 29-G 
Interpreter Special Ute Commission. w 
THOMAS M. F. WHITE, .;;; 
Interpreter. ·-· 
DONALD McINTYRE. 
JAMES P. POLLOCK. 
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I certify, on honor, that the-above propositions were twice read and 
fuHy explai1ned in. the presence of those whose sig·natures, by mark, are 
,appended, and that they acknowleded the same to be fnlly understood 
illy them. 
F. H. WEA. VER, [SE.AL.] 
United States Indian Agent. 
-SOU'l'HERRU1l'E AG-ENOY, COLORADO, 
.A.ugust 28, 1878. 
A. 
vVHI'.l'E RlVER A.GENdY, COLORADO, 
September 18, 18 78. 
We, tl1e undernigned ehiefs and headmen of the Yampa and ~ran~l 
l{iver Utes of the Ute Indians, do hereby consent to whatever d1sp? .. ·1-
tion the Oapotes, Mnaches, and Weeminuches, and their representati.,e 
1bands may make of that part of the Ute Reservation immediately south 
.amt west of the San J ti.an mining district. 
1. J aek, his x mark. 18. Sagowach, his x mark. 
2. Dorytos, his x mark. 19. Johnson, his x mark. 
,3. Some.rick, his x mark. 20. Uncecpis, his x mark. 
4. Colorado, his x mark.- 21. Dana, his x mark . 
.J. Washingt0n, his :x mark. 22. Ootump, his x mark. 
6. Ebenezer, his x mark; 23. Sariets, bis x mark. 
·q. ff nclge, :his x mark 24. Guero, bis x mark. 
S. Yramina, his x mark. 25. Rainbow, bis x. mark. 
V. Unca Chjef, his x mark. 26. Ike, his x mark. 
10. "Jim, ·bis x mark. 27. Tomozo, bis x rnark. 
11. Tsaqnroich, his x mark. 28. Patchnniask, his x mark. 
J 2. Oharvis, his x mark. 29. Y nrgo, his x nrnrk. 
13. Arapahoe Joe, bi. · x mark. 30. Bill Hunt, his x mark. 
H. Tsausaurick:et, his x mark. 31. Apalt, llis x mark. 
15. Oornvich, his x mark, 32. Ahwitz, his x mark. 
16. Papita, his x mark. 38. Uncapashet, his x mark. 
17. Sowpatch, his x mark. :34. Quinkent, his x mark. 
vVIII'l'E RIVER AGENCY, COLORADO 
September 18, 1 ~. 
] hel't'·O:Y certify tllat I hiterprete<l the al.lorn agreement to the India 
bc'fore ·ig11 i11°:, and that they understood it just as it js ·written. 
U. 1\1. U URTI 
Interpreter for the Ute Specicil Oonimi · ·01 • 
1'-.,.IIITE RlVEH, AGENCY, COLORADO. 
September 1 1 -
"\Y •. th ,. und 1\ i 0·u d, were pre ent at the igning of Yam 
,rand. 
Th auoY document by the [Yarn1x1 au"tl Grand] Ri,er Indian • .. 
ar · h r •by 1Yitn .·.· , to their rnarJrn. 
. Wl\1. . TI IL TJff. 
t 1 'Cretary Ute cr_pecial om,ni, · · 
n h1 ora k t rand.-
. II. Mc LEY, 
•' ·onrl A ut nant Th irrl 1rtill ,ry A ·ting 'fe ·oncl Eng in er . > • ~ •• 
on cluty with t 
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-L'°INTAH YALLEY AGENCY, UTAH, 
October 31, 187S. 
We, the undersigned chiefi:! and headmen of the Uintah band of Ute In- • 
dians, do hereby consent to whatever disposition the Capotes, Muaches, 
and vVeeminuches, and their representative bands may make of that 
part of the Ute Res'errntion immediately south and ·west of the San 
.Juan mining district. 
1. Talby, chief; his x mark. 
2. Tuckawana, his x mark. 
3 . Antero, his x mark. 
4. Yank, his x mark. 
-5. David, Jlis x mark. 
•6~ ·w anrodos, interpreter, his x 
mark. 
7. Cutlip Jim, his x mark. 
8. Bob Ridley, his x mark. 
9. Mountain, his x mark. 
10. Roqinson, his x mark. 
11. Mountain Sheep, his x mark. 
12. Sours, his x mark. 
13. Jim Duncan, his x mark. 
14. Loney, his x mark. 
15. Atriner, his x mark. 
I hereby certify, on honor, that I have explained to tlrn Indians the 
meaning of the foregoing paper which they ham signed, and that I have 
witnessed said signatures. 
'OCTOBER 31, 1878. 
llis 
\\~ A~RODES, + Interpreter. 
mark. 
·we hereby certify) on ,honor, that we were preseut a~d wituessed the 
s ignatures of the Indians, from No. 1 to No. 15, to the foregoing agree~ 
ment. 
OCTOBER 31, 1878. 
B. 
HENRY FITZHUGH. 
EDWARD F. AYElt 
Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY, COLQRADO, 
Ko·vember 11, 1878. 
vYe, the undersigned chiefs amt headmen of the 'J\1bequache titbe of 
the U~e Nation, do h_ereqy consent to whatever disposition the Capotes, 
Muaches, and. Weeruinuches, and their representative bands may make 
of that part of the Ute reservation immediately south and west of the 
San Juau miniug district. .., 






Colora<lo 0heqnito, his x mark. 
UoJorado G-ran<le, his x mark. 
Toma araka, hi x mark. 
Sagebn. h, hi.' x mark. 
Johnson, his x mark. 
Mah-a\·-i,·, hi,• x mark. 
l\1ee-poo-seis, his :x mark. 
Ah-cah-poor-kwetele, his x mark. 
Cojo Cheqnito, his x mark. 
Nah-ootcb, his x mark. 
See-up, his x mark. 
Ai-as-ket, his x mark. 
Sang-toos, his x mark. 
Tu-goo-rntch, his x mark. 
Wah-up-wuit, his x mark. 
Paw-till-on, his x mark. 
Ki-oots, his x marJ~. 
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Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
November 11, 1 
I hereby certify that I interpreted the above agreement to the In 
before signing, and that they understood it just as it is written . 
. , · JESUS MORENO, 
Interpreter for the Agen 
Los Prnos INDIAN AGENCY, COLORADO, 
November 11, 18' 
We, the undersigned, were present at the signing of the above c 
ment by the Tabequache tribe of Ute Indians, and a,re hereby witn( 
to their names. 
WM. S. STICKNEY, 
Secretary Ute Special Commissil 
JOSEPH B. ABBOTT, 
Unitecl States India;n Agei 
WASHINGTON, D. 0., December 25, 187 
GENTLE1IEN: On the 22d day of October I received the instruct 
appended as paper marked A, from General Hatch, chairman of the < 
mission. 
Th~ following is therefore submitted as my partial report: 
I left Alamosa, accompanied by Lieut. 0. A.H. McCauley, on then 
of the 23d of October, with $2,000 in standard silver dollars, the 
amount in checks on the First National Bank of Denver, and :fi.rn b◄ 
of goods as presents for the Indians. In due time we reached our 
tination with both money and goods. 
Most of the Indians were hunting when we reached the agency 
messengers were soon dispatched, and in a few days a council wa 1 
vened, and, as a result, I ha·rn the pleasure of submitting t~ y~u 
release of the reservation south and west of the San Juan d1 h'lC 
the TabequacheR. (See paper marked B.) 
For rea, ons which I deem satisfactory, the agent preferred th~t 
presents purchased by the commission at Alamosa should be paid 
out of the tribal funds in possession of the chairman, rather than by-
tified vouchers issued by the agent. I therefore submit herew1 
1·eceipt for all the goods delivered to the Indians (paper marked . ). 
was with con iclerable difficulty that they were induced to rec ff 
}Jrese~ts, ~apornnero, the chief, declaring that the Gre~t Father 
not thrnk 1t nece sary to . end pre ·ents every time he w1 hed a fa Y 
them. 
The mone;v they reque tecl me to return to the Great Father_ r 
the e_ pen e: of a dele 0 ·ation to Wa hington with it; they d elm d 
receive it a: it had not been given them when promi ed. Th Y 
clentl fear 1 _that it wa a ru e to 11urcha e the Uncompahcrre P~k. 
r <rard to which they declined to treat. Finding them very allX.l 
have ad I o-ation Yi it Wa hington, I wa encourao-ed to belie,_ h · 
a fi w of the l ading m n of the tribe could talk with the Pre -id· 
p r on, th . al of the four-mile quare could be effect d. 
uthorit. wa. r que ted to tak uch delegation to " a hingt n. 
p rmi .. ion havi.110- b n rrranted, I ent Capt . ..... l\I. urti whom 
nga(J' 1 a. int rpr t r to brino- them from th ao- ncy h r . 
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_.._i\._s soon as any definite conclusion is come to in regard to the sale of 
the park, I will report it at once to your honorable body. 
Aft€r Lieutenant McCauley witnessed the issue of the presents to 
the Indians he returned to Alamosa. The checks and unexpended bal-
ance of the'$2,ooo in cash, together with duplicate receipts, have been 
returned to the chairman, as per his receipts appended, and marked D, 
E, and F. 
Very respectfully, 
vr. s. STICKNEY, 
Secretary Ute Special Commission. 
The Hon. the U:rE SPECIAL COMMISSION. 
A. 
Rooivrs UTE COMMISSION, 
Alanwsa,, Colo., Octobe1· 22, 1878. 
Sm: You will proceed to the Los Pinos Agency and endeaYor to ob-
tain the consent of the Ute Indians to sale of all land south of 38°. 
The land now important to secure is the rncompahgre Park, adjoined 
to the town of Ouray. 
It is believed that payment of so much of their annuities to the 
Tabequaches, now the only tribe whose consent is required to relinquish 
this land south of parallel 38° 10', can be obtained, and that the amount 
of $4,000, wit.h the goods authorized purchased by the Indian Depart-
ment, to be issued by the agent under the direction of the commission, will 
obtain the consent of these Indians to disposal of their lands at such a 
sum as the commission may believe it is the interest of the government 
to pay and for the Indians to receive. 
You will assist the agent in the issue of the goods purchased by him, 
as directed by the Indian Department in letters dated July 17, 1878. 
You will obtain the signatures in the manner designated by Depart-
ment of the Interior in letter of September 25, 1878, copy of which is in-
closed. You will understand that only such Indians are to be paid the 
money annuity as agree to sell and remove from the U ncompahgre Park. 
The question of their future reservation is a matter to be hereafter de-
cided by the President, through the Department of the Interior, on such 
action as Congress may take. 
If the Indians will not sign an article to relinquish the land upon pay-
ment of this money per capita, you will return the money, or such bal-
ance as you may have on hand, upon making payments un<ler these in-
structions, with report of your action, notifying the commission of your 
arrival at Alamosa. 
Lieutenant McCauley, Third Cavalry, is ordered to report to Los Pinos 
Agency to assist and witness payment of annuities, and will accompany 
you on your journey. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
EDWARD HATCH, 
Brevet JJlajor-General and Chairman Ute S1Jecial Comm'ission. 
"\V. S. STICKNEY, 
1 ecretary of Cornm,ission. 
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DE:PARTMENT OF THE lNTERIOR,-
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIR • 
1Vashington, September 25, 1 , . 
SIR: I haYe this cfa.y causell a requisition to issue for the um of 
$20,000, to be placed by telegraph to your er.edit with· the First Z ati ~al 
Bank, Dem-er, Colo., from the appropriation and for the objects deSig-
nated in the tabular statement herewith; for the proper care and d · po-
sition of -which sum you will be held to account. . 
Under the authority of the honorable the Secretary of the Inten?r. 
you ham been designatectto disburse the above amount as a per cap~ta. 
p ayment, or part per capita and part in cattle or supplies, as in the opin-
ion of the commission may be deemed best, to such Ute Indians as may 
consent to their removal from the reservation. In the event of a pur-
chase of cattle pr supplies, under the act approYed :1'fay 27, 1~78 no 
more than three thousand ct.t one f'ime is allowed to be expended 1n open 
market purchases. . 
I have mailed to you tllis day a supply of blanks to be ~1sed in making 
t he per capita pa,ymeuts and to render an account to th1s office of your 
disbursements of cash and property, which should be made in duplicate. 
E ach payment should be witnessed by one or more persons on the roll. 
and certified by yourself and by an interpreter. · 
If cattle or supplies are issued, proper receipts should betaken ~o ac-
company your property return, accompanied by certificates of an mter• 
preter and the commissioners. . . 
Your attention is inYited to '' instructions to agents" mailed w-it 
blanks. · 
Very respectfully, 
W~f. :M. LEED , 
A cting Gommis ion.e,·_ 
General EDWARD IIA'l'CH, U .S. A., 
(Care :N. C. l\IcF arland, Esq., Topeka,, K ans.) 
R e1JOrt of council helrl by the Ute Oominiss-ion cit Los Pinos Agency. 
Los PINOS INDIAN AGENCY 
Fr-iclay, A.ugitst 30 1 ; . 
called to order by General Hat h. 
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General BA'l'CH. 'l'lie Great Father has heard that complaints have 
been made about the white men taking the Indian~' land and bas sent 
out this commission. Ignacio had complained that he bad a little strip 
of land that was not goo<l, all(l the Great Father sent out to buy the . 
land; but Ignacio snys he has 110 complaint to make. 
OURAY. The settlers here want t,he land and the moyement has been· 
instigated by Senators Olrn,ffee, Teller, arnl Patterson. 
l\'Ir. McFARLAND. '\Ve don't want to drive anybody, nor haYe we· 
power to do a11ything more than make a trial. We wanted Ignacio to, 
come here, but he preferred to talk clown there at -the Southern Ute 
Agency. · · 
OURAY. We heanl and bclieYe about the same as Ignacio. ,Ve ue-
lieve the people about here have started the movement and the President 
hasn't done anyt,hing about it except as these things haye been repre-
sented to him. 
Inspector vYA:t'KlNS. r' have brought, by order of the President, the 
Cimarron Utes to the Southern Ute Agency because they had no res-
ervation, and now they are there well satisfied. 
·OURAY. We underst,and that they were to receive· their supplies at 
the f o:ithern Ute .Agency, and if they went south to hunt buffalo, <.li<l 
so on a permit. 
Inspector VVA'l'IUNS. That is in perfect accordance with the agreement 
I made with them. 
General HA'l'CH. The President finds that all the trouble is about 
land below here-about the Jower strip and. a little place about as laTge 
as a piece of buckskin. The President thinks it would be better to buy 
that land, and would be willing to pay liberally for it rather than have 
this constant trouble. 
OURAY. Did the Apaches haye any land below the San Juan? 
General HA'l'CH. They sold what they had, though I think it was Ute 
land. Did they own an;y land there 0? 
OURAY. Yes, they did owu some. When did they selJ it? 
General HATCH. Either in 1868 or 1872. 
OURAY. We think that if we sell a little now, next thing they will 
want the rest. · 
lVIr. McFARLAND. Do you elaim any ii1terest in the land south of the 
mountains where Ignacio is 1 
OURAY. We ha,e no claim to that. . 
General HATCH. Yon leave that with them below, and don't claim any 
of that fifteen mile strip where Ignacio lives. The Jicarilla Apaches. 
uon't own any land at all. . 
OURA.Y. When did they sell it 1 I never heard of it, and they have-
consulted me about that generally. I think the whole matter is a fraud. 
Mr. McFARLAND. '11ltat has nothing to do with what we are talkmg-
about. · · 
General HATCH. Have you any claim to the land south of the mount-
ain and the ·western strip 1 
:\-fr. McFARLAND. The President wants to get the strip on the south 
and on the west and the four-mile square below here, and wants Igna-
cio to move to \Yhite Ri,er. 
OURA.Y. I don't . ·ee that the President wants that land at all; the 
, ·ettlers want it. 
General HATCH. Do you claim any of the land below the mountains ~ 
OURAY. The land belongs to all of us. 
General II.A.TOH. vVill yo11 sell the land south and west of the San 
Juan distrfot ~ 
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OURAY. If Ignacio had come up here and t~lked we might do :.:om -
thjng; but we don't want to sell the land from them. 
Mr. McFARLAND. ,Ve know better what the President want.~ t han 
you. 
OURAY. Ignacio had some difference with us up here and said he 
would not come back. 
Mr. McFARLAND. Are these Indians here ready to release their righ-
jn the southern and western strips and in the four-mile square, if t he 
others will release , We have to do this in pieces. 
OURAY. If we sell a little piece, they, the settlers, will want more. I 
they buy four miles, they will want four more. 
General HATCH. They have no place to raise vegetables for that t o-wn. 
and it doesn't follow that they would want more. . 
OURAY. I can't see that the President wants it; the settler want u. 
General HA'l'CH. The President wan ts it sq as to prevent trouble . I 
is a little notch, a tongue that is attached to tlle maiu territory. . 
OURAY. It should have been larger, but it is said that the engineer 
was bought off. . . 
Mr. McFARLAND. vV e want to know if you will sell your mtere 1: Ill 
the four-mile offset and the southern and western strip, t.110 agTeeme~~ 
not to be binding until you are paid in cash for it. We want to buy It. 
that is what we are sent for, .and we want you to consider it .. If y ou 
· will sell the four miles to tlle United States, then the settler~ W'Ill _ha'"e 
to buy it. -nT e are goj11g to our dinner now, and in a short tune dinner 
will be ready for you. 
The council then adjourned one hour for dinner. . 
Dinner being over, the council was again called to order by the chm · 
man of the commission. 
_Mr. McFARLAND (to Ouray). What do you think of ~elling_ tlrn fonr-
m1le square and the sonthern and western strips, or the four nul uai 
alone} 
OURAY. As for the southern portion I don't care to talk about t har. 
I will agree to anything that Ignacio' may do respecting the :on the 
and western strip, and as for the four-mile square, ·we don't want to e 
1 
it; heuce we asked that the settlers be removed. 
General IlATCII. The four-mile square is worth very little to th 
~lians, and the settlers are dependent upon that for their wgetal>~ ~. 
1t would be better to remove thi. bone of contention for a goocl pn · 
·ettle the question. 
0 RAY. ,ve haye written to the department to send soldier;-; 
ha Ye the . ·ettler removed. 
General liA'l'C'II. Soldiers were sent here lmt a: soon a ' tbey "tm . 
·whit· . · ttler. · wrote the Great Father and as the Indian did · 
' ' he tlwught the ,·cttl •r1:, mn:t l>e rig]it. 
0 RAY. ,v look upou it a. the white :-;ettlen; hreaki11g th 
Th min r. · don't want it. 
G •neral IlAT 'II. That iH a fad hut it i:-.m't the W"bite men tl! 
th ir 1,a ·k ' l'- · that ar urging tliei'n to it. 
T~R Y. If th goycr11111 ·nt waut to take it arnl 1,rcak th tI 
ri 11·ht. 
' neral lIATC' JI. 1 tlou't u •liev • th la1Hl j: worth ten poni · • 
(}r 1n l 1"tttl1 r ,rill g·iv· 1 ~~otL , ·1() O(JO for tl1 1 J,111cl ancl ., ~ttl th .-rm~~::::::: 
om:! for all. 
On :, \". I <l< 11't think tliat would 11 lit. Th ,,, ,,· uld want I 
n,•11t·rnl I I \TC' II. You don t mi l r:tand it. Tb , want a li 
t o 1':1 i <· \' <•.~·Pta hit>,. '1'hc·1·p i. n ro m for lt m t l>r atb . 1 1 i 
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Indians will gain by taking the money; $10,000 will do a great deal; you 
can buy a great deal with it; the land isn't worth much to you, and 
with the money you can do a great deal. . . 
OURAY. I won't advise one way or the other. The last tnne I advised 
to sell. Now I'll not ad vise one way or the other. 
SA.POV .A.NERO. The same argument was made the last time. 
~ Mr. McFARLAND. We are not begging; we ar.e trading. The land ii;, 
not worth that to the President or to the Indians; but, to settle the 
question, we are willing to pay $10,000. There are only twelve hun-
dred or so acres that can be used, and we simply want to make a trade. 
The lands can't be taken from you. 
SAPOV .A.NERO. We don't want to sell it; don't want money. 
Mr. McFARLAND. If you don't want money, we will pay then in cat-
tle, in cattle or agricultural implements. 
General HA'l'CH. If all are rich, we will tell the Great Father so. 
OuRA.Y. We have been promised money before, but have never seen it. 
Mr. McFARLAND. You won't give up the land till you sell the land ~ 
General HA'l'CH. The Indians know the laud is not worth $10,000; we 
a.re talking for you and not for the white men. 
OURAY, If you were talking for the Indians, you would put the set-
tlers out. 
General HATCH. It is to settle this trouble. The $10,000 is not for 
Yallle of land but to settle the trouble. The people are ordered out when 
they get their crops, but if the settlers are put out it will only make bad 
feelings. I sent troops this spring, but the representatives got permis-
sion to lea Ye the settlers till the crops were out. I am afraid they would 
do that all the time. You can't look up those people that way; they 
will have breathing room. The Indians do want money; they sell buck-
skins and ponies for money, and they want money, and the money would 
Le worth much more to them than this land. 
INDIANS. We think farther discussion is unnecessary. , 
General HA'l'CH. This c01wersation has been for your goocl, and in 
twelve months remember it. I have seen you buy guns in Denvei·, and 
you want money. Remember this conversation is for your good. 
SA.POV ANERO. Before we had any treaty we traded our skins. 
General HATCH. Suppose the settlers were moved to-morro", what . 
would the land be worth to you? Ten thousand dollars will buy five 
hundred rifles; is it worth :firn hundred rifles? Is that country worth 
$10,000 to look at~ 
OURAY. How much money have you? 
General HATCH. "'\iYe will pay $10,000 for it. The whites will pay 
$1.2:5 per acre, an<l. hardly more than two thousand acres that can be 
cult1 vated. · 
OURAY. That ·will Il)ake no difference. 
General HATCH. If we drive the ·white men off we will make enemies 
for the Indians; we don't pay the value of the land, but simply to settle 
the questiOll. . ~ 
OURAY. I <l.ou't care what the rest do. 
General HA'l'CH. I can drive the white men off, but the Indians will 
have enemies. If the Indians take the thousand dollars they' will ha Ye 
much money and no enemies. 
QUERO. I dou't wan't to offend any one, but we don't want the money. 
General HATCII. It is the Indians' interest t0 sell the laud, and not 
for the government. · 
l\Ir McFARLAND. Suppose we should come again and bring· the money,. 
would you take it? '-
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OURAY. It would make no difference. 
General HATCH. Ouray says it would take troops to rno,~e :th 
settlers. If I should take troops and moye the settlers, I should havero 
take the ground to make a garden for myself, and you wouldn't get any 
good from it. I would bum all the wood and eat aJl the gras · woold 
have to do it to .keep the troops alive; so what would be the benefit t o you 
between having the tmops or the settlers tber.e i. 
OURAY. All I ,vant is the rights of the treaty already made. L t the 
govemrneut keep its ob1igations. · : - _., 
General HATCH. To do that I must bring troops, and they -wonld ':2 
jt up, which would be the same thing; and now you can get a good J)TICe 
for it. 
OURAY. "\1fe don't want any hard feelings· on either side, but we w an 
t he treaty to stand. · . 
Genera,1 HATCH. But it will take troops to carry it ont, and that ~ 
make hard feelings; you need the money,-and it will be a good thing for 
you. 'l'he soldiers will be a greater annoyance than to settle the que~-
tion now. 
Mr. McFARLAND. This is the first talk. Think it over, and come -t-o-
morrow at ten 0 1clock and ta1k it over again. · . 
The council then adjoumed to meet at ten o'clock the followm.g d-ay. 
August .31. 
W. S. STICKNEY, 
Secretm7J. 
Los Prnos AGENCY, .August 31, 1 7 . 
At 4.4.3, the adjourned meeting of the council was called to ord~r b.r 
the chairman of the commission. Present the same as the day prenou~ 
The proceedings are as follows: 
General HATCH. Yesterday, to settle this whole matter with the ci ·. 
zen., we offered yon $10,000, and 31ou were to think it o-rer. T he In-
dians "~ern ad vised to . ell the lands. It is not worth 10,0 0 to the 
go,ernmcnt. If the settlers were to be removed, troops mu ,t be put 
there, and they will take all the prouuce. The people must hav:e b~ea · 
ing room. If you ha,e changed your minds we want to hear it; if VO 
hav-en't, that is the last proposition we have to make, the land not 
l>e relinquished till the money is paid. 
0 RAY. ·we don't want to sell that piece of ground, but we tr 
keep the whites off. 
G neral HATCII. \Ve would 1mm to keep troops there all the 
"\ r onlcln't it be better to sell it at once -~ 
OURAY. Tl.t agreernent ·wa: only to drive the people off, not t 1 
p o. ·t there. 
n n ' ral HA.Ten. That': th only \vay to keep the settler off tll 
o k(' 'P troop.· ther ; for they will have vegetable om~ wa~-
0 TR.A Y. Th pla<· .. i: a <·amp for my horse., but now I can't u 
h . . ttl l' .. . 
G- 1_1 .. 1:al II T('U. "\Ylu1;t, i: ... the diff renc , if yon (Tet tl1 Jan~ r 
han I t i. "·orth ? 13 1t It th ~oldier ' are put there th y ,nll 
•Ta ·. as HlU(•h a.- t h : ttl r . . 
0 TR AY. TJ1 :olcli 1\· ar<> t · llH' a1Hl put ff th, white · ttl 1 : 
i what tl1 , t r ·at\· <·all. · for. 
0 11 1ml II.A.Tcir. Y <' • hut tl1 . ldi 1 r will l1a,· to k p comi i _ . 
ha will n: up all tl1 Jrn1iau land. 
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OURAY. vn1y will the settlers coine again if the soldiers drive them . 
otn 
General HATCH. Because the 1:,ettlers have been told that the Iu<liaus 
don't own . that four-mile square, though we lrnow they do; and that i::; 
the reason they dare to settle on it. 
OURAY. We have uothiug more to say. 
General HATCH. We want to ask if the V\l eeminuches, 0apotes, andt 
l\Iuacbes that are south of the mountain will sell their land and come· 
up here if you have any objection to it. . 
~Ir. :McFARLAND. v\Te understood yesterday that yon saHl yon wouhl 
not interfere in anything that Ignacio and his band did. We want ti>, 
know if we understood yon correctly, 
OURAY. Why didn't some of them come here, 
General HATCH. Because they didn't want to. Did you s:-_1,y yeste1·-
day t:Oat you ,yould not object to whatever Ignacio and his people <.lid it 
OURAY. \Ve say the same as we did yesterday . 
. Mr. McFARLAND. Ignacio and his people did not tell us why, but 
simJ)ly said they didn't want to come up here. . 
OURAY. If the Southern Utes want to sell their lands we won't in-
terfere. 
1\Ir. McFARLAND. We have heard that some of you have been-talki11g 
of wanting to go to Washington to see about this matter. "'Ve have no 
o~jection to their going if they so desire. What do you want to ~o for 't 
OURAY. Some of us have been talking of wanting to go to talk ·with 
the Great Father about the settlers. 
Mr. McFARLAND. We will report to the Great Father the difficulties, 
and that you wonld like to come and see him. 
The council then adjourned sine die. 
VV. S. STICKNEY, Secretary. 
Report of a council held idth a delegation of Southern Utes in ihe o.ffice o:f 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Janiiary 14, 187~. 
Commissioner HA.YT. The Secretary has instructed me to give you 
each a medal. You said you wanted to talk about the four-mile square 
tract. What do you-want to say, 
BILLY. I want it understood by you, as wen as all the rest, that we 
are not selling this because we desire it, but because the ,governmen~ 
want· it. We look upon that as being our final say. It is the four-mile 
square that I have reference to; nothing else. 
COMMISSIONER. You say you want to ascertain the prioe for it; is 
that so 1 
BILLY. We have concluded to take what the government offers, 
10,000, and we want the moriey. vVe want $200 each now. "'Ve want 
it in currency; not in silver, but in paper. 
C0IDIISSIONER. We cannot pay you the $10,000 until we get a law 
passed by Uongre s, and then we can pay it to you; but we must get 
an appropriation for it first. You do not part with your land until you 
get the money for it; until then it is yours. We have to get a biH 
pas ed through Congress before we can give yon the money. To-morrow· 
morning we will give you the medals and some money. 
BILLY. "\Ye want ammunition. 
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Co:;.,n,nssIONER. There are so many hostile Indians that we cannu 
give fixed ammunition to any Indians. You have bows and arrow an~ 
you must try to get along with them, and you can have smooth-bore h~ · 
guns, but we cannot give you any :fixed ammunition. n7 e c:an only grn 
· you powder, lead, and percussion caps. 
UNITED ST.ATES INDIAN AGENCY, Los Prnos, CoLo ., 
March 8 , 1879. 
_Sm: I have the honor as well as the pleasure to report that the chie · 
and headmen of this agency, in council assembled, fully indorsed t~ 
action of their representatives while in Washington last winter, ';-2· 
rnlling to the United States the Uncompahgre Park, or four-mile trip. 
for $10,000 iu cash. They desire me to inform you of this, a_n?- a l5, 
request that it be immediately surveyed by Charles Wheeler, liyu:1g a 
Ouray, Colo., who, I understand, is a deputy United States surveyoL. 
and in whom they have confidence. It is of the utmost importance tha-
this matter be at once closed up, as prospectors and miners are liable t(I 
~nd mines this side of the park, and it may be difficult to obtain as unan-
imous a consent again. 
If the department can give me some idea of the time that will ela:p~e 
bef~re transfer can be made and money paid it would be a great r eliet 
as constant inquiries will be made. 
Yours, respectfully, 
L. M. KELLEY, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS . 
lV ashington, JJfarch 31, 1 "'7 ... 
Sm: I am in receipt of your letter of the 8th instant, in which Y 
-~tate _that the chiefs and headmen of your agency, in council ~ embl 
fn_Uy mdorse the action of their representatives while in ,Ya hmgton l _ 
,n1;1-teri, elling to the United States the Uncompahgre Park, or four- _ 
, tnp, tor the sum of $10,000 in cash and in reply I inclo e, h er eWI 
for the signature of the chiefs and he~clmen of the Tabequache, Yam1 
Grand RiYcr, and Uintall bands of Ute Indians an agTeement mad~ 
and between the Commi sioner of Indian Affairs, in behalf of the ~r 
tat , and the chiefs and headmen of the aforesaid band. of I ndia 
for the r liuqui lnnent, by the ·aid bands of Indians to the -C-ni-
tat : of the ... ncompahgre Park, for the consideration of -~10.. · 
11n.· a 0 T ernent j. , drawn in accordance ·with the under tandrn _ 
,·dth th r pl'e,• ntative of the above-named baud, of Indian.., 
"\Yashin°t n in January la t. 
- u ·~I pt _ur the :iO'natur , in clue form of the hiefi· au! 
m n f af re a1<l band. f Indian.· to tlli:-i aoT em nt aft r w 
will tl'an mit i to thi. · offi · . 
Yon will oh.- IT l r th third al'ti le tl1i.' aO'r ment i ~ ubi ·t 
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:fication or rejection by Congress, which fact you will impress upon the 




L. )I. KELLEY, Esq., 
United States Indicin Agent, Los Pinos Agency, Colorado. 
UNI'I.'ED STATES INDIAN AGENCY, Los Prnos, CoLo., 
April 12, 1879. 
Sm: I hay·e the honor to inclose herewith articles of agreement signed 
as requested in department letter L, Colorado, K 248, date March 
31, 1879. 
I would also report that I thoroughly explained article 3 of said 
agreement to the council before their signatures were affixed thereto. 
Very respectfully, 
L. M. KELLEY, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. CmIMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, JJ. 0. 
Articles of convention made a1-icl entered into at the city of Washing-
ton, District of Columbia, on the fourteenth clay of January, eighteen 
hundred and seventy-nine, by and between Ezra A. Hayt, Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs, in behalf of the United States, and t,he chiefs, head-
men, and men of the Tabequache, Yampa, Grand RiYer, and Uintah 
bands of the Ute Indians, witnesseth: 
That whereas, by the first article of an agreement between the United 
States and the confederated band of the Ute nation of Indians, ratified 
by act of Congress approved April twenty-nine, eighteen hundred and 
seventy-four, the said confederated bands of the Ute nation of Indians 
relinquished certain lands therein described to the United States, with 
the provjso, '' that if any part of the U ncompahgre Park shall be foll;nd 
to extend south of the north line of said described country, the same is 
not intended to be included therein, and is hereby reserved and reta~ned 
as a portion of the Ute Reservation"; and whereas, upon the survey of 
said north boundary line, in the year eighteen hundred and seventy-five, 
it was found that a large portion of the U ncompahgre Park fell within 
the country relinquished as aforesaid; and whereas, by executive order, 
dated August seventeen, eighteen hundred and seventy-six, that portion 
of the aforesaid park falling within the country relinquished as afore-
said was set apart as a part of the Ute Reservation, in accordance with 
the first article of the aforesaid agreement : 
Now, therefore, Ezra A. Hayt, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in 
behalf of the United States, and the chiefs and people of the Tabequache, 
Yampa, Grand River, and Uintah bands of the Ute Indians, do enter 
into the following agreement: 
ARTICLE I. The Tabequache, Yampa, Grand RiYer, and Uintah bands 
of Ute Indians hereby relinquish to the United States all right, title, 
claim, and interest in and to the following-described country, reserved 
and retained as a portion of the Ute Reservation by the first article of 
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the agreemeut ratified by act o_f Cougress approved April tw·ent,y-n~~ 
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and as set apart, in accordanc '¥lit 
said article, by executive order dated August seventeen, eigbteen ~\lff 
dred and seventy-six, viz: "Commencing at the fifty-third mile_-po o: 
the ·north line of the survey of the boundaries ·of the Ute cession, tit. 
cnted by James vV. Miller, 'i-n 1875; thence south 4 miles; thence a, 
4 miles; thence north 4'miles to said north line; thence west to the I bti 
of begiuning." 
AR'.l'~CLE IL In consideray~n of the foregoing relinquish men~ of_ ~ 
aforesaid tract of land, the Umted States agree to pay to the sa_1d T : 
quache, Yampa, Grand River, and Uinta bands of Ute Indian i. 
thousand dollars. 
ARTICLE III. This agreement is subject to ratification or rejection. li 
the Congress .of the United States. 
E. A. HA..YT 
Comrniissioner of Indian Affair.• 
Ouray, head chief the Ute natiou. 
Uncommute, his x mark, old {Jncompabgre chi~f. 
Sapovinen, his x mark, young Uncompahgre chief. 
\Varo, his x mark, chief of Tabequaches. 
Colorado Chiquito, his x mark, chief ot Tabequaches. 
Sam, chief of Tabequaches. 
Tom, chief of Tabequaches. 
Unga.faquoits, his x mark, ·chief of Tabequaches. 
Big Colorado, his x mark, chief of. Tabequaches. 
U nca,tash, his x mark, chief of Tabeq uaches. 
Banjurch, his x mark, head man. 
Opfiwicb, his x mark, young chief. 
"Washington, his x mark, old chief. 
Saforatz, his x mark, warrior. 
Charley, Lis :x mark, warrior. 
San bank, Lis x ma,rk, head man. 
~IcCook, his mark, young chief. 
Corinoe:i:grebt, his x mark, head ma11. 
Cumurkec his x mark, head man. 
Patcbinch, his x mark, head mau. 
2\huis, his x mark, head man. 
egeab, hii:l x mark, head man. 
Unqne, his x mark, young chief. 
Tngqrwaket, hi· x mark, head man. 
Tabiebua, hi~ x mark, head man. 
'.l'a Pore, hi x mark, head man. 
utelo1>e, hi . mark, warrior. 
, chaomcarx, his x mark, war chief of Tabeqnache . 
B<mah, hi •· mark, head man. 
Chrippio, hi x mark, head man. 
"\ a . ·, J·otmg chief. 
~ n f barley hi. · mark, youn °· warrior. 
o-nqnit. hi . mark, warrior. 
iffilo hi. x marlT ·wanior. 
biwalwitz hi .. mark, · ung chi ,f. 
Tuwiro, hi '.· mark h aci man. 
Ha it. ·t w lki11 hL· .· mark h acl mau. 
He l .:'II n hi ·.- mark y ung ·hi i. 
"" Ia. ·hrop hi.·. · mark warri 1·. 
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Cotch witz, llis x mark~ wanior. 
l:f'unchback, his x mark, llead man. 
Ubm'f. his x mark, head man. . 
p_~ab, his x mark, chief. 
T_omasricker, his x mark, old chief. 
~i1tchman, his x mark, chief. 
,Johnston, his x mark, young warrior. 
Carawango, his x mark, head man. 
•<Josh.of, his x mark, head man. 
S_anjuanquit, his x mark, head man. 
V1l apsoppa, his x mark, chief. 
Ka.tonawae, his x mark, head man. 
Tofasoa, hiR x mark, ·head man. 
Tugua.p, his x mark, head man. 
Tattachs, his x mark, head man. 
,v asasic, his x: mark, warrior. 
Little Coho, his x mark, sub-chief. 
Pagio, his x mark, sub-chief. 
Alaman, his x mark, warrior. 
Zhthre, llh; x mark, warriol'. 
Buffalo, his x mark, warrior. 
Tt1fmmucl, his x mark, old chief Tabeqnachcs. · 
Arufo, hi8 x mark, head man. 
Kanrotz, his x mark, head man. 
Knoocik, hi8 x mark, warrior. 
John, bis x mark, yoqng man. 
Uuinniry, his x mark, head man. 
Pulmo0h, his x mark, head man. 
Oua.ye, bi.~ x mark, head man. 
l Tno, his x mark, warrior. 
Sarcbakitz, his x mark, ,rnrrior. 
George, h·i:-; x mark, young warrior. 
Pashone, his x mark, lJea.cl man. 
I certify 011 honor that I was present and witnessed the signing of 
the~e articles of agreement after fully explaining the nature of the same 
to the Indians. 
JESUS MORENO, Interpreter. 
" ~e, the mH.lersign·ed, were present at and witnessed the assent of the 
Ute chiefa, Leadmeu, arnl men of the Ute tribe of Indians, whose names 
&re attached thereto. · 
L. M. KELLEY, 
United States· Indian Agent. 
Los Prnos INDIAN .AGE~CY, COLO., 
April e, 1879. 
E. F. DEMONSTOY, 
Chief Herder. 
DEPAR'.i'MEN1' OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington1 April 28, lSW. 
,'m: By the first article of the agreement made between the United 
ta te. · arnl the confederated band of the Ute nation of Indians1 ratified 
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by a.ct of Congres sapproved .April 29, 1874 (18 Stat., 36), the. aid band 
of Indians relinquished to the United States certain lands describei 
therein, with the proviso" that if any part of the Uncompahgre Par.o:: 
shall be found to extend south of the nbrth line of said described coun-
try, the same is not intended to be included therein, and fa hereby re-
served and retained as a portion of the Ute Reservation." 1T pon the 
survey of the north bouncla.ry-line of the country ceded by said agree-
ment, in the year 1875, it was found that a large portion of said park fell 
within the country relinquished. 
By Executive order dated .August 17, 1876, that portion of the U ncom-
l)ahgre Park falling within the country relinquished as afore aid wa:= 
set a part as a partof the Ute Reservation, in advance with the fir..: t ar -
cle of the agreement of 1874. . 
By the agreement entered into on the 9th November, 1878, between 
the commission appointed under the provisions of the act of March 3. 
1878 (Pamphlet Laws, 48), on the part of the United States, and th . 
chiefs and head men of the M uache, Capote, and W eeminuchee baJ?d· or 
Ute Indians, the latter relinquished all their right to and intere ·t m the 
Confederated Ute Reservation in the State of Colorado, and particular :: 
that portion lying south of the parallel of thirty-eight degrees and ten 
minutes north latitude. 
The chiefs and head men of the Tabequache, Yampa, an<l. Grand Rh-er 
UtesofOolorado,and the Uintah band,oftheTerritoryofUtab, concurre 
in said cession of the lands immediately south and west of the San ~Juan 
mining district. ~ 
It will thus be seen that the l\foache, Capote, and Weerninuche. bancL 
of Utes relinquished their rights to all lands in Colo~ado,. while t~e 
Tabequache, Yampa, Grand RiYer, and Uintah bands relmqmshed then-
rights to so much of said lands as are immediately south and we t of the 
San J nan mining distrfot. 
'While the representatives of the Uteswerein WashingtouinJanuary 
last, the last-named bands consented to relinquish all their right to tht> 
U ncompahgre Park, in Uolorado, for the consideration of. 10,000. -r 
By letter of March s, 1879 (herewith), L. M. Kelley, Umted tate ..Lll-
di~n agent at Los Pinos .Agency, Colorado, advised this office ~hat t ..... 
chiefs and headmen of his agency; in council assembled, fully 1!1dor~~ 
the action of their representatives while in Washington la t wmt r. i 
,·elling to the United States the Uncompabgre Park, and on the 31 
?Iarch thi officeinclosed to .Agent Kelley an agreement, drawn and ~a 
m accordance with the understanding had with said Indians, and • um. 
1Jy the Commi , ioner of Indian .Affairs on the part of the United t 
for the, ignature. of the chiefs and headmen of the Tabequacbe Yam 
Grand RiYer, and Uintah bands of Ute Indians, which agreem n _ 
returned to ~hi office with letter from .. A.gent Kelley, dated th 1:. h -
·tant (herewith), duly igned by the chiefs and headmen of th ~ 
·aid ban~. of Indians. By thi agreement the e Indian relin ~ h 
to th mt l 'tate all rio·ht, title, claim, or interest in and tot~ n -
pa~ 0 T _Park or four-mile trip, in olorado, and in on ideration . 
r lrnqm hment the Unit d tate agree to pav to aid band of In 
th , ·nm of 10,00 . V 
. It i · tipul~ted by article 3 that thl agreement i ubj ct t 1 
1011 r r D · 1 n by Conrrr . I in lo e h erewith aid a Te m n 
duplicat pie of the ame and of thi r port, and hav th lJ. 
r · mm 11(1 that the am be tran mitted to the Pr , ic.1 n fi r u ll 
a h ma· d m })roper in he premi e . 
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I respectfully request the return of the letters of Agent Kelley to the 
files of this office. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. J. BROOKS, 
Acting Oornrnissioner. 
Hon. SECRET.A.RY OF THE INTERIOR. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Southern Ute Agency, Oolorarlo, Yovember 27, 1879. 
SIR: I have the honor to report suryeying patty now making survey 
of route for the extension of the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad 
through the Southern Ute Reseryation. Bids for building said exten-
sion have been advertised for; contracts to be awarded November 20. 
Should working parties commence grading, the Indians express their 
intention to resist the building of the -road through the reserve . . I 
would respectfully request instructions from t,he honorable Commis-
sioner. 
Shall I use force (Indian) ,to prevent working parties from coming on 
the Southern Ute Reservation, 
Some action seems to be necessary, either to stop, the working parties 
or to prevent Indians interfering with them. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon; E. A. H.A. YT, 
HENRY PAGE, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Oom,missioner of Indian A.tfairs. 
To P.A.GE, 
[Telegram. J 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. O., Decem,ber 10, 1879. 
Southern Ute Agency, Animas City, via Alamwsa, Colo.: 
You will notify contractors, railroad employes, and laborers to keep 
off the Southern Ute Reservation. If auy persons trespass on the 
reservation, after having been warned off, you will use your police force 
to expel them. 
48. Charge Indian Office. 
E. A. HAYT, 
Oomrnissioner. 
DEP AR'.l'l\1ENT OF THE lN'.l'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF .A.IRS, 
Wasdington, December 4, 1879. 
Sm : I in close herewith copy of a letter dated 15th instant, from Capt. 
H. L. Mitchell, of La Plata County, Colorado, addressed to the honora-
ble Secretary of the Interior, who makes complaint against Indians sup-
1>0, •ecl to belong toy.our agency, wbo are off the reservation, and are in 
• . Ex. 2fl--7 
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the habit of committing depredations upon the citizens of said county. 
He states that the Indians threaten to drive the settlers from their 
houses, and that they have had to build a fort for self-protection. You 
will at once investigate this matter, and if you find good cause for the 
charge made against the Indians, adopt effective measures to restrain 
them in future, and keep them upon the reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
H.F. PAGE, 
United States Indian Agent, 
E. A. HAYT, 
Oonimissioner. 
Southern Ute Agency, Animas City, Colo. 
[Telegram.-Received at corner Fifteenth and F streets, Washington, D. C., 11.49 P· 
m., December 23.] 
ANIMAS CITY, OoLo., 
, December 18, 18-79. 
To HAYT, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington D. 0.: 
Page on Lower Animas and La Plata removing depredator . D . .is-
patch and letter from you, instructing him, go by General Euell's couner 
to-day. 
SCOTT, Clerk. 
29. Collect, G. R. Via Alamosa, Colo., 23. 
C 
